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ABSTRACT

This study was undertaken to trace the history
of the German settlement established at Roberts Cove in
Acadia Parish, Louisiana, in 1881 and to investigate the
Low German dialect in use there.
A variety of sources was used in compiling the
history of Roberts Cove.

A search of published material

provided information about the beginnings of the settle
ment, descriptions of individuals and of the community at
various times, and information concerning the history of
the community church.

The broad outline of the history

was, however, obtained in a series of interviews with
members of the community.

In each subsequent interview

an attempt was made to verify and complete the d^ta previ
ously gathered; a search of the files of local newspapers
also proved productive in this respect.

Public land

records, church records, court records and immigration
passenger lists not only provided specific dates and

v
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facts, but also served to verify or correct data gathered
from the interviews and published works.

Information re

garding the preservation of German customs in the Cove,
and among descendants living elsewhere, was obtained from
the forty-three responses to 125 questionnaires mailed.
Finally, samples of the dialect obtained from three in
formants were analyzed to determine the phonological
characteristics of the language.

The samples were then

compared with one another and with the original dialect
as represented in the Deutscher Sprachatlas to determine
whether and to what extent the dialect has undergone
phonological change since the settling of the Cove.
It has been shown in this study that the continued
observance of German customs and the continued use of the
German language give the Roberts Cove community a unique
place in the history of German immigration into Louisiana,
since no other German community maintained these elements
of German culture for so long without the support of con
tinuing immigration.

The establishment of the Roberts

Cove community and the retention of elements of its German
heritage in the absence of continuing immigration are to
a large degree the results of the efforts of Father Peter
vi
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Leonhard Thevis, a priest who had immigrated to New
Orleans in 1867.

The persuasive efforts made by Thevis

during two trips to Germany, in perhaps 1878 and in 1881,
either caused or greatly influenced the emigration of
the fifteen families and seven unmarried men, a total of
seventy-nine persons, who settled in the Cove in 1881 and
1882.

The economic survival of the community was derived

from the development of the modern rice industry in 1885,
but its survival as a cultural entity was principally due
to the presence of a German Catholic Church, and the
customs still observed are either church practices or
are otherwise related to the religion.

Father Thevis

was instrumental in obtaining the services of the SwissAmerican Benedictines who founded the church and adminis
tered it until 1930.

Even after the monks left the

church, German continued in use in the services to some
extent until 1950, and is still used in certain hymns.
The principal factor in the retention of the dialect,
however, seems to have been the church school, since,
even though it was conducted in High German, few persons
are now conversant with the dialect who did not attend
the school before instruction in German ceased in 1922.
vii
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As it is presently spoken, the dialect shows some effects
of the leveling of regional differences and has adopted
the English phone [w], but has otherwise remained es
sentially unchanged.

Since it is now used as a means of

communication almost exclusively by persons over the age
of fifty, the dialect seems destined to disappear within
a few years.

viii
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CHAPTER

I

GERMAN IMMIGRATION INTO LOUISIANA

The purpose of this chapter is to g i a

brief

survey of the history of German emigration to Louisiana,
with the intention of showing the uniqueness of the German
settlement of Roberts Cove, Louisiana.

For the purposes

of this study, the review will be limited to the period of
time from the colonial era to the beginning of World War
One.

This period may be divided into three distinct

sections:

(1) 1718-1800;

(2) 1800-1860;

(3) 1865-1914.1

Each of the sections will be considered from the follow
ing points of view:

(1) the causes of the emigration;

(2) the journey and arrival;

(3) settlement in Louisiana;

(4) survival of the immigrants as a cultural entity.

'''Robert T. Clark, Jr., "The German Liberals in New
Orleans 1J40-1860," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XX
(1937), 137. Clark gives a separate period of immigration
for the liberals, but this distinction need not be made
here.

1
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2

A.

THE FIRST PERIOD, 1718-1800

The causes of German emigration to French Louisi
ana are twofold, i_.e. , they lie not only in the conditions
in Germany at the beginning of the eighteenth century, but
also in those of France.

The conditions in France are

perhaps the more important of the two.

After the death of

King Louis XIV in 1715, France found herself all but bank
rupt.

The wars and extravagances of L£ Roi Soleil had

left the treasury empty and debts higher than the highest
possible taxes could pay.

The Duke of Orleans, acting as

regent for the minor king, accepted the proposals of the
Scotsman John Law to revive the moribund economy of the
nation.

Accordingly, Law received a charter for the

Western Company on September 6, 1717.

2

The Western Company was given control of the de
velopment and trade of the colony of Louisiana, since
Antoine Crozat, the first holder of this monopoly, had
found it extremely unprofitable and had just been given
permission to return his charter.

Law's scheme was to

2

Charles Gayarre, History of Louisiana, 4th ed.
(New Orleans: F. F. Hansell and Bro., Ltd., 1903), I,
191-192.
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3

sell stock in the company and issue paper money in France
based upon the value of the company's holdings.

Ulti

mately the value of the money rested upon the value of
Louisiana, especially that of the mines which were as
sumed to exist there.

In 1719, the Western Company was

granted complete monopoly over the foreign trade of
France.

It absorbed the Company of the Indies and as

sumed that name.

At this time, the company loaned the

government the entire amount of the national debt at a
lower interest than it had been paying, and was granted
the right to collect all revenues in the country.

The

speculation in the company's stocks, aided by the avail
ability of the paper money, raised the value of the stocks
by a factor of sixty.

Law was forced eventually to de

valuate his currency, whereupon a panic caused the col
lapse of the entire structure, and Law himself had to
flee the country early in 1721.

3

In the few years of its existence, however, the
Company of the Indies fulfilled a large part of its agree
ment with the crown to transport 6000 whites and 3000

3

.
Ibid., pp. 202-233.
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4

Negroes to Louisiana.

The land was given in large tracts,

or concessions, to individuals who obligated themselves to
settle a certain number of engages, or hired hands, on the
concessions.

Law personally held three concessions and
5

agreed to settle 1200 people on them.''

He indicated that

he would transport only Germans.
Als tuchtiger und weltkundiger Geschaftsmann
wusste Law, dass zum Erfolg seines Unternehmens,
neben geniigendem Kapital, auch Ansiedler gehorten, die arbeiten konnten und auch wollten. Und
da ihm die Erfahrungen nicht unbekannt sein konn
ten, die man in Louisiana in der Vergangenheit
mit franzosischen Colonisten gemacht hatte, beschloss er, fur seine eigene Conzession ausschliesslich deutsche Bauernfamilien, Elsasser,
Pfalzer und Lothringer, anzuweiden.^
In order to secure settlers for the colony, a
great publicity campaign was instituted shortly after the
charter was granted.

Pamphlets were printed in several

languages and widely circulated.

4

7

One such pamphlet

Ibid., pp. 204-205.

^Ibid., pp. 240-241.
6

J. Hanno Dexler, Die ersten Deutschen am unteren
Mississippi (New Orleans:
Im Selbstverlage des Verfassers, 1904), pp. 9-10.
7
Louis Voss, The German Coast of Louisiana (Hobo
ken, New Jersey:
The Triangle Press, 1928), p. 9.
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circulated in Germany reads, in part:
Die Grantzen von Louisiana sind gegen Morgen
Florida und Carolina, gegen Norden aber Virginien und Canada. Die nordischen Grantzen
sind gantz unbekannt. An 1700 pasierte ein
Canadier M le Seuer den Fluss St. Liidewig
(Mississippi) und zwar auf die 700 Meilen
hinauf. Es ist aber von dieser Gegent noch
ein District, der uber 100 Meilen austragt,
bekanndt. Dannenhero fast zu vermuthen, dass
sich dieses Land bis an den polum articum
erstrecken mochte. . . . Man kann sich den
Ueberfluss dieses Landes nicht gross genug
einbilden.®
There were, of course, enticements for those not inter
ested in farming:
Das Land ist mit Gold-, Silber-, Kupfer- und
Bley-Minen angefiillet. Will man Minen suchen,
so darf man nur in das Land der Natchitotcher
gehen: Wir werden hier gantz gewiss Stiicke
von Silber-Minen aus der Erde ziehen konnen:
Nach denen Minen wollen wir Krauter und Gewachse fur die Apotheker suchen, die Wilden
werden uns dieselben bekannt machen. Bald
werden wir heilsame Mittel for die allergefahriichsten Blessuren antreffen, ja auch
untriigliche wie man vorgiebt, vor die Friichte
der Liebe.^
Conditions in Germany at the time, and especially
in the Rhineland, were such as to have caused the popula
tion to desire to emigrate even without such extravagant

Deiler, Die ersten Deutschen, p. 9.
9

Ibid., p. 10.
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promises.

The Thirty Years' War had, of course, left the

Rhine provinces desolate.

But this area of Germany had no

respite for the remainder of the seventeenth century.

The

various wars of aggrandizement conducted by Louis XIV were
largely directed toward achieving control of the Rhine.
For over half a century, the armies of France, Austria,
Spain, Holland and several German states maneuvered and
fought along almost the whole length of the valley.

Aside

from the destruction normally left by marching armies,
sieges and battles, there was further destruction due to
a scorched earth policy adopted by France on occasion.

In

1689, some 100 towns, including Mainz, Speyer, Mannheim
and Heidelberg, and 2000 villages were burned.

The crops

and orchards in an area of 7500 square miles were de
stroyed, leaving the Palatinate and other Rhineland areas
a virtual desert.

To be sure, this had occurred thirty

years before the emigration from this area, but the con
flicts did not entirely cease until the conclusion of the
War of Spanish Succession in 1713.^

(London:
passim.

Hermann Stegemann, The Struggle for the Rhine
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1927), p. 155 et
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Eecause of the conditions in Germany, the Company
of the Indies found itself with more German emigrants than
it could care for, while French emigrants had to be ob
tained from jails and poor hou s e s . ^
The journey and arrival of this wave of immigra
tion took place, without a doubt, under the worst of con
ditions.

Perhaps 1G,000 Germans left their homeland for

Louisiana; perhaps 2000 landed on the shore of the Gulf of
Mexico.

In the French ports of L'Orient, La Rochelle and

Brest, from which the Germans were to sail, no prepara
tions had been made to receive them.

Exposed to crowding,

malnutrition and infectious diseases, many of them died
before even leaving the Continent.

The long voyage on

crowded ships accounted for hundreds, if not thousands,
more deaths.

On at least one occasion, a fleet carried

the plague when it left France.

Of some 1200 passengers,

only 200 reached their destination.

12

^^John Duffy, Ed., The Rudolf Matas History of
Medicine in Louisiana (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Uni
versity Press, 1958), I, 22.
12 _
u. Hanno Deiler, The Settlement of the German
Coast of Louisiana (Philadelphia: Americana Germanica
Press, 1909), pp. 15-17.
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The first ship carrying settlers transported by
Law's company reached Louisiana in 1718.

This group num

bered about 800, or more than the entire population of the
colony before then.

There is no indication that any of

the new arrivals were German.

In the fall of the follow

ing year "a great number of Germans" arrived.

These were

probably independent settlers rather than engages, since
they brought a large quantity of personal goods.

A fleet

of seven ships brought some 4000 persons to the colony
early in 1720.

An undetermined number of the group were

Germans, and later in the year 240 Germans arrived in a
single ship.
1721.
ships.
tively.

Four groups of German immigrants arrived in

The first contained the 200 survivors of the pest
The next two groups numbered 161 and 109 respec
The fourth shipment was the last sent by the Com-

13
pany of the Indies.
Although Law had already fled France, and his
business lay in ruins, the directors of the company had
apparently gathered up the Germans still awaiting trans
port and sent them on.

13

This group of 330 was placed under

Ibid., pp. 18-31.
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the command of one Karl Friedrich D'Arensbourg, a former
Swedish officer.

It was the only shipment that was organ

ized with the apparent intention of having it settle as a
14
group.
The arrival of D 1Arensbourg1s group brought to a
close the sudden influx of German immigrants into Louisi
ana.

The figure of about 2,000 given above for the number

of Germans reaching the colony is obviously an estimate,
since the available figures account for only half that
number.

Although no precise figure for the number of

Germans can be determined, a more exact figure is avail
able for the overall number of people transported, and the
number surviving transportation:
From October 25, 1717, to May 1, 1721, some
600 Negroes and 7,020 white colonists arrived
in Louisiana. The Company estimated that
about 2,000 of these died enroute or returned
to France, leaving an addition of over 5,000
new settlers. Unfortunately no account was
made of the thousands who died of sickness
and hunger on the shores of the Gulf at
Dauphine Island or Biloxi. In actual fact,
despite the hundreds who arrived in 1722 and
the natural increase from births, the census

14

Ibid., p. 53.
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of January 1, 1727, showed only 2,228 white
persons in the entire colony.^-5
This certainly supports Deiler's statement that "it may be
taken for granted that at these two places more than one
thousand Germans died."^
The existence of such appalling conditions on the
coast was due to the policies of the colonial government.
Although the French had been there for twenty years, the
time had been spent in searching for wealth.

The colony

depended entirely upon France and the local Indians for
food.

Large ships had not yet attempted to sail up the

Mississippi; thus passengers and supplies had to be un
loaded on the Gulf beaches and taken to the other settle
ments by small boat.

The lack of sufficient boats forced

the new settlers to remain for months on the beaches instead of proceeding to the concessions.

17

The Germans who arrived in 1719, and who appear to

15

Duffy, History of Medicine, I, 22. Duffy ap
parently intends to say that 7,620 persons left France for
Louisiana, since those dying on the way obviously had not
"arrived in Louisiana." In any event, over 5,000 remained
in Louisiana, either dead or alive.
16
17

Deiler, The Settlement, p. 23.
Duffy, History of Medicine, I, 23-24.
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have been independent settlers, established a village on
the right bank of the Mississippi about thirty miles above
New Orleans.

This village lay about a mile and a half

from the river.

When D'Arensbourg arrived with his peo

ple, he established a second village between the river and
the older settlement.

There is no way of knowing how many

people were originally in either village.

At the time of

the first census, in 1724, both had been almost entirely
abandoned because of flooding.

A third settlement on the

higher ground of the immediate river bank had already been
established.

By this time, also, a third group of Germans

had moved to the vicinity.

X8

The last group of Germans to settle the banks of
the Mississippi above New Orleans were the remnants of the
engages transported for John Law's personal concession on
the Arkansas River.

They had arrived in 1720 and moved to

an area on the Arkansas not far from the Mississippi.
During the following year, the people had cleared land
but had not been able to make a crop.

When news of Law's

downfall arrived early in 1721, his agent refused to take

18

Deiler, The Settlement, pp. 50-56.
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the responsibility of supplying the settlement with food.
After depending on the Indians for a time, the group left
the concession (in January or February, 1722) and proceeded en masse down the Mississippi to New Orleans.

They

demanded that Governor Bienville give them transportation
back to Europe.

Instead, the governor persuaded them to

remain by promising them their own land, thus elevating
their status from that of engage to that of habitant, or
freeholder.

He also agreed to dismiss the agent who had

neglected them and to supply them with provisions until
such time as they could provide for themselves.

These

people were given land above and below the German settle
ment already there, and D'Arensbourg was appointed judge
for the area, which was thereafter known as the Cote des
Allemands.

It is possible that the presence of a settle

ment of their countrymen already in the area influenced
their decision to remain.^
Again it is impossible to determine the size of
this group, either when it arrived on the Arkansas or when
it left there.

19

Deiler estimates the former at 300, and

Ibid., pp. 36-38.
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assumes the latter to be greater than the population of
New Orleans, which he gives as about 200.

20

If this is

so, then D'Arensbourg's original group must have fared
very badly indeed.

His people numbered 330 and he had

apparently allowed some Germans still on the beaches to
join him.

In addition, there was already an undetermined

number of Germans in a village only half a mile from that
established by D'Arensbourg.

Yet a census of the entire

German Coast taken later in 1722 gives the number of in
habitants as 257:

69 men, 79 women and 109 children.

The

census of 1722 is the first to enumerate the people of the
German Coast.

Its figures reflect the terrible toll taken

of the colonists.

Of some seven or eight hundred people,

only 257 remained within three years after the first of
them had reached Louisiana.

21

The next census figures extant are no less grim.
Although the percentage of population decline is not as
large, it must be remembered that during the intervening

20

Ibid., p. 38.

21

Ibid., p. 74. It would seem more reasonable to
assume cnat the Arkansas group as well as D'Arensbourg's
people had already suffered considerable loss.
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two years the Germans had been living in a relatively
healthy area and had begun to grow crops, thus eliminat
ing the dependence upon imported stores and the diet de
ficiencies of such fare.

The 1724 census lists 169 souls

in the German Coast, living in 60 households:
women, 59 children.

22

53 men, 57

An appendage on this census gives

an excellent description of the settlement:
All these German families enumerated in
the present census raise large quantities of
beans and mallows, and do much gardening, which
adds to their provisions and enables them to
fatten their animals, of which they raise many.
They also work to build levees in front of
their places.

If these German families, the survivors of
a great number who have been here, are not as
sisted by negroes, they will gradually perish.
•

•

•

. . . The land is covered with dead trees
and stumps, and these people have no draught
animals, they cannot use the plow, but they
must work with the pickaxe and the hoe.
This together with the hard work on the
pilon, causes these poor people to perish, who
are good workers and willing, and who do not
desire anything more than to remain in a coun
try where they are free from burdensome taxa
tion and from the rule of the master of their

22

Ibid., pp. 80-96.
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land— a lot quite different from that of the
peasants in Germany.
They would consider themselves very happy
to get one or two negroes, according to the
land they have, and we would soon find them to
be good overseers. The only thing to be done
would be to visit them once or twice a year,
to see what use they are making of them, and
to take the negroes away from the lazy and
give them to the industrious. But this would
hardly be necessary, as these people are by
nature industrious and more contented than the
French.^3
It is indicative of the conditions in the Germany
which these people left that even after the terrors of
hunger, disease and the deaths of most of their companions,
they preferred to remain.

In the census, only one man on

the German Coast requested passage home.

24

Another census in 1731, or seven years after the
previous one, shows a significant change in the direction
of the population trend.

The total population was 174,

composed of 42 men, 44 women, and 88 children.

25

The

adults continued to decrease, though at a slower rate.
The important figure for the survival of the settlement,

23
24
25

Ibid., pp. 90-91.
Ibid., p. 84.
Ibid., p. 74.
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however, was the increase of the children from 59 in 1724
to 88 in 1731.

As a matter of fact, the Germans did begin

to increase and were noted for their large families within
a few more years.

A census of 1745 gives only white males

and Negroes of both sexes.
• , 26
spectively.

These number 100 and 200 re-

It is obvious that many of the children

were surviving into adulthood, and apparently the advice
of the 1724 census taker had been heeded.

The large fami

lies, while ensuring the continuance of the settlement,
contributed to the assimilation of the Germans into the
French culture; the German Coast soon became an important
source of food for the city of New Orleans and provided
supplies for the Acadians in 1768.

27

Before discussing the ethnic survival of the
people of the German Coast, some mention should be made
of other Germans in Louisiana.

A number of Germans and

German families were scattered among the various conces
sions that had been started during the period of great
immigration.

It is not possible to determine how many

Gayarre, History of Louisiana, II, 28.
27 .
Deiler, The Settlement, p. 62.
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there were, or, for the most part, where they were placed.
The census of 1721, which included only the immediate New
Orleans area, lists 5 men, 11 women, 14 children and 40
engages on another of Law's concessions opposite and a
little below New Orleans.

28

Although it is not stated,

it may be assumed that these were Germans, since this
would be in keeping with La w 's original intentions.

The

census of 1724 lists 17 Germans not on the Coast, most of
whom had families.

Deiler gives some 40 German names

which he found in various early records but which do not
appear on any census.
these people.

29

Very little is known of any of

It can only be assumed that, due to their

isolation from any large group of their countrymen, these
scattered families and individuals were Gallicized even
more rapidly than the settlers of the German Coast.
Although it is not possible to determine the rate
of assimilation of the inhabitants of the German Coast,
the existing evidence indicates that it. must have been a
fairly rapid process.

28

That the Germans identified

Ibid., p. 73.

29Ibid., pp. 91-103.
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strongly with the French population is indicated by their
prominent role in the rebellion against the newly insti
tuted Spanish authority in 1768.

D'Arensbourg himself is

said to have been spared execution only because of his old
age.

30

The latest concrete evidence of the use of the

German language is a building contract between two German
settlers m

1763.

31

Deiler assumes that the language dis

appeared almost immediately in cases of mixed marriages.
Since the French population was chronically short of women
throughout most of the eighteenth century, many of the
girls from the large German families married Frenchmen.
Even in those families which remained pure German, the
language seems to have been replaced by French by the
third generation.
obvious.

The reasons for rapid assimilation are

There was no continuing immigration to reinforce

the German population; there were no German teachers and
no German church.

30

32

A more speculative, but perhaps just

Ibid., p. 46.

31

Ibid., p. 118.

32

Ibid., pp. 105-106. Deiler notes that some
Germans immigrated to Louisiana from Lorraine in 1754 and
some from Maryland in 1774. The first group settled on
the German Coast and the second further up the river, just
below Baton Rouge. The number of Germans in these groups
is not known, but was apparently not large.
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as important, reason was the lack of any national feeling,
due to the chaotic and fragmentary political and economic
conditions

in the area of Germany

from which these people

had emigrated.
Of course, some traces of the German ancestry
lingered for decades, even though the people were for the
most part indistinguishable from the French inhabitants.
As late as 1803, during the brief reestablishment of
French rule, the difference between the inhabitants of
the German Coast and the rest of the population was
noticeable.

In that year, the French Colonial Prefect

of Louisiana wrote to his superior in France:
I received the letter of the 4th of Floreal
of this year by which your Excellency deigned to
consult me on the project of embarking German
laborers for Louisiana.
This is a project which
regular system by the French
several years if it wants to
this country and to preserve

should be made a
government for
derive profit from
it.

Its present condition and its wretched
population demand this imperatively. This
class of peasants, and especially of that na
tionality, is just the class we need and the
only one which always achieved perfect suc
cess in these parts.
What is called here the "German Coast"
is the most industrious, the most populous,
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the most upright, the most respected part of
the inhabitants of this colony.
I regard it as essential that the French
government should make it a rule to send every
year from one thousand to twelve hundred fami
lies of the frontier departments of Switzerland,
the Rhine and Holland; the emigrants of our
southern provinces are not worth anything.33
Names, both family and place names, have survived to the
present day.

Some of these names are actually French, as

Bayou des Allemands, or have been translated into English,
as the German Coast.

The majority, however, have been re

tained in forms corrupted by French pronunciation and
spelling to such a degree that they are hardly recogniz
able as German.

Indeed the "Cajuns" who bear these names

often do not realize the German origin of them.

33

34

Ibid., p. 129.

34

Ibid., pp. 119-126. Deiler lists a number of
German names and the French, or "Cajun," variations of
them. To mention only a few; Bouque, Boucvaitre from
Buchwalter; Wichnaire, Vicnaire, Viquiner, Vixner from
Wichner; Waquespack, Wagenspack, Vaglespaque from Wagensbach; Chance, Chans from Schanz; Serinque, Zerincque,
Sering from Zehringer; Houbre, Ubre, Ouvre from Huber;
Chauffe, Chauvre, Cheauf from Schaff; Sexnaidre, Seckshneyder, Cesnaitre, Scheixneydre from Scheckschneider.
For the last of these names Deiler gives a total of
twenty-three variants, and indicates that the list is
incomplete.
In a few instances, the German names were
translated into French, as Quatrevingt for Achtziger and
Labranche for Zweig.
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It can be said, in summary, that while the German
immigrants were important in this period of Louisiana's
history, and the German segment of the population retained
a degree of importance for many years, the people them
selves did not long retain a separate language or culture
that could be recognized as peculiarly German.

B.

THE SECOND PERIOD, 1800-1860

From the standpoint of German immigration into the
United States, and especially into the state of Louisiana,
this period may be considered as a unit.

With the ex

ception of a large wave in 1816 and 1817, the immigration
began slowly, gained an increasing momentum and reached
its peak in 1854.

35

In reviewing the causes for emigra

tion, however, these sixty years must be considered in
smaller segments.
For the first fifteen years of the nineteenth
century there was relatively little emigration from Ger
many.

Although the Napoleonic Wars certainly created con

ditions to encourage emigration, the involvement of the

Appendix A.
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entire continent in the wars and the British blockade
hindered the movement of trade and people.

Immediately

after the final defeat of Napoleon, nature aided thousands
in the Rhineland and southern Germany in deciding to emi
grate.

There had already been several years of poor har

vest, and high taxes took much of what was produced.

The

year 1816, however, brought almost a total failure of
crops because of extremely adverse weather.

Widespread

famine caused a mass movement of people from these areas
through Holland to America and, in the opposite direction,
to Russia.

The emigrants were not all farmers, but they

were all fro.: the closely related rural areas and trades.
Almost all were poor, if not destitute.

About 20,000

people emigrated to America in 1816 and 1817.

The suc

cess of the crops in Germany and the breaking of the
famine in the fall of the latter year, combined with the
tales and examples of human misery caused by the unpre
paredness of the emigrants, ended the exodus after two
36
years.
The press in Amsterdam was similar to that in the

36
Mack Walker, Germany and the Emigration (Cam
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1964), pp. 1-37.
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French ports a century before.

Those who could do so paid

their passage, if passage were available before their
means were consumed in the waiting; those who could not
pay the fare became indentured servants when possible.
The supply, however, was greater than the demand.

Many

starved or died of disease; others returned home even more
destitute than before.

The emigrant was no longer a citi

zen of his native state, once he received permission to
leave, or if he left without permission.

For this reason,,

no one felt responsible for the crowds in Amsterdam and
few felt concern.

In the second year of this fever of

emigration, Holland began turning the emigrants back at
the border.

Towns in Germany along the route were con

cerned only with moving the travelers out of their city

lT i m -4its.3 7
These two years constituted a veritable epidemic
of emigration which not only eased with the famine, but
left in Germany a reaction against emigration through the
twenties.

This reaction was caused by those who did not

emigrate, rather than by the ones who did.

For the 20,000
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who sailed to America were a small part of
tried

the number who

and either died or returned to their starting points

to populate the poor houses and spread tales of woe.

38

Typical, however, of the emigrant who succeeded in finding
passage was the Badenese who sold two of his five children
into indenture to pay the family's passage, lost another
child on the voyage, became himself indentured, and re
ceived such bad treatment that a philanthropic society
bought him free, and yet wrote home:
Libster Bruder was glaubst du willst du
kommen ja ich rathe dir du sollst kommen wir
haben schon 100 mal gewunschen wenn nur unser
Bruder und Schwestern bei uns waren und ich
rathe alien die Willens sind zu kommen sie
sollen nur kommen sie machen ihr leben besser
als in Teuschland.
[Amerika ist] ein Freyland, es steht unter keinen Bodenda es wird
alle 4 Jahre in Kardinal erwahlt iiber das
ganze Land, da ist das Land Kandonweis
getheilt und eine jede Kandon hat ein Presi
dent da darf man kein Zins zahlen und nichts
geben. . . . Wen du in diesem Land warst und
fort arbeiten wie in Teutschland so thatest
deinen Kindern gute Zeiten machen . ^
Thousands of letters such as this did not immediately
prove incentive enough to overcome the second thoughts

38

.
Ibid., pp. 28-30.

^Ibid. , pp. 34-35.
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of those at home, and when emigration rose again to large
numbers in the thirties, it was not done in the same
desperate manner as in the two years of famine.

The

German emigrant became a more cautious, prepared and
wealthy individual.^
After the harvest of 1817, food prices fell and
generally fair conditions remained in Germany throughout
the 1820's.

When emigration to the United States began

to increase significantly, about 1830, the causes were
varied and not always clear.

The revolutionary activi

ties in Europe undoubtedly played a part.

So did rising

food prices and the steady increase of letters from
''.merica as the number of immigrants grew.

The evolution

of Germany toward a money economy determined not only the
numbers but the types of people who left home.

Most of

the emigrants were from the lower middle class, i_.e.,
those who existed on trades and home industries which
were disappearing due to industrialization and the lower
ing of tariff barriers between the German states.

Added

to these were the small landowners whose farms, after

40

Ibid., p. 47.
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generations of divided inheritance, were too small to sup
port a family.

Former feudal lords, in re-acquiring their

estates, were paying higher prices for land than its pro
ductivity warranted, and thus aided these small farmers.
The people who emigrated between 1830 and 1845 were not,
then, the poor and the failures, nor were they the ad
venturers looking for a new life.

Rather, they were the

economically independent who saw this independence threat
ened.

They went to America not to start a new way of

lxfe, but to continue in the old.

41

It is, of course, impossible to determine all the
reasons for emigration in this century.

Devastation by

war, the relatively clear cause behind most of the previ
ous Gentian emigration, no longer existed, and
even if it were possible to isolate all the
external factors peculiar to times when and
places where emigration occurred, even to
the prevalence of the idea— and it is not
possible to do this— the question of "cause"
would not be exhausted. . . .42
In 1845, a new impetus developed which caused a
huge, rather than a gradual, increase in emigration for

41

Ibid., pp. 51-52.

42Ibid., p. 57.
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the next two years.
famine followed.

The potato rot struck Germany, and

In addition to the classes of people who

had been leaving and continued to leave Germany, the newly
developed proletariat joined the emigration.

The famine,

rising food prices, and lowered transportation costs, all
entered into this development.

The completely destitute

also reappeared in the emigration.

A number of towns and

localities, alarmed by the rising poor taxes and increas
ing poor, either encouraged the poor to emigrate or actu
ally shipped their poor to America, usually providing
little other than transportation.

43

The revolution of 1848 had less effect on emigra
tion than is often assumed.

For a time, the volume of

traffic decreased slightly.

This was probably due to the

unrest which made it difficult to liquidate holdings, and
perhaps also due to hopes that the revolution would re
verse the social trends that caused the middle class to
emigrate.

The intellectuals and revolutionaries who are

so prominent in the history of the era, actually were a
minute fraction of the Germans who emigrated after the

43

.
Ibid., pp. 71-76.
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revolution.

Except for the small decrease, the emigration

proceeded much as might have been expected had there not
been a revolution.

Even the temporary lessening of volume

was perhaps due to the end of the potato famine with the
harvest of 1847, rather than to the revolution.

44

The continued growth of the emigration until 1854
and its decline thereafter can be attributed, like the en
tire phenomenon, to several causes.
easier.

The way was ever

The cost of transportation decreased; land frag

mentation continued, as did the decline of the handicrafts;
harvests were again bad for the years 1850 to 1853; the
huge number of Germans already in the United States gave
more and more Germans at home a definite and safe place to
go.

Although the southern areas continued to supply the

bulk of emigrants, the movement had by mid-century spread
to the whole of the German states.

The composition re

mained mostly middle class families, but many single
persons, particularly of the poorer classes, emigrated.
The decline after 1854 was largely due to a depression in
the United States.

As a result of this depression, many

44Ibid., pp. 129-132.
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of the wealthier emigrants returned home with tales of
disappointment and the rising resentment of Americans to
ward immigrants.

Also, the land prices in Germany had

declined, due to the decline in population.

This en

couraged some to stay and prevented others from going.
The political troubles in America which led to war were
also a factor.

Even though the tide of emigration re

ceded after 1854, it was not until the Civil War actually
broke out that the number of emigrants dropped below the
figure for 1845.

45

After 1830, conditions of travel continually im
proved.

The mass suffering and death that attended the

earlier emigrations largely disappeared, except in those
cases of organized emigration which usually had the in
tention of setting up a colony with a particular politi
cal organization.

Inadequate preparation often caused

hunger and death in such colonization attempts.

Most of

these attempts were made in Latin America, the most nota
ble in North America being the Mainzer Adelsverein settle
ment at New Braunfels, Texas.

45

Ibid., pp. 159-179.

There were several reasons

See also Appendix A.
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for the improvement of travel conditions.

The relative

well-being of most of the emigrants meant that they could
afford and demand reasonable comfort.

It also meant that

there was money to be made in the emigration traffic, and
that the port or shipping line had to compete for the
business.

Bremen was the first German port to cater to

the emigration trade.

While most of the traffic was still

going through foreign ports and Hamburg still had laws de
signed to keep the poor emigrant out of the city, Bremen
instituted an active campaign to attract the new emi
grants.

In 1832 and 1834 laws were passed to protect the

travellers from misery and swindle, both in port and
aboard ship.

Inns were regulated and ships were required

to provide minimum space and rations.

Later laws passed

by the Congress of the United States raised the passenger
space requirement even higher.

The technical advances of

the period also improved the conditions of the trip.
Reaching a port was quicker because of the railroads, and
the voyage was considerably shortened by the use of steam
and the screw propeller at sea.

There were, of course,

other instances of suffering during this period.

The re

curring practice in some areas of Germany of sending
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paupers and criminals to America resulted in the oc
casional arrival of a group of destitute, helpless or ir
responsible people.

The passenger laws of Congress were

perhaps more to discourage this type of immigration than
for humanitarian reasons.^
Very little can be determined about the immigra
tion of Germans into Louisiana during the first two
decades of the nineteenth century.

The Customs Bureau

of the United States began keeping records of immigrants
in 1820, but before this date there is no accurate ac
counting of foreigners landing in New Orleans.

Undoubt

edly there were Germans among the Americans who began
moving into Louisiana immediately after 1803, and others
undoubtedly began landing at the port of New Orleans now
that Louisiana was no longer a Spanish colony.

The first

significant numbers of Germans who did so were "redemptionists," or indentured servants.

The indentured servant

became important in the South when Congress forbade the
further importation of slaves after 1807.

The price of

slaves then rose so high that the servants became more

46

Ibid., pp. 87-102.
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economical.

The practice of recruiting destitute peasants

for this purpose arose in the Rhineland, which once again
suffered the hardships of war resulting from the French
Revolution.

47

On January 28, 1807, the following adver

tisement appeared in New Orleans:
A ENGAGER
Une quantite d'Allemands des deux sexes
et de tous metiers arrivee de Bremen en Allemands, sur le brick Mississippi, Capitaine
Johannsen.
Ils desirent s'engager pour payer
les frais de leur passage.
Ils jouissent
d'une sante robuste et ont de bonnes qualites.
Le plus grand nombre est en families. S'ad
dresser au capitaine a bord ou a
^
A. F. Strauss
It should be noted that the agent for this transaction was
also a German, or at least of German extraction.
After paying the captain or the agent, a buyer
took his servant or servants to the Mayor, before whom a
contract was signed.

The servant agreed to work as well

as possible for a certain period of time in exchange for
his passage and adequate food and clothing, which the
master was obliged to furnish during the period of

47

J. Hanno Deiler, Das Redemptionssystem im Staate
Louisiana (New Orleans: Im Selbstverlage des Verfassers,
1901), pp. 4-6.
48

Ibid., p. 7.
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service.

For minors, this period of service extended to

the eighteenth year for females and to the twenty-first
year for males.
years.

Adults were required to serve up to seven

As Deiler remarks, "Der Redemptionist war wahrend

49
seiner Dienstzeit Sklave."

The law considered him the

same as a runaway slave if he tried to leave before his
service was complete, and he could be legally punished for
making the attempt.

During his period of service he could

be loaned, rented or sold.
than that of the slaves.

Indeed his lot was often worse
The Black Code prescribed the

minimum food and clothing allowance which a slave must re
ceive; the allowance required for the indentured servant
were merely described as "adequate," which lent itself to
varying interpretations.

That some of the servants found

their lot bad enough to attempt escape is shown by ad
vertisements describing runaway Germans from the years
1807, 1818 and 1820.50
The largest group from the wave of 1816 and 1817
to reach Louisiana resulted from one of the many swindles

49
50

Ibid., p. 9.
Ibid., pp. 8-14.
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perpetrated by unscrupulous merchants.

Some 1100 persons

were crowded aboard a converted warship in Holland, with
the intention of sailing to Philadelphia.

The ship lost

its masts in a storm shortly after leaving port, and re
turned.

Most of the passengers had paid for their passage

with the last of their means and were left penniless in
the harbor when the owners of the wreck absconded.

The

Dutch government finally commissioned three ships to take
the Germans to New Orleans and indenture them to pay for
the passage.

The trip took five months, during which the

passengers were kept on starvation rations and forced to
turn over what few possessions they still had in exchange
for extra food.

Altogether 597 of the original 1100

reached Louisiana.

The first ship arrived on March G,

1818, when the following advertisement appeared:
Mr. Krahnstover, supercargo of the ship Juffer
Johanna, lately arrived from Amsterdam, begs
leave to inform the inhabitants of Louisiana,
who may want servants of different ages and
sexes, labourers, farmers, gardeners, me
chanics, etc., that he has brought several
Swiss and German passengers, who wished to
emigrate to the country, which may prove to
be very serviceable in their respective ca
pacities .

^ Ibid., p. 17.
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The stories of the passengers so aroused the ire of the
citizens of New Orleans that the crew of the Juffer
Johanna could not safely set foot on shore.

This inci

dent was responsible for a Louisiana law which regulated
the treatment of indentured servants, including the conditions on the ships that carried them.

52

About halfway through this period, the German
colony in New Orleans attained a considerable size and
prominence.

Immigration statistics show that not only

did the number of Germans landing in Louisiana increase,
but also the percentage of the total German immigration
into the country.

By 1838 the percentage reached 10.8

per cent and remained near this level until 1862, with
53
the exception of three years.

Most of the Germans

landing in New Orleans continued up the river to the
Midwestern farming areas or went to Texas.

For those

Germans going to the frontier, the river transportation
was more convenient and cheaper than traveling overland
from the east coast.

Enough of the immigrants stayed in

^ Ibid. , pp. 14-18.
^^Appendix A.
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New Orleans, however, to give the city an ever-increasing
German element.

The larger the colony grew, of course,

the more incentive there was for the transients to stay.

54

A German language newspaper appeared in 1839.
During the rest of the period, a number of German papers
were published, most of which were short-lived.

The New

Orleans Deutsche Zeitung was founded in 1847, and endured
into the present century.

55

The German churches also date from the 1830's.
The first purely German church in the city was Protestant.
It was founded by a pastor from the "Reformierte Synode
von Ohio" and incorporated in 1830.

It was followed by a

Catholic church in 1836 and by Lutheran and Methodist
churches in 1840.

The Catholic church was not strictly

German; services were also held in English and French.
Eventually a separate congregation was formed and the
Mariahimmelsfahrt Kirche was built in 1843.

Only German

54

Robert T. Clark, Jr., "The New Orleans German
Colony in the Civil War," Louisiana Historical Quarterly,
XX (1937), 991-994.
55

J. Hanno Deiler, Geschichte der New Orleanser
Deutschen Presse (New Orleans: Im Selbstverlage des
Verfassers, 1901), p. 3.
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was used in this church.
Although the majority of the emigrants arrived in
fairly good physical and financial condition, enough of
them still needed some assistance, if only in the form of
advice, that the German people of New Orleans felt it
necessary to form a society to fill this need.

The

"Deutsche Gesellschaft von New Orleans" was conceived in
a temporary emergency.

A group of survivors from a ship

which foundered on the way to Galveston in 1843 was
brought to New Orleans.

The German citizens collected

enough to replace some of the lost goods and to send the
emigrants on to their destination.

This incident, plus

the general concern over the number of newly arrived
Germans being swindled and the constant trickle of poor
immigrants, caused the New Orleans Germans to form a
permanent organization in 1847.

The purpose of the

Gesellschaft was to protect the immigrant, give him ad
vice, and aid him on his way or find employment for him
if he chose to remain in the city.

Financial aid was to

J. Hanno Deiler, Zur Geschichte der deutschen
Kirchengerneinden im Staate Louisiana (New Orleans: Im
Selbstverlage des Verfassers, 1894), pp. 21-40.
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be made available for those in need of it.

After this

date, even the immigrant who had no friend or relative in
New Orleans could be assured of a welcome by sincere and
honest people, rather than by the element which preyed
upon the traveler, especially the non-English-speaking
one, in every port during the time of the great immigrations.57
It is not possible to determine the number of
Germans who remained in Louisiana during the first half
of the nineteenth century.

While the number and origins

of immigrants landing in New Orleans after 1820 were re
corded, their destinations were not, and the United States
Census does not give national origins until the year 1850.
The Census records 18,802 German-born persons in the state
of Louisiana in 1850, 11,554 of them in New Orleans.

The

same figures for 1860 are 24,614 and 19,729 respectively.

58

J. Hanno Deiler, Geschichte der deutschen
Gesellschaft von New Orleans (New Orleans:
Im Selbstver
lage des Verfassers, 1897), pp. 50-54.
58

J. D. B. DeBow, A Compendium of the 7th Census
(Washington: A. 0. P. Nicholson, Public Printer, 1854) ,
p. 117; Joseph P. Kennedy, Population of the United States
in 1860 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1864) ,
p. 196.
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Clark estimates for 1860, 30,000 to 35,000 in New Orleans
alone.

59

.
His figures seem to be based on the number of

immigrants helped by the Gesellschaft on the way to other
areas in comparison to the total number landing.

He ap

parently assumes that all those not aided in continuing
onward remained in New Orleans.

The some 5,000 Germans

in Louisiana outside of New Orleans were probably scat
tered, rather than in community groups.

This is indicated

by the fact that only one German church was founded in an
other part of the state before this time and it closed
after one year.

60

The Census does not begin to record

foreign populations in specific areas of the state other
than New Orleans until after the Civil War.

61

Although the statistics for this period are to a
large degree inexact, it is clear that by 1860 there

59

Clark, "The New Orleans German Colony," p. 993.

60

Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 124. This was a
Methodist Church in Franklin, St. Mary Parish, but was at
tended by some 26 German families of various denominations.
It was founded in 1859 by a Pastor Rengstorff, who re
turned to New Orleans the following year and was not re
placed.
61

Francis A. Walker, The Statistics of the Popu
lation of the United States (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1872) , p. 357.
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existed in New Orleans a large and viable German community
which had developed and retained a German cultural center.
There were about thirty German churches, each with a
school, two German language newspapers and one German
theater.

The size of the community, the constant influx

of new blood and the use of the language in the churches
and school were all factors in the retention of a German
culture m

62
New Orleans.

Little can be determined with

certainty about the smaller settlements in the state, with
the single exception of the settlement of Germantown near
the present town of Minden.

63

While the Germans in New Orleans retained a na
tional and cultural identity, it can also be demonstrated
that they had become acclimated to the local culture.

62

The

Clark, "The New Orleans German Colony," pp. 990-

994.
63

Karl J. Arndt, "The Genesis of Germantown,
Louisiana," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XXIV (1941),
426-433. This colony was founded by a communistic re
ligious sect under the leadership of Bernhard Ludwig, who
called himself Count Leon. The members of the sect
reached Louisiana in 1834, after having spent three years
in New York and Pennsylvania. The descendants dispersed
after the communistic organization was abandoned in 1871.
See also: J. Hanno Deiler, Eine Vergessene Deutsche
Colonie (New Orleans:
[n.n.J, 1900).
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German liberals, the Achtundvierziger, for the most part
shunned the South, and those who came exerted little in
fluence.

Even before the Civil War, for instance, the

readers of the Deutsche Zeitung forced the editor to flee
the city after he had expressed Abolitionist views.

64

However, acclimation is perhaps best shown by the fact
that the New Orleans Germans supported the Confederacy.
It is usually assumed that German-Americans as a whole
were anti-slavery, and it has even been maintained that
they saved the Union by giving the election of 1860 to
Lincoln.

65

The Germans in the North, who constituted the

vast majority of Germans in the United States, did en
thusiastically support the Union, but their countrymen in
Louisiana supplied large numbers of men and two generals
to the South.

This was true in spite of the fact that

most of them were not slave holders and many had

Carl Wittke, Refugees of Revolution (Phila
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1952), pp.

delphia:
192-194.
65

Julius Goebel, Das Deutschtum in den Vereinigten
Staaten von Nordamerika (Miinchen: J. F. Lehmanns Verlag,
1904), p. 54.
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disapproved of secession-

66

The obvious conclusion is

that the German immigrant, like any other, adopted the
American culture and attitudes of the locality where he
lived.

C.

THE THIRD PERIOD, 1865-1914

During the Civil War, German immigration into the
United States did noL cease, but did diminish consider
ably.

After the war, it resumed on a large scale.

It

declined somewhat in the later seventies, but reached a
peak of more than a quarter of a million in 1882.

After

that year it began a slow, steady decline until abruptly
ended by World War One.

67

However, German immigration into Louisiana did not
follow this pattern.

The Civil War caused a complete halt

to the traffic for the duration.

After the war, immigra

tion into the state no longer comprised an appreciable
percentage of the total German immigration.

Some of the

66

Clark, "The New Orleans German Colony," p. 1015
et passim.
67

Clark, "German Liberals in New Orleans," p. 137.
See also Appendix A.
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reasons for this change will be discussed in this section,
but first the basic causes of the emigration will be ex
amined.
The social and economic development and trends
underlying the emigration during the period from 1800 to
1860 remained the principal causes behind the emigration
of 1865 to 1914.

With the rapid industrialization fol

lowing the unification of Germany in 1871, these motives
were intensified.

The emigration remained mostly rural

in character, although the center shifted from the tra
ditional southern areas to the agricultural regions of
the north and east.

In the newly industrialized society

where good and bad times were determined by industry
rather than agriculture, the peaks of emigration no
longer coincided with the bad years, but with the good.
The years of the most rapid industrial expansion were
precisely the times of maximum pressure on the independent
rural tradesmen and the farmers, who still constituted the
majority of the emigrants.

This period does, however, in

clude a marked increase in the emigration of urban factory
workers and a corresponding increase in unmarried emi
grants.

When the Great Emigration ceased in the last
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years of the nineteenth century, the trickle of Germans
still going to America was comprised mostly of these rela
tively rootless people.^
There were in this period additional factors in
the underlying causes for emigration.

It is impossible

to determine how much of the emigration these factors may
account for, but they seem to be significant enough to
warrant consideration.
tion.

The first of these was conscrip

In some areas, military conscription had always

played a minor role, but after the expansion of Prussia
in the sixties and the final unification of Germany in
1871, conscription was introduced to regions that had not
known it before.

In this way, the wars of the period in

directly caused a part of the emigration, although they
were not directly responsible for the movement of large
numbers of people.

They were not destructive to the same

extent that wars in earlier centuries had been, at least
destruction did not occur on German soil.

69

Another factor for a few years was the Kulturkampf.

68

69

Walker, Germany and the Emigration, pp. 175-194.
Ibid., p. 180.
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The struggle between Bismarck and the Catholic Church un
doubtedly influenced the decisions of individuals to emi
grate, but it is questionable whether most of these may
not have emigrated had there been no Kulturkampf.

The

priests of the Society of Jesus were the only persons
forced to leave the Empire, although the Order of St.
Benedict almost had to follow.

70

The available figures

for the immigration of German Catholics into the United
States are inconclusive.

In the 1850's, some twenty-six

per cent of the German immigrants were Catholic.

During

the 1870's, when the Kulturkampf with its restrictive
legislation directed toward the Catholic Church was in
full swing, the percentage of Catholic immigrants was
only twenty-three per cent.

In the next decade, during

which the Empire and Church reached a conciliation, the
figure rose to twenty-eight per cent.

It is not certain,

then, that the Kulturkampf greatly affected the numbers
of emigrants.

While the number of Catholic Germans did

significantly increase during these years, the percentage

Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 128.
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of the total emigration remained about the same.

71

On the

other hand, the bulk of the emigration had shifted from
the predominantly Catholic south of Germany to the predominantly Protestant north.

72

It could be concluded that

a significant number of Catholics emigrated who would not
otherwise have done so.
speculative, however.

The matter must remain largely
In all probability the religious

question wa s , like all the other factors concerning the
people who emigrated, only one of many considerations,
none of which would have been decisive by itself.
Neither the voyage nor arrival in the United
States any longer presented major difficulties or dangers.
By the beginning of this period, technical advances had
shortened the voyage and therefore lessened the dangers of
diet and contagion, which were, however, still present.
In the ante-bellum period, laws were passed in America
controlling the conditions of passenger ships.

Now the

German governments began to concern themselves with the

Georg Timpe, Katholisches Deutschtum in den
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika (Freiburg i. Breisgau:
Herder & Co., 1937), pp. 51-53.
72

Walker, Germany and the Emigration, p. 184.
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emigration.

The deaths of 108 emigrants on a German ship

in 186 8, which would have remained officially unnoticed a
few years before, caused Bismarck to open negotiations
73
with the United States for the protection of emigrants.
The North German Bund established a commissioner to over
see emigration, and this office was retained in the Reich
after 1871.

74

Contemporaries did not always appreciate the fact
that conditions for emigrants had improved through the
years.

The poor accommodations of steerage passengers

provided the motivation for the formation of one of the
most active of the emigrant protective societies, "Der
St. Raphaelsverein zum Schutze katholischer deutscher
Auswanderer."

This society was active in bringing vio-

lations of the laws to the attention of the authorities.

75

The arrival in the United States had become pro
gressively easier because of the concentrations of Germans

73

.
Ibid., p. 178.

74Ibid., pp. 196-197.
75

Colman J. Barry, O. S, B . , The Catholic Church
and German Americans (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing
Co., 1953), pp. 21-30.
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already there.

Not only did many of the new arrivals have

relatives or, at least, friends to receive them, but those
who did not were aided by the Deutsche Gesellschaften
which had been established in every port and city with a
German community.

The primary purpose of these societies

when they were founded was to aid the immigrant.

In the

case of the "Deutsche Gesellschaft von New Orleans," this
purpose was altered in the period now being considered.

76

The decrease in German immigration through New
Orleans, when it resumed after the Civil War, brought dis
appointment to the German community in Louisiana, for the
number entering the country through this port never again
approached the level attained in the late forties and fif
ties .

The Gesellschaft in New Orleans became little more

than an employment bureau for the German community.
Eventually it adopted a policy of encouraging immigra
tion, but to no avail.

In the peak years of 1881 and

1882, the percentage of German immigrants landing in New
Orleans fell below one per cent.

76

It never again rose

Dealer, Deutsche Gesellschaft, pp. 46-49.
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over that figure.

77

The major credit for the landing of almost all
immigrants on the east coast is usually given to the
building of the railroads.

It was now easier and quicker

to reach the German-settled areas in the Midwest by rail
than by river boat.

Even most of the settlers bound for

Texas sailed directly to Galveston rather than to New
Orleans.

In addition to the decline of New Orleans as

a port of entry for other areas of the country, there
were now far fewer Germans coming to settle in Louisiana.

78
The end of a significant influx of German natives

meant the decline and virtual disappearance of a German
culture in New Orleans.

There were many reasons for the

decrease of immigration into Louisiana.

It seems reason

able to assume that the unrest and disorder associated
with the Reconstruction Era discouraged prospective immi
grants and caused them to settle elsewhere.

Yet there

were more Germans landing in New Orleans in the years

Appendix A.
Deiler, Deutsche Gesellschaft, pp. 46-49.
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immediately after the war than later.

79

The fact that

Louisiana was on the route inland in the ante-bellum
period undoubtedly meant that some of the immigrants who
were headed inland stayed.

At least this was true for

children whose parents died on the voyage.

The Deutsche

Gesellschaft was early concerned with the care of orphans.

80

A great many immigrants had been sold passage

to New Orleans with the promise that they could there ob
tain passage to South American ports.

When this proved

impossible, as was often the case, most of these Germans
remained in Louisiana.

81

Both these sources of new citi

zens disappeared after the war— the former because of the
diminished flow of immigrants over this route and the lat
ter because of the decreased emigration to South America
and the increased vigilance of protective societies in
Germany.82
The activities of the various emigrant protective

Appendix A.
80
81

Deiler, Deutsche Gesellschaft, p. 55.
Ibid., p. 64.

82

Walker, Germany and the Emigration, pp. 177-178;
Barry, The Catholic Church, p. 28.
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societies in Germany were themselves part of the reasons
for Germans not coming to Louisiana.

The state had gained

a poor reputation for health, due to yellow fever epi
demics.

T/.e peak years of German immigration through and

into New Orleans in the early fifties had coincided with
a very high incidence of the disease.

Between 1853 and

1855, some 35,000 people died in New Orleans from yellow
fever and cholera.

83

The newly arrived immigrants were

perhaps more susceptible than the citizens.

In at least

one instance, the Deutsche Gesellschaft arranged the di
rect transfer of a shipload of Germans to a steamer which
carried them past New Orleans at full speed and on to St.
. 84
Louis.

Because of these epidemics, and perhaps the one

in 1867, the emigration societies began to warn against
settling in such an unhealthy climate.

The "St. Raphaels-

verein zum Schutze katholischer deutscher Auswanderer" is
an example.

83
T. E. Kaiser, "Yellow Fever in 19th Century New
Orleans" (Thesis, MA, Tulane University, 1941), p. 77.
Of this number 13,561 are recorded as dying of yellow
fever, pp. 22-24.
84

Deiler, Deutsche Gesellschaft, p. 94.
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The St. Raphaelsverein never encouraged German
Catholics to settle in the southern section of
the United States, because too many Catholics
had lost their faith in the South and the cli
mate was too hot for Germanic peoples, Cahensly
[the founder of the society] wrote that his
travels in the southern states had convinced
him that no German Catholic should consider go
ing there before he had first consulted a St.
Raphael agent and learned of conditions in the
West and the Northwest.
German Catholic news
papers in the United States generally agreed
entirely with Cahensly on this po i n t . ^
Attitudes such as this naturally disturbed the German com
munity.

A Catholic paper in New Orleans disagreed.

The

editor quotes an "Empfehlungskarte fur Auswanderer nach
Nordamerika" originating from the Bishop of Augsburg, and
then comments:
Man sieht, von New Orleans ist keine Rede;
als ob es nicht in direkter Verbindung mit
den deutsche [sic] Seestadten stande, aber
von hier aus muss die Sache dem CentralVerein vorgetragen werden. Langer gilt
nun kein Verschieben.
This plea, however, went unheeded.

The German Catholic

Central Verein concerned itself with arriving Germans,
and placed agents i.. New York and Baltimore, but was ap
parently unconcerned with advising the emigrants before

85
86

Barry, The Catholic Church, p. 96.
Das Echo von New Orleans, 1. Mai 1870.
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they left home.

87

That task was left to the St. Raphaels

Verein, the attitude of which is noted above.

The Catho

lic societies were by no means alone in not recommending
the South.

As late as 1903, the Jahresbericht of the

"Deutsche Gesellschaft von New Orleans" contained the
following complaint:
Vor einigen Wochen veroffentlichte die
"Deutsche Gesellschaft der Stadt New York"
einen "Leitfaden fur deutsche Einwanderer,"
welcher wegen des hohen Ansehens und der
Vertrauensstellung unserer Schwestergesellschaft von den Einwanderern als absolut
zuverlassige Informationsquelle betrachtet
und besonders bei der Wahl des kiinftigen
Wohnorts zu Rathe gezogen werden wlrd.
Gerade aus diesem Grund sehen wir uns
gezwungen, gegen das in genannten Leitfaden
uber den Staat Louisiana Gesagte Protest zu
erheben. Es heisst dort (Seite 124) : "Vom
Siiden interessiren den deutschen Einwanderer
in erster Linie die westlich vom Mississippi
belegenen Staaten, namlich Arkansas und Texas,
da Louisiana kein dem Deutschen zusagendes
Klima besitzt und auch ausserhalb der Grossstadt New Orleans kaum solche beherbergen
durfte."88
The article refutes this statement by showing that the

87
88

Barry, The Catholic Church, p. 27.
.

Die Deutsche Gesellschaft von New Orleans,
Jahresbericht fur 1902-03 (New Orleans: Paul J. Sendker
Printing Co., Ltd., 1903), p. 5.
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death rate of Louisiana was comparable to other states and
quoting the 1900 census figures of 3106 German-born people
m

the state outside of New Orleans.

89

There were many attempts between 1865 and 1914 to
encourage the immigration of Germans to Louisiana.
state Bureau of Immigration was established.

90

A

The ef

forts of this bureau were largely directed toward the
Northwestern states, but some effort was made to attract
European immigrants.

A pamphlet, Louisiana, Ein Heim fur

deutsche Einsiedler, appeared in 1895 and another,
Louisianas Einladung an deutsche Landwirte, was published
as late as 1907.

Private efforts were also made.

Der

Siidliche Pionier, An Organ for the Encouragement of
German Immigration to Louisiana was published in 1893.
This newspaper had the backing of an enterprising real
estate dealer, W. W. Duson, of whom more will be said
later.

After Acadia Parish, where Duson did business,

was sufficiently described and praised, his support was

89
90

Ibid.
Deiler, Deutsche Gesellschaft, pp. 92-95.
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withdrawn, and the paper closed after only two issues.

91

These issues were distributed by the German-America line
or sent to relatives by the Germans in Acadia Parish,
92
several of whom bought over a hundred copies.
The figures of the Customs Bureau and the Census
indicate that these many efforts had at the best a very
limited success.
in large numbers.

Germans never again came to Louisiana
The German element in New Orleans at

tempted to keep alive a moribund German culture and
language, but with little success.

In 1907, the Tagliche

Deutsche Zeitung closed after fifty-eight years of publi
cation.

German church services, which had for years been

continued on a part-time basis for the benefit of a small
number of older people, virtually ceased with the entry
of the United States into World War One.

When the German

language disappeared, the culture also vanished.

93

The rest of this study is concerned with the

Deiler, Deutsche Presse, p. 38.

92

Der Siidliche Pionier, 15. Juli 1893.

93

William R. Konrad, "The diminishing Influences
of German Culture in New Orleans Life since 1865,"
Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XXIV (1941), 160-162.
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result of one private effort to encourage German immi
gration.

This effort was, on its own limited scale, suc

cessful.

The German community established as a result

retained to a degree the language and culture of the
homeland, during and after the same period in which they
declined and disappeared in the city of New Orleans.
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CHAPTER I I

ROBERTS COVE:

THE 19th CENTURY

This chapter will describe the circumstances lead
ing to the settlement of Roberts Cove, establish the rea
sons for the emigration of the settlers, and describe the
progress of the settlement in the 19th Century.
The causes of the emigration of any person or
group of persons are, except in the time of war or famine,
so complex and personal that they are not always clear
even in the minds of the emigrants.

Inevitably, however,

the causes stem from economic and social conditions which
have developed over a period of years or even centuries.
For this reason it will not be irrelevant to consider the
historical development of the area of Germany from which
the settlers of Roberts Cove came.
This area is the westernmost part of Germany and
lies in the present Selfkantkreis Geilenkirchen-

57
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Heinsberg.

It is about 75 kilometers west of Koln and is

bordered on three sides by the Netherlands.

The towns and

villages from which the settlers originated are Geilen
kirchen, Nierstrass, Waldenrath, Schierwaldenrath, Hastenrath, Gangelt, Kreuzrath, Langbroich and Millen.

In com

mon with the rest of the Rhineland, the Geilenkirchen
region suffered the effects of many wars in the course of
modern history.

During the war between Spain and the

Netherlands in the 16th Century the area was occupied by
the Spanish.

The devastation which then accompanied oc

cupation even by friendly troops naturally occurred.

To

ward the end of the 16th Century and into the next, a war
of succession was waged in the region.

The contenders in

this struggle were divided by religion, and the war thus
served as a prelude to the Thirty Years' War, although
the first years of the latter conflict brought a period

Josef Schmitz, "Der Selfkantkreis GeilenkirchenHeinsberg," Unsere Heimat (2. Auflage; Geilenkirchen:
Selfkantkreis Geilenkirchen-Heinsberg, 1963), pp. 11-12.
The name of this region is derived from the fusion of the
earlier Kreis Geilenkirchen and Kreis Heinsberg with the
area called the Selfkant. The Selfkant is the westernmost
part of the present Kreis and ultimately derives its name
from the Saeffelbach, a stream flowing from Langbroich
westward into Holland.
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of respite.

From 1535 until several years after the end

of the Thirty Years' War, however, the Geilenkirchen area
was occupied by the troops of several nations, one after
the other.

It mattered little to the inhabitants whether

the armies belonged to friends or enemies.

In either case

the troops lived by forage and the resulting deprivation
was equally severe.3
After only a few years of peace, the wars waged by
Louis XIV of France spread into the area.

From 1676 to

1714 towns and villages were plundered and burned, in
demnities were exacted, and troops were quartered and fed
by the local population.

French armies also entered or

passed through the region in the War of Austrian Succes
sion (1740-1748) and in the Seven Years' War (1756—3763).
Although these armies were not as destructive as earlier
ones had been, the resulting unsettled conditions gave
rise to bands of robbers which harassed the countryside
until 1776.3
Again only a few years of respite were granted to

2

Werner Reinartz und Dr. Sev. Corsten, "Von der
Frankenzeit bis zur Gegenwart," Unsere Heimat, pp. 84-86.
3

Ibid., pp. 87-90.
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the Geilenkirchen area.

As a result of the French Revo

lution, the region was occupied by the French from 1794
until the fall of Napoleon.

The French occupation intro

duced military conscription in the modern sense.

After

the Napoleonic Wars, the Geilenkirchen area was ceded to
Prussia as part of the former Duchy of Jiilich, and the
continuation of conscription was thus assured.

Although

the modern historian writes, "Die Bewohner gewohnten sich
an das preussische Wesen, obwohl mancher hochst ungern als
Soldat 'bei den Preussen’ diente,"

4

the fact that some of

the inhabitants a generation later had not become ac
customed to "das preussische Wesen" or military service
was an important cause of the settlement of Roberts Cove.

5

While it is impossible to determine precisely the
extent to which the centuries of war in the Geilenkirchen
area influenced the decisions of these individuals to
leave their homes, there is no doubt that a profound dis
like for conscription was one of the causes of emigration.
It is perhaps significant that an incident from the

4

Ibid., pp. 95-96.

5

Ibid., pp. 90-96.
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Napoleonic era is still related in the Cove.

The grand

father of one of the original settlers was drafted by the
French to serve in the Russian campaign.

The conscript

arrived in eastern Europe only in time to see the remnants
of the French army returning from the debacle, whereupon
he returned home and managed to avoid further service dur-

g
ing the remaining years of French occupation.

It is pos

sible that service in the Prussian wars of 1864, 1866 and
1871 heightened the Rhinelanders' dislike for military
duty, but it has not been established that any of the
families involved suffered any direct losses in these
wars.

In 1881, however, one of the emigrants did have to

leave his country under cover of darkness because he was
eligible for conscription.

7

A second major cause of the emigration of these
particular individuals was the Kulturkampf.

This re

ligious and political struggle between the Imperial

6

Interview: N. J. Gossen, October 13, 1965. It
is interesting to note that Mr. Gossen also mentioned the
Thirty Years1 War in connection with the emigration of
his forebears.
7

Ibid.; Interview:
August 3, 1965.

Father Charles Zaunbrecher,
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German Government and the Catholic Church was probably not
a major factor in German emigration as a whole.

Because,

however, of the particular set of circumstances that led
to the settlement of Roberts Cove, the Kulturkampf was one
of the principal reasons, perhaps even the decisive one,
for the emigration of the main body of settlers there.
These particular circumstances center around the person
of Father Peter Leonhard Thevis.
Father Thevis was born in the village of Lang
broich on February 27, 1837.

He was ordained in 1862 in

the Diocese of Koln, where he met Archbishop Odin of New
Orleans a few years later.

In 1867 Archbishop Odin had

made one of several trips to Europe for the purpose of
securing priests for his diocese.

Father Thevis was one

of the priests who accepted the invitation and accompanied
g

the archbishop on his return to New Orleans.
When Father Thevis arrived, the city of New
Orleans was experiencing a severe epidemic of yellow
fever and cholera.

He immediately plunged into his

Roger Baudier, The Catholic Church in Louisiana
(New Orleans: A. W. Hyatt, 1939), p. 558; Deiler,
Kirchengemeinden, p. 68.
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duties as assistant pastor of the second oldest German
Catholic Church in the city, Holy Trinity.

Later in 1867

he became pastor of the church after the death of the
former pastor.

9

Father Thevis proved to be a man of many interests
and unbounded energy.

He founded a school at Holy Trinity

and arranged for Benedictine Sisters from Covington, Ken
tucky, to teach the lower classes.

For directing the

school and the teaching of the higher classes, he obtained
the services of a teacher from Germany.

In 1870, the year

of the founding of the school, Father Thevis published the
first and only German Catholic newspaper in New Orleans,
Das Echo von New Orleans.

The interest of the priest

in the local German community and in German immigration
was evidenced in his newspaper.

His complaint about the

neglect of New Orleans as a port of entry has been previ
ously quoted.

Although no other major article directly

concerning immigration appeared in the paper, this may
well be due to the fact that only twenty issues were

Baudier, loc. cit.
10

Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 169.
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published.

His interest in the German communities in

Louisiana, or at least in the Catholic ones, is shown by
his beginning a "Chronik der deutschen Gemeinden im Suden"
in the issue of July 31, 1 8 7 0 . ^

Unfortunately only two

installments appeared in the newspaper before it suspended
publication, and no evidence has been found to indicate
that the chronicle was continued independently.

12

Father Thevis was not lacking a strong interest in
politics, according to the views expressed in the Echo.
Reconstruction was a "Parteischwindel,"

13

and the justice

meted out by "Judge Lynch" was too infrequent.

14

A strong

pro-German sentiment was expressed in the newspaper in
relation to the Franco-Prussian War.
principal cause of its short life.

This view was the
According to Deiler,

certain elements of the French clergy were opposed to
Father Thevis' plan to found a new German church in a
neighborhood which consisted of Germans but was served

11
Das Echo von New Orleans, 31. Juli 1870.
^Ibid. , et seqq.
^ Ibid. , 31. Juli 1870.
^Ibid. , 1. Mai 1870.
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by nearby French churches.

A French priest exaggerated

the stand taken by Father Thevis on the war and even
falsely translated an article.'*'5

Notwithstanding at

tempts to correct the matter, the following notice ap
peared in the issue of September 11, 1870:
Einigen Gegnern dieses Blattes ist es
gelungen, den Herausgeber bei seiner vorgesetzten Behorde wegen der Kaltung in
Beurtheilung kirchlicher und politischer
Vorgange zu verdachtigen.
Leonh. Thevis
N.O. d. 10. Sept. 1870
This statement was accompanied by the announcement that
the newspaper would immediately cease publication.

Even

though the archbishop later gave the priest permission to
found his church, publication of the Echo was never re
sumed. ^
Although the editorial efforts of Father Thevis
were no more successful in increasing immigration to

Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, pp. 108-109.
16

Das Echo von New Orleans, 11. September 1870.

17

Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 109. The church
thus founded was named for St. Boniface. J. Hanno Deiler
was brought to New Orleans from Munich in 1872 for the
purpose of organizing a school at St. Boniface Catholic
Church.
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Louisiana than were those of other New Orleans German
newspapers, he did become personally responsible for the
settlement of the German families at Roberts Cove.

The

chain of events which led to this settlement began im
mediately after the priest's arrival in New Orleans in
1867.

The beginning of the series of circumstances was

his decision to construct a shrine.
Seeing with dismay the toll of death in
the city, Father Thevis prayed to St. Roch to
intercede for the congregation among whom he
labored. He promised St. Roch that if the
congregation were spared he would construct a
shrine in honor of the saint with his own
hands. Though many in Holy Trinity were
stricken, there was not one death, according
to Father Thevis.18
It was probably on the journey which Father Thevis
undertook in order to study the designs of such shrines in
Bavaria that he first spoke to his relatives and former
neighbors about the opportunities in Louisiana.

The exact

date of his journey is not recorded, but the year in which
St. Roch's shrine was dedicated, 1878,

19

coincided with

the arrival of the vanguard of the colony.

18

This vanguard,

Baudier, The Catholic Church, p. 658.
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consisting of Peter Joseph Thevis and John Gerhard Thevis,
brother and nephew respectively of the priest, and Hermann
Grein, reached the United States in 1876, 1877 or 1878,
according to different sources.
is 1878.

20

The most probable date

The three men did not sail directly to New

Orleans, but landed on the East Coast because of a letter
from Father Thevis warning them of the danger of yellow
fever in the city.

21

Since 1878 was the only one of the

three years in which the fever was epidemic in New
Orleans, the three emigrants probably left Germany in
the late summer or early fall of that year.

22

Peter Joseph Thevis, Gerhard Thevis and Hermann

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, August 3, 1965;
Parish Notes, St. Leo's Catholic Church, Roberts Cove,
Louisiana. Father Zaunbrecher gives this date as 1878,
the Parish Notes as 1876 or 1877. The last dates are
contained in the recollections of William Gossen and
Gertrude Thevis which form part of the notes. These rec
ollections of the last two survivors of the group which
sailed on the S^. S. Mississippi were collected at the in
stigation of the Rev. Gerald Wolbers in 1954. Rev.
Wolbers is said to have intended to write a history of
the colony, but since 1954 was the last year of his minis
try, the history was never written.
In addition to these
recollections, the Parish Notes contain various data con
cerning the church and its previous pastors.
21
22

Interview:

Father Zaunbrecher, August 3, 1965.

Kaiser, "Yellow Fever," p. 33.
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Grein first proceeded to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where they
stayed with John B. Ohlenforst, who had emigrated from the
same area a few years before.

The immigrants apparently

remained in Milwaukee for several months.

Their activi

ties during this period are unknown, but in January, 1880,
they met Father Thevis in New Orleans.

23

At this time a new railroad through the south
western part of Louisiana was nearing completion.

This

Southern Pacific Line connected New Orleans directly with
Texas for the first time and provided transportation for
the prairie region of Louisiana.

The railroad not only

directed the attention of settlers to this hitherto neg
lected area, but provided a means to carry their products
to market.

24

A resident of that part of St. Landry Parish

which later became Acadia Parish founded a real estate
company to promote settlement of the area.

W. W. Duson's

Southwestern Company made its headquarters in the town of
Rayne, a small community through which the railroad

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, August 3, 1965;
St. Leo's Parish Notes.
24

Velma Lea Hair, "The History of Crowley, Louisi
ana," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XXVII (1944), 11731175.
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passed.

25

Before the railroad brought new settlers, the

sparse population of the countryside around Rayne con
sisted of descendants of the Acadians.

This indigenous

population grew some rice, but lived principally from the
meat and hides of the many cattle which roamed the prai
ries wild and unattended.

Dairying was unknown and there

was no established agriculture.

26

Father Thevis was familiar with the prospects of
fered by the new railroad and had seen the advertisements
of the Southwestern Company.

On January 13, 1880, he ac

companied his two kinsmen and Hermann Grein to Rayne where
they met W. W. Duson.

The party proceeded to Roberts

Cove, about three miles north of Rayne.

27

The Germans

decided to settle there, but not until they were joined
by their families and friends.

They returned to New

S t . Landry [Opelousas, Louisiana] Democrat, June
9, 1883.
26

Wm. H. Harris, Louisiana Products, Resources and
Attractions (New Orleans: Times Democrat Print, 1881),
p. 15.

27

St. Leo's Parish Notes; Interview: Father
Zaunbrecher, August 3, 1965; Interview: N. J. Gossen;
Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 127. Deiler states, in
correctly, that the three men settled immediately on
free government land.
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Orleans where Hermann Grein, and perhaps the others,
worked for a few months in a brewery.
journeyed home to Germany.

Grein shortly

It is said he went to fetch

a bride, but he returned and remained a bachelor.
did not return alone, however.

Grein

He was accompanied by

William Joseph and Maria Vondenstein, August Leonards,
and Johanna Piepers.

28

Peter Joseph Thevis married

Johanna Piepers on March 22, 1881 in Holy Trinity church.
The ceremony was performed by Father Thevis with Hermann
Grein and August Leonards acting as witnesses.

Since the

usual bans were waived, it may be assumed that the wed
ding took place shortly after the bride and her party
29
reached New Orleans.

The Germans then proceeded to

their new home at Roberts Cove.

Thus the first small

group of eight immigrants settled on the prairies of
Louisiana more than a year after the site had been chosen.
Gerhard Thevis and his uncle Peter Joseph jointly
purchased 387 acres of land in the Cove on the north bank

St. Leo's Parish Notes; Interview: Father
Zaunbrecher, January 15, 1966; Interview: N. J. Gossen.
29

Holy Trinity Catholic Church, New Orleans,
Louisiana, Records of 1881.
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of Bayou Wikoff.

For this land they paid $967.50.

30

Since none of the other immigrants immediately acquired
property, the Thevises were apparently the wealthiest of
the group.

In July of the same year Hermann Grein home-

steaded 155 acres to the east of the Thevis property.

31

Within a month the first family with children joined the
colony.

On April 27, 1881, Joseph Achten, 47, his wife

Josepha, 48, and their children, Matthew, 16, Anna, 8,
and Johanna Catherina, 6, arrived in New Orleans on the
S. S. Frankfurt from Hanover and proceeded to Roberts
32
Cove.
It should be noted that the Achten family was the
first of the immigrants whose names appear on the immigra
tion lists kept by the Customs Bureau f^r the Port of New
Orleans, and not all of the later arrivals appear on the
lists.

The exact date of entry into the United States

30

St. Landry Parish, Louisiana, Land Conveyance
Records, Book 1-2, p. 349. On March 28, 1881.
31

St. Landry Parish, Louisiana, United States Land
Entries, Book 1, p. 181. On July 29, 1881.
32

United States Customs Bureau, "Passenger Lists
of Vessels Arriving in New Orleans" (Document Film 54,
Louisiana State University Library, Baton Rouge), Roll
63, Frame 98.
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cannot be determined for those individuals whose names are
not recorded by Customs at New Orleans.

There are two

possible explanations for the fact the lists seem to be
incomplete.

First, Deiler maintains that many German im

migrants were not recorded by United States Customs at all
because they landed upriver from New Orleans in order to
avoid a head tax imposed by the city.

33

The second and

perhaps more likely explanation is that immigrants were
recorded at the first port of call in the United States,
regardless of the final destination.

Thus if any of the

Roberts Cove settlers were on board ships that did not
proceed directly to New Orleans, their names would have
been recorded elsewhere.
Encouraged by the beginning of the settlement,
Father Thevis traveled to Germany again in the summer of
1881 on vacation.

He visited his brother Jacob, the

father of Gerhard Thevis, in Langbroich.

There Father

Thevis met with the heads of several families from the
area, read to them tracts and pamphlets describing south
west Louisiana, and told them of the opportunities

Deiler, Deutsche Gesellschaft, p. 43.
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awaiting them there.

In the words of one of the settlers,

the priest "sold them on the idea of coming to the
States."

34

While he encouraged them to emigrate, Father

Thevis warned them that there was "no religion" where they
would settle.

35

He meant, of course, that there would be

no German Catholic Church.

However, in America the set

tlers would be perfectly free to establish a church where
none existed, while the Kulturkampf in Germany seemed to
threaten the existing Catholic Church.

To these devout

Catholics, then, the Kulturkampf did indeed play a major
role in the decision to emigrate, as small as its in
fluence may have been on German emigration as a whole.
The relative importance of the religious motive can, of
course, be attributed to the fact that it was a priest
who provided the immediate impetus for the move.

He

would naturally have emphasized the freedom of religion
in the United States.

Since the absence of such freedom

had plagued the Geilenkirchen area for generations, this

34

Interview of William Gossen m the Crowley
[Louisiana] Daily Signal, 50th Anniversary Issue, Septem
ber 1, 1949, p. 111.
35Ibid.
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argument may have been the decisive one.
Economic reasons for emigration were neither ab
sent nor unimportant.

As has been previously noted, the

era of industrialization was causing grave difficulties
for the small farmer or peasant class.

Traditionally some

of the children of the farmers were apprenticed to the
local independent craftsmen.

This was particularly neces

sary for large families, since otherwise the land would
have been so divided by inheritance that a given portion
would not support a family.

The independent craftsman was

at this time rapidly disappearing before the introduction
of cheap mass-produced goods, thus eliminating a major
relief valve for population pressure.

Extra land was not

to be had, so the farmer could only hope to try to support
an ever-increasing number on the same income.

The church

had always provided a vocation for a few children, but the
number was small at best, and in 1881 even this possi
bility seemed threatened.

There was the possibility of

migrating to the cities to work in the factories, but such
a course was hindered by the strong attachment to land and
family felt by the small landholder.

This same attachment

created a certain inertia which acted against emigration,
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and established the tendency toward the emigration of entire families once the inertia was overcome.

36

In the

case of the families who settled Roberts Cove, the dislike
of conscription, economic pressure, the Kulturkampf, and,
most of all, Father Thevis were the factors which overcame
the tendency to remain at home.
The group of people persuaded
Father Thevis on his second visit was
of the new colony.

to emigrate by
to comprise the bulk

It consisted of the following indivi

duals :
Hubert Wirtz, 35, his wife Lardenella, 40,
and their children Alphonso, 4, Bernhard, 3,
and Gertrude, Infant.
Lambert Schlicher, 26, his wife Marie, 28,
and their child Agnes, Infant.
Christian Hensgens, 41, his wife Regina,
33, and their children: Catherine, 9; Gertrude,
7; Barbara, 5; Regina, 5; and Conrad, Infant.
Peter Gossen, 59, his wife Agnes, 55, and
their children: Henry, 23; Joseph, 19; Josepha,
15; and William, 10.
Franz Reiners, 33, his wife Marie, 32, and
their children: Peter, 7; and William, 5.
Jacob Thevis, 50, his wife Gertrude, 48,

Walker, Germany and the Emigration, pp. 175-194.
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and their children: Gertrude, 18; Alois, 16;
Daniel, 10; and Anna, 2.
Nicholas Zaunbrecher, 34, his wife Marie,
36, and their children: William, 13; Theresa,
11; Lorentz, 10; Henry, 8; Karl, 6; and Anna,
3.
John Gielen, 53, his wife Magdelena, 42,
and their children: Catherine, 16; Johanna,
14; Juliane, 11; Arnold, 9; Daniel, 6; and
Caroline, 3.
Joseph Zaunbrecher, 22.

37

One other family traveled with the group as far as
New Orleans, Hermann Tellers, his wife and five children.

38

Tellers remained in the city since his trade was organ
building, even though the Customs list identified him as
a farmer.

There were a number of other errors included in

the listing, perhaps reflecting language difficulties.
Three of the female children were listed as male, and
Bernhard Wirtz is included though he is said to have died
at sea.

The individual recorded as Joseph Zaunbrecher was

actually Joseph Leonards.

This error, however, was

37

United States Customs, "Passenger Lists," Roll
64, Frame 124
38

Ibid.
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deliberate on the part of the immigrant.
Joseph Leonards was eligible for military service
and could not legally leave Germany.

On the day the group

left the country, Leonards worked in the fields near the
border of the Netherlands until dusk, when he abandoned
his wagon and slipped across the frontier to join the
others.

As a precautionary measure he used the surname

of his brother-in-law, Nicholas Zaunbrecher, until after
40
his arrival in the United States.
After having decided to emigrate in the summer of
1881, the members of the group proceeded to prepare for
the move.

They liquidated their holdings, arranged for

passage, and made a pilgrimage to ask for a safe journey
across the sea.

In October the various families packed

their belongings on wagons and traveled individually to
Semplevelt, the Netherlands.

Here the families and Joseph

Leonards met and proceeded the next day by train to Ant
werp, Belgium.

After crossing the English Channel, the

emigrants again boarded a train for Liverpool, where they

Interview:

Father Zaunbrecher, March 8, 19 66.

40

Interview: William F. Zaunbrecher, December 2,
1965; Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, March 8, 1966.
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boarded the S. S. Mississippi.

The sea voyage lasted

about five weeks, since the ship was principally a cargo
vessel and sailed first to Spain and then to Cuba.

While

there was no actual hunger or disease on the trip, the
Germans nonetheless suffered from the unaccustomed diet,
particularly after the supply of bread which they had
brought along gave out and they had to subsist on ship
stores.

Since the cooking and cleaning was done by the

passengers, these tasks were divided so that some of the
women prepared meals for the entire group while others
did the washing and cleaning.
daily.

One of the men read a mass

The spirit of cooperation engendered by the voyage

was continued later, and was needed, in the first diffi
cult years of the settlement.

After stopping at Cuba,

where the opportunity to buy fresh food afforded a wel
come change in diet, the £. S. Mississippi docked at New
Orleans on November 17, 1881.

41

The immigrants were greeted in New Orleans by
Father Thevis and Anthony Frey, a member of the New
Orleans German community who owned land in the vicinity

41

St. Leo's Parish Notes; Interview:
brecher, August 3, 1965.

Father Zaun
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of Roberts Cove.

Frey informed the Germans that there was

plenty of land available there for as little as $3.00 an
acre.

Two ten-year-old boys, Lorenz Zaunbrecher and

Daniel Thevis, remained in the city to receive instruc
tion for communion from Father Thevis.

This would, of

course, not have been available in Roberts Cove in the
German language.

The remainder of the group, 44 persons,

immediately entrained for Rayne where Joseph Achten waited
to take them to the Cove.

42

The immigrants immediately learned how undeveloped
was their new home.

Since no bridges had yet been built

in the area, rain during the day had made the bayou and
gullies between Rayne and Roberts Cove impassable.

The

settlers were forced to spend their first night in a hotel
in Rayne.

On November 18, 1881, they were able to proceed

to Roberts Cove.

With their arrival the German colony

grew from 13 to almost 60 persons.

43

Although few details of the early months of the
colony have been recorded or have survived orally, this

42Ibid.
43Ibid.
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time is generally said to have been quite difficult.

It

was only by perseverance, hard work and not a little good
fortune that the promises of the tracts promoting i^mi
gration were realized.

Some of the immigrants were too

poor to acquire land immediately, and only a few of those
who did were able to buy it outright.

On November 28,

1881, Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher purchased 213 acres from
Joseph Frey for $640 cash.

44

A few weeks later, on Janu

ary 9, 1882, Peter Gossen, Christian Hensgens and Hubert
Wirtz each purchased 100 acres, while Franz Reiners bought
50 acres, all from Joseph Frey.

Peter Gossen paid cash

for his land at the rate of $4.50 per acre, while the
other three men bought their land at the rate of $3.25
per acre with down payments of from $40 to $100 and
signed notes for the balance.

45

Thus in the first months

of the settlement only six of the eleven families and one
of the three single men were able to buy land, even on
notes.

In addition Hermann Grein had taken out a home

stead claim.

St. Landry Parish, Conveyance Records, Book L-2,
p. 211.
^Ibid. , pp. 443-446.
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During the second year of its existence the German
settlement received an additional 20 immigrants.
spring two families arrived:

In the

Hubert Thonissen (now

Theunissen), his wife Maria Katherina, and their children:
Elizabeth, Magdelena, Maria, and John; John Theodore
Scheuffens, his wife Marie Catherina, and their children:
Agnes and Elizabeth.

The two families were accompanied

by two single men, Henry Joseph Spatgens (now Spaetgens)
and Arnold Jacob.
early in 1882.

Gerhard Joseph Heinen also arrived

Mr. Heinen, evidently a cautious man,

came to see for himself what conditions were like in
Louisiana.

He stayed for about six months and, even

though this was before the colony had begun to prosper,
he then returned to Germany to fetch his family.

Later

in the year he was again in the Cove with his wife Maria
Josepha and their children:
Elizabeth, and Lambertina.

William, Theodore, Joseph,
Joseph Heinen also brought

with him his unmarried brother Peter William Heinen.

46

The population of the German settlement was es
tablished in these two years.

Although a few people came

46

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, January 15,
1966; St. Leo's Parish Notes.
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into the colony in later years, there was never again a
significant increase in the population through immigra
tion.

Through natural increase, however, there are today

several hundred descendants of the original eighty immi
grants living throughout southwestern Louisiana.
The first birth in the settlement was that of
Peter Joseph Vondenstein on July 26, 1881.
children were born in 1882:

Two more

a son to Lambert Schlicher

in May and a daughter to Christian Hensgens in December.
In these first two years, however, there were more deaths
in the colony than births.

The family of Hubert Theunis-

sen had suffered the loss of one child on the voyage from
Germany and a second, John Theunissen, died on June 25,
1882, at the age of ten years.

On September 25, 1882,

Magdelena Gielen experienced a difficult childbirth and
died a few days later.
also died.

Three weeks after birth the child

Peter Gossen died in October at the age of

67, and the following month the wife of Jacob Thevis,
Magdelena Gertrude, became the fifth fatality in the
course of the first few months of the settlement.

47

St. Joseph's Catholic Church, Rayne, Louisiana,
Records of 1881 and 1882; Interview: Father Zaunbrecher,
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These deaths perhaps reflect the difficulties of
these early years.

Since there was no established agri

culture in the area, the farmers had no example to follow.
The type of farming which they had done in Germany was im
possible on the prairies of Louisiana.
were both tried without success.

Corn and cotton

Many of the men had to

work in the salt mines at Avery Island during the winter
months because of the failure of these crops.

It was

eventually rice cultivation that became the mainstay of
the German settlement, and indeed the whole of the prairie
section of Louisiana.

In this respect the immigrants were

fortunate in being in the right place at the right time.

48

Rice had been grown in Louisiana since the early
days of the French colonization.

Until after the Civil

War, however, it was grown only for local consumption by
the small farmer and plantation owner alike.

There were

January 15, 1966; Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 124. The
passenger lists of the U. S. Customs Bureau give the
age of Peter Gossen as 59 in 1881. Deiler gives his age
at death in 1882 as 67, and the record of death agrees
by giving his year of birth as 1815.
48

William Gossen in the Crowley Signal, loc. cit.;
Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, August 3,
1965; Interview:
N. J. Gossen.
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two methods of cultivation.

The first, which developed

into a major industry soon after the Civil War, was em
ployed along the banks of the Mississippi River.

In this

method of cultivation, water for irrigation ran in ditches
through the slightly higher land along the river towards
the low swampland some distance from the river.

This

method of irrigation and cultivation did not differ from
that of the ante-bellum era save in extent.

The other

method was practiced on higher land such as the south
western prairies.

Since the land lay several feet above

the water level in the bayous and rivers, irrigation was
not practically possible.

Therefore, rice was grown only

in the lower sections of land where rain water accumulated
enough to make it possible.

Because the crop depended en

tirely on Providence sending enough rainfall at the proper
times, it was known as "providence rice."

The amount of

rice that could be grown in this fashion was naturally
limited and unpredictable.

By 1880 it was assumed that

rice could not be grown profitably away from the Missis
sippi River and the rice farmers in the alluvial area were
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satisfied that they enjoyed a monopoly in the state of
T • •
49
Louisiana.
The structure of the soil on the Louisiana prai
ries is such that the fields can be flooded with little
loss of water, if the water can be gotten to them, since
the topsoil covers a hard pan which is almost impervious
to seepage.

Since the soil is otherwise well suited for

the growing of rice, obtaining sufficient water at the
proper times was the only obstacle to be surmounted.

In

the early 1880's various methods came into use to solve
the problem of irrigation.

Levees were built to hold

precipitation on the lower sections of land or to form
artificial lakes from which water could be directed into
the surrounding fields.

In 1885 W. W. Duson introduced

the steam pump for the purpose of raising water from the
streams and gullies up to the fields.

Dams were then

built to hold the rain water in the gullies, which were
normally dry most of the year.

This type of irrigation

raised the production of rice in Louisiana from about 40

49

Mildred K. Ginn, "A History of Rice Production
in Louisiana to 1896," Louisiana Historical Quarterly,
XXIII (1940), 550-557.
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million pounds in 1880 to over 100 million pounds in 1886
and made the state the leading producer of rice by 1890.
However, a drought in 1893 and 1894 showed that rice grown
by this method was still providence rice in that it de
pended upon a normal rainfall to fill the dammed gullies.
The drought hastened the development of irrigation by
means of canals carrying water from the permanently filled
bayous and rivers to the fields.

These canals were formed

by building two parallel levees rather than by digging.
Thus the water had to be pumped up only at the source into
the canals and could flow from there down into the rice
fields.

The first of the irrigation canals went into

operation in 1894.

There were areas which could not be

practically reached by canals, including the area around
Roberts Cove.

In such places the system of dams and pumps

continued in use until superceded by deep wells around the
turn of the century.

50

While the solution of the irrigation problem made
the growing of rice possible, it was the simultaneous de
velopment of mechanized farming which enabled the growers

^ I b i d . , pp. 569-570.
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in the prairie region to cultivate rice more efficiently
than those along the Mississippi River.

The same land

promotion that attracted the attention of Father Thevis
in New Orleans began to bring farmers from the wheat
fields of the midwestern states to Louisiana shortly
after the founding of the German colony.

These farmers

brought with them the mechanized methods already being
used in the cultivation of wheat.

The structure of the

soil on the Louisiana prairies allowed the use of heavy
machinery soon after the fields were drainedf whereas the
alluvial soil along the Mississippi River precluded the
use of machinery.

The relatively high cost of field labor

in the latter area soon reduced it to a minor source of
rice.

The mechanization of the rice industry began with

the use of the first binder in 1884, and the rapidity of
the expansion of rice cultivation in Acadia Parish is
indicated by the fact that there were a thousand of these
machxnes in use in the parish within six years.

51

While credit is given to W. W. Duson for introduc
ing the steam pump and to the farmers from the Midwest for

51Ibid,, pp. 560-563.
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the adaptation of machinery to rice farming, members of
the Roberts Cove community were among the first to take
advantage of the new developments.

Nicholas J. Zaun

brecher in particular was an innovator and quick to de
velop new ideas.

Even before the advent of the steam

pump, he provided water for his land by creating an arti
ficial lake which was filled by rain water.

While it

cannot be established that his was the first such lake,
the year in which it was built, 1884, places it at least
among the earliest, as does the fact that it became a
well known feature of the countryside.

The crop grown

with the aid of Zaunbrecher1s Lake was the first rice to
be shipped from Crowley Switch to the mills in New Orleans.

52

Nicholas Zaunbrecher has also been given credit

for being the first in the area to use a binder and a
steam powered thresher,
been the case.

52
Interview:

54

53

but this does not seem to have

Although his thresher was apparently

William Gossen in the Crowley Signal, loc. cit.;
William F. Zaunbrecher.

53

view:

Eunice [Louisiana] News, August 26, 1965; Inter
William F. Zaunbrecher.
54

Ginn, "History of Rice Production," p. 560.
Ginn accords this honor to one Maurice Bryne.
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not the first to be used, it was novel enough to warrant
attention.
Mr. N. J. Zaumbreher [sic], one of our
enterprising fanners, and who lives about a
mile and a half from town, has recently bought
a rice thresher, 10-horse power engine and 30inch thresher. He is said to be one of the
largest rice growers in this section of the
country, and he has a fine crop of it this
year.55
Since his engine and thresher went into
operation last week Mr. Zaunbrecher has been
kept quite busy threshing rice on the differ
ent farms around Rayne. . . .55
We had Mr. Zaunbrecher's Aultman and
Taylor Thresher at work on our farm on Mon
day last, and consider it the best thresher
that there is in this section of the country.
It will easily clean 25 barrels of rice per
hour, is very simple in its construction and
does the work thoroughly.5^
In addition to these news items, Zaunbrecher advertised
that he would thresh for the public at reasonable rates
and would "guarantee to thresh more and break less rice

55

Rayne [Louisiana] Signal, August 7, 1886. This
newspaper later moved to Crowley and from 1891 became the
Crowley Signal. In 189 8 it ceased being a weekly and be
came the Crowley Daily Signal.
56
57

Ibid., September 25, 1886.
Ibid., October 9, 1886.
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58
than any other thresher in the parish.11

Thus while his

thresher was not the first in the area, it seems to have
been the most efficient in 1886, and, since other farmers
paid for the use of the machine, it must have been one of
a small number at the time.

The fact that Zaunbrecher did

not advertise the following year would seem to indicate
that most of his neighbors followed his example and pur
chased their own threshers.
The rice that Nicholas Zaunbrecher shipped from
Crowley Switch in 1885 had to be carried to Bayou Plaquemine by wagon, transferred to a boat, and reloaded on a
wagon for the remainder of the trip to the railroad.

59

With typical energy Zaunbrecher soon eliminated the neces
sity for this complicated procedure.

In 1886 it was noted

that "Mr. Zaunbrecher and others have started building a
bridge across Bayou Plaquemine . . . [The bridge] will
open up travel from Prairie Hayes via Roberts Cove to
Rayne."

60

58
59
60

Thus he not only simplified the shipping of

Ibid.
William Gossen in Crowley Signal, loc. cit.
Rayne Signal, August 28, 1886.
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his crop, but did a service for the entire area.

The con

cern for roads and transportation was typical of the
German community.

During the 1890's Hubert Wirtz, Law

rence (Lorenz) Zaunbrecher, William Zaunbrecher, Henry
Zaunbrecher, Joseph Leonards, and Dorous (Theodore) Heinen
served at various times as road overseers and on commit
tees to lay out new roads.^

Although they were serving

their own interests as farmers in supporting good roads,
public spirit was not lacking and was given occasional
recognition:

"Jeff Murphey was hindered quite a while at

the crossing at Cole's Gulley on the public road last
week . . . Mr. Reiners and other Germans have to lend assistance almost every day to unwary travelers."

62

"Mr.

Reiners was out spading the bad road near his house on
Cole's Gulley last week.

Old men sometimes have more

public spirit than young ones."

63

At the beginning of the expansion of rice cultiva
tion in Acadia Parish, all of the growers had to ship

61
62
63

Crowley Signal, 1891-1900, passim.
Ibid., February 3, 1900.
Ibid., February 10, 1900.
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their crop to New Orleans for milling as Nicholas Zaunbrecher had done.

The cost of transporting the crop often

left little profit for the farmer.

This situation was

changed when the first rice mill opened in Rayne in 1887,
shortly to be followed by others.

64

The German settlers

did not take part in the establishment of the first mills,
probably because of a lack of capital rather than inter
est, for within a few years members of the German com
munity began to appear among the stockholders and officers
of rice processing companies.

65

The Germans were pri

marily farmers and as such their prosperity coincided with
the growth of the rice industry.

As may be expected, the

increasing prosperity of the community was first reflected
in the acquisition of land by its members.
It has been noted that only six of the immigrants
were able to purchase land immediately and that one had
homesteaded.

Late in 1882 Lambert Schlicher became the

eighth member of the group to obtain his own land when he

64

Ginn, "History of Rice Production," p. 562; Wil
liam Gossen in the Crowley Signal, loc. cit.; Interview:
William F. Zaunbrecher.
65

Crowley Signal, May 5, 1900, et seqq.
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filed a homestead claim on 162 acres to the west of
Roberts Cove.

66

The following year Johann P. Schlicher

also homesteaded 162 acres in the same area,

67

and August

Leonards filed a claim on 114 acres in Roberts Cove.
In 1884 homestead claims were filed by Hubert Wirtz,
Peter J. Thevis,

70

Jacob Thevis,

Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher,

73

71

Joseph Gossen,

and Joseph Leonards.

68

69

72

74

Only

the claim of Jacob Thevis was actually in the Cove, since
there was little public land there.

The other five

St. Landry Parish, United States Land Entries,
Book 1, pp. 98-99. On December 19, 1882.
67

Ibid., p. 98.

On September 17, 1883.

68

Ibid., p. 181. On December 26, 1883. This
claim was filed under the misspelled name August Lenards.
69
70
71
72
73

Ibid., p. 95.

On March 18, 1884.

Ibid., p. 100.

On February 25, 1884.

Ibid., p. 181.

On December 25, 1884.

Ibid., Book 3, p. 16.
Ibid., p. 16.

On October 24, 1884.

On November 24, 1884.

74

Ibid., p. 17. On October 6, 1884.
Zaunbrecher
filed claims on two quarter sections of land. The second
claim was allowed as a Timber Contract, under which Zaun
brecher agreed to plant a specified number of trees on the
prairie land.
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homesteads were located to the north and west of Roberts
Cove.

In 1886 Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher

Leonards

76

75

and Joseph

each purchased an additional 80 acres north

of Crowley and Hubert Theunissen acquired his first land
when he bought 50 acres in the Cove.

77

In the same year

Peter Joseph Thevis and his nephew Gerhard divided the
large tract of land which they had jointly purchased in
1881.

Gerhard Thevis retained only 56 acres and sold his

interest m

the remaining 330 acres to his uncle.

78

Joseph Heinen bought 140 acres in Roberts Cove in 18 87

79

and the following year was able to add another 100 acres
. 80
to it.

The only other transaction recorded in 1887 was

the purchase of two lots in Crowley by Lambert Schlicher.

75

81

St. Landry Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Book
T-2,. p. 557. On November 18, 1886.
76
77
78
79

Ibid., p. 32.
Ibid., p. 291.

On May 8, 1886.
On May 20, 1886.

Ibid., Book S-2, p. 690.

On February 15, 1886.

Ibid., Book U-2, p. 438.

On April 22, 1887.

80

Acadia Parish, Louisiana, Land Conveyance
Records, Book B, p. 115. On January 31, 1888.
81

Ibid., Book A, p. 206.

On February 12, 1888.
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The following year Peter Joseph Thevis added to his hold
ings by purchasing an entire section of 653 acres five
miles northwest of the Cove.

82

In the same year William

Zaunbrecher became the first member of the second genera
tion to acquire his own land.

Zaunbrecher, who had been

only 13 when he arrived in the United States, bought 42
acres west of Roberts Cove.

83

The arrival of a new family

in the German settlement is noted with the purchase of
161 acres by John Ohlenforst, who migrated from Milwaukee
to ]oin his now prosperous friends from the Rhineland.

84

In 1889 Joseph Spaetgens bought land for the first
t i m e , ^ and Lambert Schlicher added to his holdings.^
Each of them purchased 40 acres, for which they paid cash.
The effects of the rice boom can be seen in the prices of
$400 and $365 respectively paid by Spaetgens and
Schlicher.

82

Land that had sold for $3 to $5 per acre

Ibid., Book B, p. 244.

83
Ibid., Bo k C, p. 292.
84
85
86

Ibid., p. 233.

On November 13, 1888.

On November 16, 1888.

Ibid., Book D, p. 313.
Ibid., p. 159.

On March 1, 1888.

On November 16, 1889.

On July 20, 1889.
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only a year or two earlier now brought a price of $9 to
$10 per acre.

In 1890, as in the previous year, only two

of the Germans bought property, August Leonards and Joseph
Heinen.
ley.

Leonards bought three lots in Rayne and Crow-

87

Heinen's purchase of 264 acres in the Cove for

$2200 in cash was an indication of the degree of pros
perity achieved by the immigrants within less than a
decade.

88
The first years of the rice boom reached a peak

m

1891.

89

that year.

There were ten land transactions recorded for
90

In the two years of reduced rice production

caused by the lack of precipitation before the problem of
irrigation had been fully solved, namely 1893 and 1894,

91

land acquisitions correspondingly decreased in number,
but began to increase the following year.

This increase

continued through the 19th Century, so that by the time

87
88

89

Ibid., Book E, pp. 328-329.
Ibid., p. 470.

On July 26, 1890.

On December 2, 1890.

Ginn, "History of Rice Production," p. 567.

90

Acadia Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Books
E-G, passim. See also Appendix B.
91

Ginn, "History of Rice Production," p. 567.
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the German settlement was twenty years old, every family
in the original group, as well as some later arrivals, had
acquired property.^2
Thus it is possible to trace the material progress
of the Roberts Cove community and of some of the indivi
dual settlers.

Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher, for instance, had

arrived with the relatively large capital of about $4,000
and was able to begin farming immediately.

For the first

three years, however, he made no progress nor profit in
his attempts to grow corn and cotton.

While much of his

original capital must have been expended in the first
years, Nicholas Zaunbrecher was nevertheless able to es
tablish homesteads on two quarter sections in 1884 on
which he built his lake and grew his first rice.

From

then on he prospered and by the end of the century he
owned almost 1500 acres and had become one of the largest
producers of rice in Acadia Parish.

His eldest son Wil

liam had also become a successful rice farmer before 1900

Acadia Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Books
I-U, passim. See also Appendix B.
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and had a total of over 800 acres of land.

93

Joseph Heinen also began with a relatively large
capital of some $2,000.

94

Although he began later than

did Nicholas Zaunbrecher, Heinen accumulated even more
real estate.

Before the turn of the century he owned more

than 1700 acres,

95

and in addition had helped his son

William acquire 260 acres of farm land.

96

The brothers

Peter Joseph and Jacob Thevis were also apparently men of
some means, since Peter Joseph and Jacob's son Gerhard
had been the first of the immigrants to buy land and had
paid almost $1,000 for it.

Within fifteen years Peter

Joseph Thevis had increased his land to more than 1,000
acres; his brother and nephew each owned about 500
acres.

97

Peter Gossen, who died m

1882, had arrived

93

W. W. Duson & Br. (Hrsg.), Deutsche Landwirte
von Siidwest Louisiana (Crowley, Louisiana:
[n.n.], 1907),
n.p. (3rd-5th pages).
94

Ibid., (2nd page).

95

St. Landry Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Book
U-2, p. 438; Acadia Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Books
E-U, passim; see also Appendix B.
96

Duson, Deutsche Landwirte, (2nd and 3rd pages).

97

St, Landry Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Book
S-2; Acadia Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Books B-U,
passim. See also Appendix B.
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with about $1,500 and had spent a third of it for a 100
acre farm.

98

His three sons worked the farm after his

death and by the beginning of the 20th Century, two of
them had each acquired an additional quarter section.

99

Even more striking than the success of the indi
viduals who had started with a sizable capital was that
of the remaining immigrants who began with little or no
thing.

Christian Hensgens, for example, emigrated with

six dependents and $300.^*^

He used one third of his

money for a deposit on a farm soon after his arrival.
Although it must have been difficult to meet his mortgage
payments for the first three years, by 1896 he was able
to buy 322 acres in partnership with one Xavier
Dischler.

101

Dischler, an Alsatian, had immigrated

with no means m

98

1886 and had first sharecropped.

Duson, Deutsche Landwirte,

102

(6th and 7th pages).

99

Acadia Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Book P,
p. 751; Book V, p. 443. On November 17, 1897, and Febru
ary 28, 1900, respectively.
100

Duson, Deutsche Landwirte, (5th page).

101
p. 747.

Acadia Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Book N.
On May 23, 1896.

102

Duson, Deutsche Landwirte,

(5th and 6th pages).
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Joseph Leonards had also arrived with nothing at all and
had worked as a hired hand for five yearstablished a homestead in 1884,
m

18 86.

acres.

105

106

104

103

He es-

and purchased 80 acres

In 1899 Leonards purchased an additional 210
H. Leo Habetz, who arrived m

1893 with 75 cents,

107

Roberts Cove in

began buying an 80 acre farm in

1895 and had doubled that acreage before 1900.

10 8

These

individuals were representative of the whole community of
Roberts Cove, all of whom were successful and independent
farmers within twenty years after leaving Germany.
Most of the immigrants became American citizens
rather early.

Preliminary citizenship papers were filed

in 1881 by Hermann Grein and August Leonards; in 1882 by

103

Ibid., (7th page).

104

St. Landry Parish, United States Land Entries,
Book 3, p. 16. On November 24, 1884.
105St. Landry Parish, Land Conveyance Records,
Book T-2, p. 557. On November 22, 1886.
106
U, p. 532.
107

Acadia Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Book
On November 10, 1899.
Duson, Deutsche Landwirte,

(10th page).

108
Acadia Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Book L,
p. 673, et seqq. See also Appendix B.
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Hubert Wirtz and Lambert Schlicher; in 1883 by Nicholas J.
Zaunbrecher, Joseph Achten, Christian Hensgens, Peter J.
Leonards, and John P. Schlicher; in 1884 by Arnold Jacobs,
Joseph Gossen, Johann (John) Gielen, Joseph Heinen, Wil
liam Heinen, Franz Reiners, Joseph Spaetgens, and Hubert
Theunissen; in 1885 by William J. Zaunbrecher; and in 1886
by Matthew Achten and Theodore Scheuffens.

109

Thus within

five years, twenty members of the community began natural
ization proceedings.

The German immigrants began exercis

ing the voting franchise soon after becoming citizens, if
not before.

According to William Gossen, who had been 10

years old when he arrived, all of the older settlers, in
cluding minors, were "naturalized" by virtue of a public
declaration of loyalty soon after settling in the Cove,
and just before an election.

William Gossen later farmed

in Texas from 1893 to 1897 and voted for Grover Cleveland
while residing there.

Only after returning to Louisiana

did he learn that he was not a citizen.

He and several

others who were not yet naturalized were taken to the
courthouse by a judge and filed the necessary papers.

109

St. Landry Parish, Louisiana, "Declaration of
Intention to Become United States Citizen," [n.p.].
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It was again just before elections, and the judge was
running for office. 110
By the 1890's the Roberts Cove community had be
come well enough established to attract the attention of
those interested in promoting further German immigration
to Louisiana.

Per Siidliche Pionier stated:

. . . heute besteht die Colonie aus etwa 30
Familien mit liber einhundertundfiinfzig Seelen.
Zu den Hauptern der Ersteren zahlen ausser
den vorher Genannten [Peter Joseph, Gerhard,
Aloysius and Jakob Thevis]: Heinr. Achten,
Joh. Gielen, Heinr. und Jos. Gossen, Leo
Habets [sic], Franz Reiners, Theo Scheufens,
Heinr. J. Spaetgens, H. J. Theunissen, Hubert
Wertz [sic], Lambert Schlicher, Lorenz Zaunebrecher [sic] u.A.m., deren Postamt Rayne ist.
Mit weniger Ausnahmen liessen sich alle Colonisten auf Regierungsland nieder, und Alle
sind heute wohlhabend, was man an den guten
Zustand der Gehofte, und dem prachtigen Vieh,
sowie auch daran erkennt, dass so Mancher noch
den Reis von der letzten Ernte lagern hat, da
er vom Bankier, Kaufmann, und Spekulanten
ganzlich unabhangig ist. Die Colonie besitzt
eine gute Schule, nebst Kirche und Pfarrhaus.111
The purpose of the article is obvious.
almost

The statement that

all of the colonists had settled on government land

is an exaggeration intended to give the impression that

110 .
William Gossen in the Crowley Signal, loc. cit.
Ill

Der Sudliche Pionier, New Orleans, 31. Mai

1893,
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farm land was still to be had for nothing.

That all of

the settlers were "wohlhabend" by 1893 may have also been
an exaggeration, but certainly a slight one.

In keeping

with the tradition of promoters of immigration, the
Pionier stressed the healthy climate.

Among the several

paragons of good health in Acadia Parish described in the
paper was one of the Germans in Roberts Cove:
Herr Scheufens [sic] war driiben brustkrank,
und er ist iiberzeugt, dass, ware er in Deutsch
land geblieben, er nicht mehr da driiben, sondern
da droben sein wiirde. Jetzt ist er so gesund,
dass er 25 Acker mit Reis und 10 mit Mais allein
bestellt und nach Noten singt, schreit und
schwadroniert.
Two years after the publication of Der Siidliche Pionier a
brief description of the colony appeared in an immigration
promotion pamphlet written by J. Hanno Deiler.
Im Januar 1880 [sic] veranlasste der
Pfarrer Leonhard Thevis von der deutschen
katholischen H. Dreifaltigkeitskirche in New
Orleans seinen eben von Deutschland eingewanderten Bruder und seinen Neffen Gerhard,
in Robert's Cove, zwei Meilen von Rayne,
Regierung;jland zu belegen und sich darauf
anzusiedeln. Bald folgten noch andere Familien aus der alten Heimat (bei Trier), [sic]
und heute besteht die "St. Leo" getaufte,
bliihende und ausschliesslich deutsche Colonie
aus circa 160 Seelen. Die Gemeinde besitzt

Ibid.
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eine schone Kirche und eine deutsche Schule,
welche beide unter der Leitung der Benediktinerpaters von St. Meinrad, Ind., stehen.
Da doch ziemlich viel Land in der Nahe zu
haben ist, hofft die Colonie auf baldigen
Zuzug deutseller Katholiken.
Here as in the earlier article, the impression is given
that all of the settlers had homesteaded free land and
that such land was still available.
former home given here is inaccurate.

The location of the
Trier is about

100 miles removed from Geilenkirchen.
While the German settlement thus drew the at
tention of German-Americans elsewhere in the state, it
was little noticed
tion

by its immediate neighbors.

Any men

of immigrants in the local newspapers referred to

those farmers migrating from the midwestern states.
Foreign immigration was ignored or, in one instance,
denied:
. . . so have the prairie lands of Acadia and
Calcasieu, through the labors of thrifty and
industrious new comers become the first in the
commonwealth; enterprise and energy has [sic]
converted a cattle range into smiling and re
munerative farms; the same energy has dotted
the broad and far-reaching prairies with towns
and homes where but a few years ago long horned

J. Hanno Deiler, Louisiana. Ein Heim fur
deutsche Einsiedler (New Orleans: n.n., 1895), p. 44.
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cattle held undisputed sway. Nor was all this
brought about by foreign immigration, but by
the very best class of American citizens, men
who, dwelling in Northern homes, had their at
tention called to Louisiana through the medium
of printer's ink.^**
That the German community remained inconspicuous while at
the same time it prospered and increased in number, was
due to the fact that it was a socially self-contained
unit.

The immigrants maintained their own language and

customs, married other members of the group, and, most
importantly, established their own German Catholic Church
and School.
When the settlers of Roberts Cove first arrived in
their new home, they had to travel to Poupeville, several
miles south of Rayne, for church services.

115

A few

months after their arrival, the Germans helped to move
the church building to Rayne.

While this location was

somewhat more convenient and a mass was occasionally held
in the Cove by an itinerant Jesuit from Grand Coteau, it

114
115

Crowley Signal, September 3, 1894.

Interview: N. J. Gossen; Interview:
Zaunbrecher, August 3, 1965.

Father
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was nevertheless unsatisfactory for the colonists.

It

was to be expected that a group of people who were such
devout Catholics that their faith played a major role in
their deciding to emigrate would hope to establish a
church in which they could worship in their native tongue.
That this hope was soon realized was due partly to Father
Thevis and partly to a chain of events that began in the
first years of the Kulturkampf.
The Jesuit order was expelled from Germany in 1872
and the Order of St. Benedict was soon threatened with the
same fate.

Because of this threat, the Benedictine monas

tery of St. Boniface in Munich sent Father Aegidius Hennemann, O.S.B., to the United States in 1876 for the purpose
of locating a new home for the monastery.

Father Henne-

mann went first to the Swiss-American Benedictine St.
Meinrad Abbey in Indiana.

After two unsuccessful attempts

to found a new institution in Indiana, the monk traveled
south to St. Benedict, a newly established branch of St.
Meinrad Abbey in Arkansas.

After serving as Vicar-General

to the Bishop of the Arkansas Diocese and Rector of the

116

Ibid.; Baudier, The Catholic Church, p. 448.
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Cathedral in Little Rock from 1878 to 1883, Father Hennemann once more set out to find a location for his home
monastery.

He proceeded to New Orleans where he met

Father Thevis.

Thevis told the Benedictine of the ex

istence of the German community at Roberts Cove and con
vinced him that it would be an ideal location for a German
monastery, school and college.

In the spring of 1883

Father Hennemann went to the Cove and purchased 640 acres
from the father-in-law of W. W. Duson for the sum of
$2500.

The land included a house which served as both

rectory and chapel and another building which served as
a school house.

Father Hennemann had brought with him

Brother Johann Kogl, who was to conduct the school.

For

reasons not now clear, since the records of Father Henne
mann 's short ministry have been lost, the school was al
ready closed in April of the same year.^"^

Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, pp. 128-129; Baudier,
The Catholic Church, p. 452; St. Landry Parish, Land Con
veyance Records, Book 0-2, p. 404; Albert Kleber, History
of St. Meinrad Archabbey 1854-1954 (St. Meinrad, Indiana:
Grail Publications, 1954), p. 343; Interview: Father
Zaunbrecher, January 15, 1966. All of these sources are
quoted because there are some discrepancies between them.
Baudier gives 1880 as the year in which Hennemann pur
chased the land and Deiler gives 1883. The date in the
Conveyance Record, April 22, 1883, shows Deiler to be
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Thus the German colony, only two years after its
beginning, had not only acquired a German priest, but
also the prospect of seeing a German monastery, a German
school, and perhaps even a college built in the new com
munity.

However, all of these prospects were not to ma

terialize .
In the fall of 1883 Father Hennemann went to New
Orleans to arrange for the transfer of the Monastery of
St. Boniface to Louisiana, only to learn that the monas
tery had no intention of moving.

The Bavarian Court had

successfully interceded on behalf of the Order of St.
Benedict.

Broken in spirit and suffering from tubercu

losis contracted in Arkansas, Hennemann returned to his
congregation in Roberts Cove.

By December he was again

in New Orleans, where he died on Christmas Day, 1883.

118

Before his death Father Hennemann had willed his

correct. Kleber gives the date of purchase as "about the
beginning of 1883," but errs in saying that the land was
purchased from the New Orleans and Texas Railway. The
Conveyance Record lists the seller as Paul J. Manouvrier,
whom Father Zaunbrecher identified as the father-in-law
of Duson.
118

Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, pp. 128-129; Kleber,

loc. cit.
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property to Father Thevis.

119

Since the land was mort

gaged to its full value, Father Thevis accepted the re
sponsibility for the debt only because he still hoped to
see the establishment there of a church and school, and
perhaps even a monastic institution or college.

The

priest first wrote to St. Boniface informing the monas
tery of Hennemann's death «. ?d of the circumstances con
cerning the property.

The German monastery, however, had

no interest in establishing an American branch nor any
intention of assuming the debt.

Father Thevis then wrote

Abbot Fintan of St. Meinrad, who had been the host and
friend of Father Hennemann.

In November, 1884, the abbot

came to Louisiana to inspect the property in Roberts Cove.
Although he did not intend to establish a branch insti
tution in Louisiana immediately, Abbot Fintan decided
to relieve Father Thevis of the responsibility for the

Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 129; Kleber, St.
Meinrad, p. 452; Baudier, The Catholic Church, p. 452;
Parish of Orleans, Civil District Court Records, Case No.
10226, July 21, 1884. Deiler says that St. Boniface,
which never actually owned the land, sold it to St.
Meinrad.
Baudier says that Hennemann sold it to Thevis.
Kleber says that Hennemann bequeathed the land to Thevis,
and the court record of the probated will proves him cor
rect.
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mortgage in consideration of their deceased mutual friend.
He accordingly bought the property in December, 1884, for
-

tne sum or ^j ,G42.

120

The abbot was favorably impressed by the German
colony and agreed to provide a priest for them.

He ac

cordingly returned to the Cove in March, 1885, and brought
with him Father Sylvan Buschor and Brother Clement Seichter, both of whom remained to found a new parish.
church was legally incorporated on March 27.

121

The

It was the

task of the priest to choose a name for the parish, which
had been unofficially named after Father Hennemann.
Father Buschor chose to name the parish after St. Leo
the Great (440-461), thereby also honoring the contempo
rary Pope Leo XIII (1878-1903).
problem for his parishioners.

His choice posed a
Now that they had their

own church and German priests, the farmers wanted to
celebrate the name day of their patron saint with parish
wide festivities, as had been the custom in Germany.

The

name day of St. Leo the Great, however, fell in April, a

120

121

Kleber, St. Meinrad, pp. 360-361.
Ibid., pp. 344-345.
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very busy time of year.

So the parishioners asked the

priest to reconsider his choice of a patron saint.

Since

Father Buschor still wanted to honor Leo XIII, he con
sulted his calendar of saints and found another St. Leo.
Thus the parish came to be named for Pope Leo IV (847—
855), whose name day is July 17, a conveniently unhurried
season for the rice farmer.

122

As was usual for German Catholic immigrants, the
establishment of a church school was second only to the
church itself.

Since the short lived school of Father

Hennemann had been held in a building some distance from
the chapel-rectory, Buschor suggested the possibility of
a more convenient location for the new school.

A number

of the men volunteered to move the same building to a
site near the rectory.

The idea was probably engendered

by the moving of St. Joseph's Church from Poupeville to
Rayne some three years before.

The building was moved on

July 20, 1885, and the workers were rewarded with a keg

St. Leo's Parish Notes. The community is some
times referred to by the name of the church, especially by
Deiler. Local inhabitants of Rayne often call it "German
Cove" or "German Settlement," even today.
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of beer donated by Father Buschor.

123

The school was soon

open year round except for harvest time.

124

Early the

following year church services were moved to the school
building because the chapel in the rectory had become too
small for the growing congregation.^^
A number of small missions throughout the country
side which had previously been served by Jesuits from
Grand Coteau or by the assistant pastor from Rayne were
gradually turned over to Father Sylvan.

Because of these

extra duties the priest was joined by Father Felix Rumpf
and Brother Francis Bessler in 1888.

Father Buschor

thereafter visited the outlying districts while Father
Rumpf, with the aid of the brothers, took care of the
parish of St. Leo.

126

Meanwhile Abbot Fintan decided

that the time had come to establish a branch in Louisiana.

127

123

Ibid.

12 4
.
.
Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 129,
125
126
127

St. Leo's Parish Notes.
Kleber, St. Meinrad, p. 345.
Ibid., p. 360.
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The abbot again visited Roberts Cove in March,
18 89.

He was impressed with the progress and possibili

ties of the community, so he continued on to New Orleans
to discuss with the archbishop the establishment of a
seminary to serve the archdiocese.

The archbishop was

not enthusiastic about the location, since he considered
it to be too distant from the city.

Father John Bogaerts,

later Vicar General of New Orleans, offered to sell the
abbot for $9,000 a 2,000 acre tract near Gessen, Louisi
ana.

The abbot was told that this was wooded land much

nearer the city, so he purchased it without having in
spected it for $8,000.

Thus the Benedictine Seminary of

St. Joseph came to be located at Gessen instead of Roberts
Cove, even though the site proved to be swampy and so un
healthy that the seminary was moved in 1901 to its present
location near Covington, Louisiana.

128

After St. Joseph's was established in 1889, the
parish of St. Leo became essentially a mission adminis
tered from there instead of from St. Meinrad.

In 1890

Father Rumpf left the Cove to teach at St. Joseph's.

128

Ibid., pp. 361-364.
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following year Father Buschor retired to St. Meinrad and
was replaced by Father Ziegenfuss, who was sent to St.
Joseph's in January, 1892, when Father Rumpf returned to
take charge of St. Leo's parish.

129

As late as 1892 the

prior of St. Joseph's at Gessen still hoped to utilize
the property in Roberts Cove for something like the origi
nal purpose.

The prior, Father Luke Gruwe, was so im

pressed with the German community that he suggested to
the abbot that, since a Diocese of New Iberia was being
created, Roberts Cove would be the proper location for a
Benedictine monastic foundation to serve the new diocese.
He further suggested that, if an independent monastery
could not be established there, perhaps a monastic farm
or a rest home for retired professors could be.

Although

Father Luke did not persuade Abbot Fintan to adopt any of
his suggestions, he did move the Germans in Roberts Cove
to build their first church.

The prior called a meeting

of the men and found them concerned about whether the
Benedictines would continue to minister to the community.
Although the monks had already been there for seven years,

129

Baudier, The Catholic Church, p. 549.
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the parishioners had had four different priests in that
period.

They had twice been given reason to believe that

a monastery would be established there and had twice been
disappointed.

Father Luke preached to them on the subject

of building a church and promised them Benedictine, and

thus German speaking, priests for the church as long as
their children and children's children formed a community.
After this promise the response was enthusiastic, all
doubts and fears were forgotten.

Although half of the

men had not attended the meeting because of high water,
those present pledged 5 per cent of the year's rice crop
to the building fund.

The prior estimated that this would

amount to fifteen cents per sack or about $1500.

This

would be enough for accouterments as well as the building,
especially since labor and lumber were also offered.

130

The contract for the church building was made
under the direction of Father Rumpf after he had returned
to the Cove in 1893.

A building committee consisting of

the priest, Joseph Heinen, Peter Joseph Thevis, Christian

Letter from Pater Lucas [Father Luke Gruwe] to
Abbot Fintan [Mundwiler], August 8, 1892 (L-66 in Archive
of St. Joseph Abbey, Louisiana).
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J. Hensgens, and Nicholas Zaunbrecher signed a contract on
November 8, 1893.

It was specified that the wooden build

ing should be 30 feet wide, 60 feet long, and 22 feet
high, and should rest on a brick foundation.

The tower

was specified to be 10 feet square, to rise to a height of
54 feet 11 inches and to be topped with a 13 foot octagon
roof and a six foot cross.

The contractor undertook to

complete the building within three months for the sum of
$550.

The church was completed sometime in 1894.

The

first wedding performed in the building was that of
Lawrence Zaunbrecher and Gertrude Hensgens on January
23, 1895.

By an odd coincidence this same couple were

the last two people whose funerals were held in the church
before it was replaced by a brick structure sixty years
. .
131
later.
The establishment of St. Leo's Church provided a
center or focal point for the German community.

Roberts

Cove is not a town, but rather a collection of farms and
homes scattered over an area of several square miles.
Without the presence of a German church, it is doubtful

131

St. Leo's Parish Notes.
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that the German community would have survived as a social
unit for many years.

The settlers who had homesteaded on

public land outside of Roberts Cove had to live on the
land for five years in order to validate the claims.

Some

maintained two homes for this period, but all of them re
turned to Roberts Cove on the weekends to attend mass at
St. Leo's.

Later when the second generation established

their own farms, they followed the same pattern.

Every

weekend then became an occasion for family reunions, so
the church served to keep strong the ties of kinship.

132

Even more effective than the church in maintaining
the German language in the second and third generations
was the church school, where instruction was in Standard
German, although most of the children spoke a Low German
dialect at home.

Before the administration of Father

Placidus Zarn, from 1897 to 1907, the school had been
taught by the attendant priest and his aids, when there
were any.

Father Zarn did much to improve this situation.

Through family connections in Indiana, he was able to ob
tain the services of Benedictine sisters to staff the

132

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, August 3, 1965;
Interview: William F. Zaunbrecher.
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school.

He had a convent built for the teaching sisters

as well as a new school building.

13^

As the 19th Century drew to a close, the popula
tion of the community had increased considerably.
had been a few new immigrants.

There

Joseph Schaffhausen and

H. Leo Habetz joined their former neighbors in 1892 and
Habetz's brother August followed four years later.

John

Berken brought his family of six to Roberts Cove in 1892
from Saxony on the advice of his brother-in-law John
Cramer, who had lived in Lafayette for a number of years
before he, too, moved to the Cove in 1894.

A number of

German-Americans from the surrounding area became associ
ated with the community.

The families now in the vicinity

of Roberts Cove descended from this group bear the names
Frey, Bollich, Ronkartz, Klein, Olinger, Schneider,
Dischler, Neu and Schatzle.

These people had come from

the Midwest as a result of the early promotions of rice
farming, from New Orleans through the Fabacher colony,

134

133

view:

Baudier, The Catholic Church, p. 452; Inter
Father Zaunbrecher, March 8, 1966.
134

Robert T. Clark, Jr., "Reconstruction and the
New Orleans German Colony," Louisiana Historical Quar
terly, XXIII (1940), 513-514. This colony was established
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or from Indiana through the monks from St. Meinrad Abbey.
The increase in population represented by these names was

not large, since most of them stem from single individuals
who married members of the community.

It was principally

through natural increase that the population doubled in
less than twenty years.
as 151 in 1894,

136

135

Deiler gives the population

and there were over seventy births com

pared to about fifteen deaths in the community between
1881 and 1900.

137

By the beginning of the 20th Century, the German
community had achieved both material and spiritual suc
cess.

All of its members had participated to a greater

or lesser degree in the prosperity of the booming rice

shortly after the Civil War by Germans from New Orleans
under the guidance of Joseph Fabacher, who himself stayed
in the city.
It was located in St. Landry Parish near
the present site of the town of Eunice.
135
Interview:
Gossen.
136

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, March 8, 1966;
William F. Zaunbrecher; Interview: N. J.

Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 151.

137

St. Leo's Catholic Church, Records of 18831900; St. Joseph's Catholic Church, Records of 18 81 and
1882. The exact figures cannot be determined, since
Father Hennemann's records have been lost.
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industry.

They had built a church and had been fortunate

enough to obtain German-speaking priests to minister to
them.

They also supported a school in which their child

ren learned the language and religion of their fathers.
They were thus able to maintain a separate cultural en
tity while at the same time participating in the political
and economic life of their adopted country.
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CHAPTER I I I

ROBERTS COVE:

THE 20th CENTURY

This century has seen both the most prosperous
period of German life in Roberts Cove and the gradual dis
appearance of many of the German aspects of the community
The settlement enjoyed its best years as a distinctly
German colony in the period before World War One.

The

war did not, as in the case of the New Orleans German
community, bring an end to an already moribund GermanAmerican society,'*’ but it did accelerate the natural pro
cess of the disappearance of the German language and
other aspects of German culture.

However, the loss of

the German language has not automatically brought about
the disappearance of all traces of German culture, as it
did in the New Orleans community.

2

This chapter will

1Konrad, "The Diminishing Influence," p. 162.
2

Ibid., p. 161.
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describe the Roberts Cove community before, during and
after World War One, examine the process of the decline
of its German character, and enumerate those elements of
German culture that still remain.

A.

THE PRE-WAR PERIOD

The church and school continued to serve as the
center of the community and were the major factors in the
preservation of the German language and customs.

In 1907

Father Placidus Zarn was recalled to St. Joseph's, which
had become an abbey in its own right and had moved to
Covington, Louisiana.
Schwab, O.S.B.

3

He was replaced by Father Leo

While the Swiss-American Benedictine

Order thus continued to furnish a pastor for the church,
the Benedictine Sisters gave up control of the school in
the same year that Father Zarn was recalled.

The sisters

officially left because of a shortage of personnel.

How

ever, they may have felt that their obligation was more
to Father Zarn than to the parish, and at least one member
of the community attributed their departure to a lack of

3
Baudier, The Catholic Church, p. 549.
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interest on the part of a new administration at the convent.

4

The community was not yet ready to give up its

German school, however=

Private teachers were employed

to replace the Benedictine Sisters.

5

At the same time,

children from the German community were beginning to at
tend public schools, either to continue after the seven
or eight grades taught at St. Leo's school or because the
distance from their homes to the Cove was too great to
begin with.

Even before the present century some of the

farms were closer to Crowley than to Roberts Cove, and the
increasing population continued to spread out from the
original settlement.

A few children, especially those

intended for the priesthood, received a higher education
in academies or colleges away from home.

There are no

indications that any of the children were sent to Germany
for an education.^

Letter from Joseph Heinen to Rt. Reverend Abbot
Athanasius Schmitt of St. Meinrad, May 7, 1907 (K-22 in
Archive of St. Joseph Abbey, Covington, Louisiana).
5

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, January 15, 1966;
St. Leo's Parish Notes.
6

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, January 15, 1966;
Interview: Sister Conception, S.M.B.S., March 8, 1966.
Sister Conception, now in retirement, taught at St.
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Although St. Meinrad Abbey continued to control
the church, any possibility of the establishment of a mo
nastic institution in Roberts Cove definitely ended.

St.

Meinrad had already been leasing most of its land in the
Cove to farmers for a decade

7

when the decision was made

in 1902 to sell the land under lease.

Joseph Heinen

agreed to buy some 600 acres for $20 per acre.

He paid

the abbey $4,000 the first year and promised to pay the
g

remainder in two yearly notes.

However, a dispute over

boundaries between St. Meinrad and an adjacent property
holder, Jacob Thevis, delayed consummation of the sale and
denied use of the land to Heinen in 1903.

The dispute was

settled by a court-appointed surveyor in the same year.

9

Michael's Catholic School in Crowley in the period between
the World Wars. She taught many children from the Cove
who finished their secondary education in Crowley= She
also visited often in the Cove.
7
Deiler, Kirchengemeinden, p. 137. According to
Deiler, the land was rented in the same year that the re
sponsibility for St. Leo's was transferred from St. Mein
rad to St. Joseph's, i,.e. , 1896.
8

Sales Contract, March 18, 1902 (In archive of
St. Joseph's Abbey, Covington, Louisiana).
9
Letter from Joseph Heinen to Rt. Reverend Abbot
Schmitt, March 5, 1906 (K-20 in Archive of St. Joseph Ab
bey, Covington, Louisiana).
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Joseph Heinen completed payment in 1906, although the
transfer was not recorded until the following year.^°
Actually, the elder Heinen retained for himself only the
54.76 acres nearest the church.

His sons, Theodore and

Wilhelm, received 58.71 and 288.42 acres respectively.
It was perhaps indicative of the degree of linguistic
isolation maintained by some of the older members of the
community that Joseph Heinen requested that the act of
sale be written in German so that he could read it and
then translated for recording.'^

The relative isolation implied by such uncertainty
with the English language was not shared by other members
of the German colony, especially the younger ones.

Some

of the German-Americans from Roberts Cove entered into
local and state politics.

In 1904 Joseph Leonards was

elected to the Parish School Board, and he and Lawrence
Zaunbrecher successfully ran for election to the Parish

Acadia Parish, Land Conveyance Records, Book
N-2, p. 322. On May 31, 1907.
^L e t t e r from Joseph Heinen to Rt. Reverend
Schmitt, March 5, 1906 (K-20 in Archive of St. Joseph
Abbey, Covington, Louisiana).
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Democratic Committee.

12

In 1908 William Heinen, Leo

Habetz, William Zaunbrecher, Lawrence Zaunbrecher, and
Carl Zaunbrecher were among the reception committee which
greeted the Democratic candidate for governor upon his
arrival m

Crowley.

13

William Heinen and Lawrence Zaun

brecher were members of the Democratic Executive Commit
tee the same year, and William Heinen and William Zaun
brecher were among the 18 delegates that the committee
sent to the state Democratic Convention with instruction
to support William Jennings Bryan.

14

Lawrence Zaunbrecher

was a delegate to the state convention in 1912.

15

Vari

ous other members of the German community served in minor
political posts such as deputy sheriff and poll commissioner,

16

but the most successful politician from Roberts

Cove was William Joseph Zaunbrecher.
William J. Zaunbrecher was, as mentioned above, a

12

Crowley Daily Signal, January 30, 1904.

^ Ibid., April 1, 1908.
14Ibid., May 16, 1908.
15Ibid., April 13, 1912.
Ibid., passim.
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delegate to the state Democratic Convention in 1908.

17

In

the same year, he won election to the parish governing
body, the Police Jury.

In 1916 he ran for election to the

Louisiana House of Representatives.

In a primary in which

the two men receiving the highest number of votes were
nominated as the Democratic candidates for the two seats
being contested, Zaunbrecher ran second in a field of
four.

18
He received 1,713 of 6,282 votes cast.

As the

Democratic candidate, he was, of course, elected to the
office.

A rather curious biographical sketch of the new

Representative was published the same year.
W. Y. [sic] Zaunbrecher came to America
from Germany, when a boy of 14 years, with
hardly any knowledge of the English language,
and no one to push along his career in the
new and strange country. Yet this plucky boy
has surmounted the obstacles, overcome lack
of capital by earning and saving for himself,
and is known as one of the large land owners
of his native parish, as well as one of its
substantial farmers and business men. From
obscurity, a stranger in a strange land, he
has now come into the ownership of 1300 acres
of the best land in Acadia Parish, and is a
director in the State Bank at Rayne, Louisi
ana, from which place he was elected to a
seat in the General Assembly. Surely this is

17Ibid., May 30, 1908.
18

Ibid., February 5, 1916.
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another instance of German pluck, if not pre
paredness . His preparedness was only such as
a friendless boy could provide for himself,
but the results accomplished shows pretty
conclusively that it was substantial.
It is not known whether the inaccuracies in the sketch
were the responsibility of Zaunbrecher or of the author's
imagination.

Probably the implication that Representa

tive Zaunbrecher arrived in the United States alone and
penniless is merely due to the political nature of the
publication.

The fact that his father was the wealthiest

of the Roberts Cove settlers when they immigrated and one
of the leading rice growers in Acadia Parish by the time
William Zaunbrecher reached his majority may not have ap
pealed to as many voters as did the description above.
As a representative, Zaunbrecher reflected the
progressive attitude toward agriculture that has charac
terized his family by supporting the tick eradication
program then being introduced in Southwest Louisiana.
This support probably gained him as many enemies among
his constituency as friends, since many of the farmers

19

Dave H. Brown (comp.), A History of Who's Who
in Louisiana Politics in 1916 (New Orleans: Louisiana
Chronicle Democrat, 1916), pp. 81-82.
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feared the compulsory dipping of cattle in a solution of
20
lead arsenate (PbAsO^).

His attitude towards prohibi

tion, a major issue at the time, was undoubtedly a product
of his German background.

While Zaunbrecher served on the

Police Jury, Acadia Parish had tried local prohibition for
one year.

He had then succeeded in having repealed an

ordinance which gave a reward for information leading to
the conviction of anyone selling liquor.

21

In the same

year, 1910, prohibition in the parish was itself repealed
by a majority of 70 votes in a total of 2,200 cast.

Half

of the majority was supplied by an overwhelming 39-4 vote
in favor of repeal in the Roberts Cove ward.

22

In 1916

Representative Zaunbrecher proposed a measure which gave
a clear indication of his opinion of the sincerity of
prohibitionists.
Representative Zaunbreceher [sic] an
nounced last night that he will introduce a
bill requiring all prohibitionists in the
state to register with the clerks of the dis
trict courts and with the registrar of voters
in the parish of Orleans.
The bill will

20

21
22

Interview:

N. J. Gossen.

Crowley Daily Signal, May 28, 1910,
Ibid., November 12, 1910.
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prohibit a prohibitionist from buying, receiv
ing or drinking intoxicating liquor, and liquor
dealers or saloonkeepers will be prohibited
from selling intoxicating drinks to a prohi
bitionist. Violation of the act will be made
a misdemeanor, punishable by fine or imprison
ment in the parish jail.23
The proposed legislation was never actually introduced into the General Assembly.

24

It has not been possible to

determine whether Zaunbrecher was dissuaded or whether he
never really seriously considered doing so.

He actually

introduced only two bills in his first session.
with the shooting of quail,
of prescriptions,

26

25

One dealt

the other with the issuance

and both were tabled.

The role of

Representative Zaunbrecher in the sessions of the legis
lature which occurred after the entry of the United States
into World War One will be discussed later.
In the first decade of the Twentieth Century, the
Louisiana Bureau of Agriculture and Immigration conducted

23Ibid., May 27, 1916.
24

State of Louisiana, Official Journal of the
House of Representatives, 1st Regular Session, 1916 (Baton
Rouge: Ramirez-Jones Printing Co., 1916), p. 1024.
25
26

.
Ibid., p. 134.
Ibid., p. 152.
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the last campaign to entice German immigrants to Louisi
ana.

Reverend Louis Voss, a member of the "Deutsche

Gesellschaft von New Orleans," was commissioned in 1906
to interview editors in Germany and Switzerland with the
intention of persuading them to print the articles which
he was to write about opportunities in Louisiana.

The

German editors had little interest in encouraging emigra
tion.

The only newspaper to accept his articles was

published for Germans already in other countries.

Never

theless, Voss traveled around the state the following
year to gather material for the articles and for a pamphlet

27

m

which the Roberts Cove community was described

as "die 'St. Leo' getaufte, bluhende und ausschliesslich
deutsche Kolonie aus zirka 160 Seelen."

28

Probably as a

result of the state's campaign, the W. W. Duson Company

Louis Voss, History of the German Society of New
Orleans (New Orleans: Sendker Printing Service, Inc.,
1927), p. 68. It is interesting that in this publication
Voss noted that Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher had been pessimis
tic about the chances of new immigrants succeeding, since
the price of land was so high. This pessimism was not
mentioned in the pamphlet of 1907.
28

Louis Voss, Louisianas Einladung an Deutsche
Landwirte und Kolonisten (Hrsg. von der Ackerbau- und
Einwanderungsbehorde von Louisiana. New Orleans: Geo.
Miller, 1907), p. 18.
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renewed its efforts to attract farmers to Acadia Parish.
Duson advertised in midwestern German newspapers and had
a promotion pamphlet printed in German.

The promotion

conducted by Voss resulted in some individuals immigrat
ing to Louisiana from South Africa and South America,
though none of them joined the Roberts Cove community.
A few midwestern German-Americans visited the Cove as
a result of Duson's advertisements, and some may have
settled in Acadia Parish.

29

However, the only family to

join the Cove community was that of John Bischoff, who
came as a result of meeting Lawrence Zaunbrecher and
William Heinen m

Germany.

30

Although Duson's efforts were unsuccessful, his
pamphlet illustrates the material success of the Roberts

29

Crowley Daily Signal, February 23, 1907. One
John Kretzer or Kreiter (both spellings occur) is quoted
as saying that he had no desire to return to the "frozen
north" and was surprised at the prosperity of Roberts
Cove; Ibid., March 2, 1907. The Suhren brothers and John
Bickert said that they had visited the Cove as a result
of Duson's advertisements and had decided to locate there.
However, these names are unknown in Roberts Cove at
present.
30

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, March 8, 1966.
Bischoff's family consisted of his wife and two young
sons. He emigrated from Steinebriick, near Aachen.
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Cove settlement.

The booklet describes thirty-one Germans

living in Acadia Parish, of which twenty-one had origi
nally settled in the Cove and another four were related
by marriage to families in the community.

31

It is, of

course, to be expected that such a publication would be
optimistic, if not exaggerated, and this is indicated
by the statement that, "Deutsche, welche es zu nichts
gebracht haben, solch eine Seltenheit sind, dass man sie
beinahe mit der Laterne am hellen Tage suchen muss."

32

However, the descriptions of individuals are claimed to
be taken from statements of the persons concerned,

33

so

it is reasonable to assume that the information is accu
rate, especially since some of it has been verified
through other sources.
Joseph Heinen was described as "einer der soliden
und erfolgreichsten Landwirten [sic] unserer Gegend."

34

He owned more than 2,200 acres of land under rice

Duson, Deutsche Landwirte, passim.
32
33
34

Ibid., (12th page).
Ibid.,

(1st page).

Ibid., (2nd page).
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cultivation, possessed 200 head of cattle, and was a di
rector of the Rayne City Bank.

He attributed his success

entirely to the cultivation of rice.

Joseph Heinen's

sons, Wilhelm and Theodore, owned 1,000 and 170 acres of
farmland respectively.

If the value of the land quoted

in the pamphlet is correct, the land that the Heinens had
purchased from St. Meinrad Abbey had doubled in value in
only five years.35
Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher was said to be "einer von
unsern erfolgreichen deutschen Landwirten der sehr viel
Geld m

der Reiskultur machte."

36

He had five pieces of

property which totaled 1,232 acres and which were valued
at $40,000 to $50,000.

Each of Nicholas Zaunbrecher1s

four elder sons, William Joseph, Lawrence, Henry, and
Carl, was successful to a degree corresponding to his
age.

Carl had just purchased his first property with the

profit from one year's crop, while William Joseph,

35

Ibid., (2nd-3rd pages).

36

Ibid., (3rd page). In contrast to the pessimism
on the part of N. J. Zaunbrecher noted by Voss, Duson
says, "Er . . . freut sich zu horen, dass die Gebriider
Duson im Antrag haben, deutsche Ansiedler hierher zu
bringen, da sie Zufriedenheit und Gliickseligkeit finden
werden."
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"trotzdem er ein riistiger, im bliihenden Lebensjahre

stehender Mann 1st, lebt von seinen Zinsen,"
only in his garden.

37

and worked

It was undoubtedly this leisure that

prompted William J. Zaunbrecher to enter politics.

The

youngest son of Nicholas Zaunbrecher is not mentioned in
the booklet.

38

Since it was a common practice for a son

to work for his father until he married, August had not
yet established his own farm.

His wedding took place the

same year that the Duson Company published the pamphlet.

39

Joseph Gossen not only owned more than 500 acres
of farmland, but had stock in the Commercial Bank of Rayne
and in the Stamm Hardware Company.

He and Joseph Leonards

had founded and owned the Rayne Ice Factory.

His brothers

Wilhelm and Heinrich contented themselves with operating
relatively small rice farms of 160 and 140 acres.

40

Joseph Leonards, who really had left Germany with
almost nothing and under cover of darkness, had progressed

37
38
39
40

Ibid., (3rd page).
Ibid., (3rd-5th pages).
St. Leo's Catholic Church, Records of 1907.
Duson, Deutsche Landwirte,

(6th page).
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from a farm worker to the ownership of 800 acres, holder
of half interest in the ice factory, member of the boards
of directors of the Rayne rice mill and the Rayne City
Bank, stockholder in the Commercial Bank of Rayne, and
owner of several lots in Rayne and Crowley.

41

Johann Stamm, the president of the Stamm Hardware
Company, had settled in Roberts Cove with his father in
1895, but later quit farming to open his business.

42

The other Germans from the Cove community were
described in somewhat less detail, but they were, of
course, without exception successful farmers.

43

A tend

ency toward diversification of financial interests can be
noted in some of these descriptions.

This tendency,

which itself indicated a surplus of capital derived from
the cultivation of rice, had begun with this period when
Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher and Joseph Leonards had joined
with six non-German businessmen to found a rice milling
company.

44

41
43
44

Diversxfxcatxon contxnued throughout the

Ibid., (7th page).

42

Ibid., (10th page).

Ibid., (2nd-10th pages).
Crowley Daily Sxgnal, May 5, 1900.
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pre-war years, and in 1916 William Heinen became one of
the founders of the modern cattle industry when he pur
chased one of the first group of registered bulls brought
into the parish.

45

With the exception of Johann Stamm,

all of the enterprising individuals continued to engage
in rice farming.
Although there was general prosperity, there were
also signs that the rapid expansion of the rice industry
had slowed.

In 1905 Joseph Heinen complained that the

abundant crop had so lowered the price of the grain that
it was rumored that the "Americans" would no longer grow
rice.

46

An organization of the rice farmers of Louisiana

and Texas, "The Southern Rice Growers' Association," at
tempted to maintain a minimum price for the crop.

Members

of the association pledged to hold their grain rather than
sell below the set price, or allowed the association to
market it for them.

47

In May, 1910, a group of German

^"'ibid. , March 4, 1916.
46

Letter from Joseph Heinen to Rt. Reverend Abbot
Schmitt, February 22, 1905 (K-17 in Archive of St. Joseph
Abbey, Covington, Louisiana).
47

Crowley Daily Signal, March 3, 1907.
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farmers met in Crowley and planned a marketing organiza
tion of their own which was to have the rice grown by its
members milled and sold directly to the consumer in the
. .
48
German communities of Chicago, St. Louis and Milwaukee.
By fall of the same year, the "Southwest Louisiana Rice
Farmers' Union" was formed with William Zaunbrecher as
president.

Since the organization grew from the "Deutsche

Geselischaft, Acadia Parish," which will be discussed
later, membership was probably not restricted to farmers
from the Roberts Cove community.

The union had a capital

of $5,000 and its sixteen members grew about 100,000 sacks
of rice per year.
cooperatively.

Ten members also agreed to buy supplies

While the approach of the German farmers

was different from that of the larger "Southern Rice
Growers' Association," the goal was similar and the union
promised not to sell rice below the minimum price set by
the association.

49

The attempt to market rice directly

to the consumer apparently met with little success.
years later the president of the "Southwest Louisiana

48
49

Ibid., May 21, 1910.
Ibid., November 5, 1910.
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Farmers' Union," William Zaunbrecher, became a member of
the board of directors of the "Southern Rice Growers' Association."

50

Rumors that other German farmers would not

join the association were quelled when a number of them
signed contracts allowing the association to market their
rice.

The contracts were signed at a meeting presided

over by William Heinen, the regional manager for the as
sociation.

Lawrence Zaunbrecher, one of the signers,

promised to try to persuade his neighbors to join the
association, even though he had himself criticized it in
the past.

51

In spite of the concern over the stability of the
market reflected in the formation of these farmers' as
sociations, there was no significant lag in the growing
prosperity of the farmers.

The prosperity of the Roberts

Cove farmers, and the maintenance of their German identity,
was illustrated by the fact that some of them had the
time, means, and inclination to vacation in Europe and
to visit relatives in Germany.

As early as 1901, Mr. and

5°Ibid., July 13, 1912.
51Ibid., March 16, 1912.
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Mrs. Hensgens, Joseph Heinen and several members of his
family spent the summer in Germany.

52

Joseph Heinen again

visited Germany in 1914 in the company of Joseph Gossen
and the wife and daughter of the latter.

53

While the

Gossens returned after the beginning of World War One,
Joseph Heinen was either too ill to travel or underesti
mated the seriousness of the war.
1916.

He died in Germany in

There were a number of visits to Germany by other

members of the Cove community, the details of which have
not been preserved.
It was perhaps to be expected that, although there
were as yet few marriages outside the German-American com
munity, the increasing participation in area politics and
business would tend to weaken the exclusively German
character of the Roberts Cove settlers and their child
ren.

There were indeed signs that the process of Ameri

canization was making some progress.

52

As early as 1899,

Ibid., August 24, 1901.

53Ibid., May 30, 1914.
54

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, January 15,
1966; Interview: William F. Zaunbrecher; Interview: N.
J. Gossen.
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one sermon per month was given in English, indicating that
at least some of the congregation was more conversant with
English than with German.^

In 1900 half of the enter

tainment at a school picnic was given in English, which
may have been a concession to the non-German guests.

56

Nevertheless, the members of the community regarded them
selves as Germans as well as Americans, and were so re
garded by their neighbors, although a distinction seems
to have sometimes been made between the generations.
While the elder Heinens were vacationing in Germany, for
instance, it was reported that their daughter, who was
"an American and did not want to visit Germany," remained
at home.

57

Anna Heinen was in fact the only one of Joseph

Heinen's children born in the United States.

Until after

the war, however, only one person had left the community
and become completely Americanized.

Johann P. Schlicher

had married a Protestant American in 1887 and had moved

55
56
57

Crowley Daily Signal, April 8, 1899.
Ibid., June 23, 1900.
Ibid., June 1, 1900,
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to Crowley.

By 1916 neither he nor his children were

considered German.^
It was perhaps the beginnings of the loss of the
German heritage that made the German-Americans even more
aware of that heritage.

A group of German-Americans met

in Crowley in November, 1909, and proposed the formation
of an organization for the purpose of "encouraging the
immigration of Germans, protecting the interests of German
immigrants and German citizens, keeping alive an interest
in the German language and literature, and encouraging
social contact among German-Americans."

60

Shortly after

this meeting, the following announcement appeared:
Crowley, December 2 8th, 1909. Deutsche
Gesellschaft, Acadia Parish, Louisiana. Urn
alien Deutschen die Gelegenheit zu geben, an
der naechsten Sitzung der Deutschen Gesell
schaft teilzunehmen, haben wir beschlossen,
am Sonntag, den zweiten Januar nachmittags

58

Ibid., January 23, 1930; Interview:
Zaunbrecher, March 8, 1966.

Father

59

Crowley Daily Signal, June 24, 1916, et passim.
The Americanization of this family by 1915 is especially
indicated by the fact that John Schlicher's son William
was the only person bearing a name associated with Roberts
Cove who was a member of the National Guard and, as such,
served in France during the w a r .
60

Ibid., November 27, 1909.
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urn 1-1/2 Uhr in der Halle der Knights of
Columbus zwecks Beamten & Direktorenwahl zu
kommen, als auch um den Tag der kuenftigen
Versammlungen festzustellen.
Es ist deshalb absolut notwendig, dass
ein jeder einzelne erscheint, um seine
Ansicht zu aeussern und Stimme demgemaetz
[demgemass] anzugeben.
While only those conversant with the German language were
eligible for membership, anyone in sympathy with the ob
jectives of the Gesellschaft could become an honorary
member.

The forty-eight persons who attended the organ

izational meeting decided that an attempt should be made
to have instruction in the German language introduced
into the public schools.

The Vice President, Joseph

Leonards, and two of the directors, Leo Habetz and William Gossen, were from the Roberts Cove community.

62

The

Deutsche Gesellschaft did increase the social contact be
tween the Roberts Cove Germans and other German-Americans
in the area, most of whom had come to Louisiana from the
Midwest in the early years of the rice boom.

There were

social events given by the Gesellschaft in Crowley which

61
62

Ibid., January 1, 1910.
Ibid.
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the Roberts Cove families attended, and members of the
Gesellschaft were invited to the St. Leo's Day celebratxons m

the Cove.

63

Presumably interest in the German

language and literature was stimulated, at least among
the members, but the organization met with little success
in accomplishing its other stated goals.

The failure to

increase immigration or to introduce German into the
public schools was perhaps due mainly to the short life
of the "Deutsche Gesellschaft, Acadia Parish."

It dis

appeared with the entry of the United States into World
War One.
Another indication of the awareness of their heri
tage on the part of the Roberts Cove farmers was the
publication during this period of a number of obituaries
which stressed the origins of the deceased.

The first of

these to be printed in German was that of Maria Heinen,
the wife of Joseph Heinen.

64

It is interesting to note

that between the publication of the first announcement of
the Deutsche Gesellschaft in January, 1910, and that of

Interview:
64

William F. Zaunbrecher.

Crowley Daily Signal, February 25, 1910.
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Maria Heinen's obituary in February, 1910, the Crowley
Signal had obtained Fraktur type, evidently confident of
enough business from the German community to make the ex
pense worthwhile.
Almost invariably any mention of people from the
Cove in the newspaper referred to them as Germans.

Usu

ally the Germans were praised as hard working and out
standing citizens.

Such mention of national origin and

compliments based upon it ceased in 1917.

The German-

Americans were naturally interested in the war long be
fore their non-German neighbors took more than a casual
notice of the "European War."

The Deutsche Gesellschaft

called at least two special meetings in 1914 because of
the conflict.
AUFRUF! Alle Mitglieder der DEUTSCHEN
GESELLSCHAFT von ACADIA PARISH und UMGEGEND
sind hiermit eingeladen einer ausserordentlichen Versammlung beizuwohnen, die am Sonntag den 4ten Oktober, Nachmittags 3 Uhr, in
der FEUERWEHRHALLE in Crowley stattfindet.
Das Vaterland ist in Noth und Bedrangniss.
Auf alien Seiten tobt das blutige Ringen.
Um diese Noth und das Elend der Hintergebliebenen der auf dem Schlachtfeld Gefallenen zu lindern, wollen auch wir unser
Bestes thun Hilfe zu leisten. Alle Deutsch
und Oesterreich-Amerikaner die an dieser
Arbeit mithelfen wollen sind innigst
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eingeladen dieser Versammlung beizuwohnen.

65

AUFRUF! Alle Mitglieder der Deutschen
Gesselschaft [sic] sowie alle Deutschen und
Oesterreicher und Sympathiesirende sind hiermit eingeladen einer Versammlung in der
Feuerwehrhalle am lsten November, Nachmittags 3 Uhr, beizuwohnen.^^
Although the attendance at the first meeting was smaller
than usual, it "showed results that proved a surprise to
even the most optimistic of the old members"
was collected for the German Red Cross.

67

when $150

Those present

agreed to canvass their respective neighborhoods for additional contributions.

68

The second notice was also

printed in English for the benefit of the "Sympathiesi
rende " and undoubtedly in hopes of having a larger meet
ing than the first.

The results of the second meeting

are not known, nor is it known whether there were any
further special meetings of the Gesellschaft.
In the first two years of the war there seems to
have been more sympathy than antipathy toward Germans and

65
66

67
68

Ibid., September 26, 1914; October 3, 1914.
Ibid., October 31, 1914.
Ibid., October 10, 1914.
Ibid.
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Germany, judging from contemporary comment in the Crowley
Signal.

In a humorous article, a farmer from Roberts Cove

was said to have been "praying for his enemies, der
Kaiser, his friends and self"
were being stolen.

69

while his horse and buggy

Conrad Hensgens, when asked if he were

not needed in Germany, was quoted as saying that his
eleven cousins in the German Army were sufficient.

70

Even

as late as 1916, Heinrich Habetz was described as belong
ing to "that sturdy race whose representatives turned so
many U. S. prairies into rich fields and whose coming to
Acadia Parish has enriched our country with so many exemplary farms."

71

It was, of course, also in this year

that William Zaunbrecher was elected to the state legis
lature.
It was, however, also in 1916 that the area began
to be stirred into a patriotic fervor.

The Fourth of July

was renamed "Preparedness Day" and the local National
Guard company was mobilized.

69
70

All of the activity and

Ibid., December 18, 1915.
Ibid., January 16, 1915.

^ Ibid., July 22, 1916.
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emotion was directed toward Mexico and Pancho Villa,

72

but

it presaged and prepared the way for the anti-German
sentiments which followed.

Although there does noc seem

to have been any overt ill feeling toward Germans at this
time, it is interesting to note that the Roberts Cove
ward, which normally voted Democratic, voted for Presi
dent Wilson's Republican opponent by a margin of 26 to 9,
while the parish as a whole cast 1,137 votes for Wilson
and 208 for Hughes.

Roberts Cove was the only ward in

the parish carried by the Republican candidate.

B.

73

THE WAR AND POST WAR PERIOD

In the spring of 1917, even before the entry of
the United States into the war, the hostility exhibited
the previous year toward Mexico was turned upon Germany,
and towards Germans and German-Americans.

The fear of

spies and traitors and the accompanying suspicion of any
thing German was already developed before the Declaration
of War on April 6, 1917.

72
73

Local editorial comment voiced

Ibid., June 24, 1916, et passim.
Ibid., November 16, 1916.
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suspicion of German-Americans, castigated the German
language newspapers, and accepted war with Germany as
inevitable.

One editorial concluded ominously:

And let us prepare to deal with disloyalty and
treason, from whatever source they emanate, so
drastically that all of our energies may be de
voted to the outside enemy. From this time on,
until again peace reigns in the world, the citi
zen or alien in this country, whatever his propa
ganda for unpreparedness is an enemy, and if
there is no law to punish him as such, congress
should enact o n e . ^
If such attitudes on the part of responsible peo
ple threatened to bring trouble to the Cove community,
those expressed after the Declaration of War, coupled with
irresponsible rumors, virtually assured it.

The sheriff

of the parish reminded the citizenry that "ANY ACT, HOW
EVER SLIGHT, tending to give aid or comfort to the enemy
is TREASON,"

75

and quoted the warning of the United States

Justice Department to enemy aliens to "OBEY THE LAW:
YOUR MOUTH SHUT."

76

KEEP

Although he urged all citizens to re

main calm, the sheriff improved upon the warning of the

7^Ibid. , March 17, 1917.
7 Ibid., April 14, 1917,
76Ibid.
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Justice Department by extending it to "citizens of foreign
birth,"

77

thus making no distinction between those immi

grants who had become naturalized and those who legally
remained German citizens.

Instructions were published on

"WHAT TO DO TO CATCH SPIES,"

78

in which the public was re

minded that the country was swarming with German spies and
was instructed to report suspicious strangers.

The in

structions continued, "However, a person giving aid and
information to the enemy may be a prominent person in the
7<a
community."

Reports of suspicious activity or persons

would be kept strictly confidential.

Rumors, undoubtedly

spread by confidential report, were given immediate cre
dence.

A typical example appeared in the same issue of

the Crowley Signal that carried the President's war mes
sage to congress.
Two Germans at Iota the other day who
interfered with a recruiting officer and in
sulted the United States Flag were severely
dealt with by an American who is reported to
be Jesse Reed of that place. Mr. Reed beat
up both Germans, made them salute the flag
and had them on their knees begging for
mercy. Mr. Reed said he would beat to death

77Ibid.

78Ibid.

79Ibid.
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the next German traitor whom he heard abusing
the president or insulting the flag. His ac
tion was highly approved by the citizens of
the community.80
This incident proved to be a completely baseless fabrication.

81

That it was reported as factual was indicative of

the attitudes of the time.

Similar baseless rumors and

accusations were to lead to the arrest and harassment of
German-Americans in the area.
The state legislature was called into special ses
sion shortly after war was declared.

In this session and

in the regular session of 1918 a number of laws concerning
Germans and German-Americans were enacted.

The role of

Representative William J. Zaunbrecher in these sessions
must have been painful, considering the widespread hys
terical anti-German feeling and the fact that he was the
only foreign-born member of the legislature.

82

He did not

introduce any bills and remained without special notice,
but his voting record on certain bills is worthy of note.

88Ibid. , April 7, 1917.
81Ibid., April 14, 1917.
82

State of Louisiana, Official Journal of the
House of Representatives, 2nd Regular Session, 1918 (Baton
Rouge: Ramirez-Jones Printing Co., 1918), p. 5.
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House Bill 20. An act requiring registra
tion of aliens. Passed 101-0; 15 members ab
sent.
Zaunbrecher voted yes.83
House Bill 14. An act making it illegal
for enemy aliens to possess firearms or ex
plosives. Passed 90-0; 26 members absent.
Zaunbrecher voted yes.
Senate Bill 42. An act making it a crime
to use any language in the presence and hear
ing of another, of and concerning the United
States of America in the war, the entry of the
United States of America into the war, or any
concerning flag, standard, color, etc. . . .
which language is disloyal to the United
States of America.
[The bill also made it il
legal to own or display any sort of emblem or
flag of an enemy country, town or province.
Arrests under the bill could be made without
warrant and suspended sentences were not al
lowed.] Passed 67-0; 50 members absent.
Zaunbrecher absent.
Senate Bill 175. An act prohibiting the
selling of anything of German manufacture,
advertising in the German language, the dis
tribution of anything printed in the German
language, or any printed matter favoring Ger
many. Passed 85-12; 22 members absent. Zaun
brecher voted yes.***>

83
State of Louisiana, Official Journal of the
House of Representatives, 1st Extra Session, 1917 (Baton
Rouge: Ramirez-Jones Printing Co., 1917), p. 43.
84

Ibid., p. 37.

85

State of Louisiana, 2nd Regular Session, 1918,
pp. 802-803.
^Ibid. , pp. 872-873.
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House Bill 259. An act to prohibit the
teaching of the German language in the public
and private, elementary and high schools, col
leges and universities and other educational
institutions in the state of Louisiana, and to
provide penalties for the violation of the act.
Passed 85-3; 29 members absent.
Zaunbrecher
voted yes.^
Zaunbrecher and his constituents in Roberts Cove,
who had taken so many measures to preserve the German
language, could not have agreeC with at least the last
two of

the above acts, yet he voted in favor of them.

Thisis especially striking since only

in the case of

these two bills had other members of the legislature
voted negatively.

It would seem that what native-born

Americans could do, he could not.

It is, of course, pos

sible that the representative from Roberts Cove voted his
convictions; it does not, however, seem likely.
While these laws were in themselves a form of
harassment, the principal source of trouble for the
Roberts Cove Germans was the constant suspicion directed
towards them.

When a farmer from the Cove was arrested

for public drunkenness, it was bruited about that he had
been taken into custody for "Pro-German utterances,"

87

Ibid., p. 336.
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though no charges were brought to that effect.

88

A farm

owned by an "American" near the Cove suffered damage from
vandalism on several occasions during the war.

After each

incident, the sheriff took a different German in for ques
tioning, although there were no grounds for holding any of
them and no charges were ever brought.

The vandalism

later proved to be part of a family dispute.

Several

members of the community were also interrogated on various occasions by agents of the Federal Government.

89

There were, however, only three people from Roberts Cove
who were actually arrested and charged with the federal
offense of making treasonous remarks.

Joseph Schaffhausen

allegedly complained about compulsory military service in
a free country.

This sentiment was undoubtedly felt, if

not expressed, by many German-Americans who, like those
in Roberts Cove, had left Germany partly in order to es
cape military conscription of themselves or their child
ren.

John Frey, the son-in-law of Joseph Gossen, was ac

cused of saying that he would rather serve under the

88

89

Crowley Daily Signal, March 2, 1918.
Interview:

William F. Zaunbrecher.
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Kaiser than President Wilson, and that the former could
probably do a better job of running the country.

Ferdi

nand Olinger, who claimed neutral citizenship, was ar
rested for refusing to contribute to the Red Cross and
expressing doubts about the propriety of the participa
tion of the United States in the war.

The three men were

released on bail and soon afterward the end of the war
brought an end to such prosecutions.

In the meantime

Olinger corrected one of his errors by purchasing $1,000
worth of War Savings Stamps as soon as he was released.

90

The loyalty of the German-Americans was generally
measured by the amount of money that they had invested in
War Bonds and Stamps.

The arrests made in connection with

the incidents of vandalism, for instance, ceased when the
sheriff became aware of the size of such investments made
by the farmers he arrested.

91

William Heinen even re

ceived praise for having sold $20,000 worth of bonds to
his neighbors in Roberts Cove.

90
91
92

92

While it may very well

Crowley Daily Signal, July 13, 1918.
Interview:

William F. Zaunbrecher.

Crowley Daily Signal, June 29, 1918.
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have been principally to aid the war effort that the
Germans of Roberts Cove bought the bonds, the fact that
the bonds also assured some protection from harassment
undoubtedly made Heinen's task easier.
Although the members of the German colony were
subjected to various harassments during the war, there
were no violent incidents until after the Armistice.

On

August 1, 1919, August Zaunbrecher was shot by a man
named Leonard Stark.

According to Stark, Zaunbrecher

accosted him with a shotgun and accused him of stealing
dirt.

Then, while Zaunbrecher held him at gunpoint and

cursed him, Stark dismounted from his horse, unwrapped a
pistol from behind his saddle, and, after being fired
upon twice, shot his assailant once.

The bullet went in

through the left kidney and out through the abdomen,
indicating that the victim was turned away from Stark.
Zaunbrecher, who had only a few moments of consciousness
before he died two days later, said only that he had not
fired first.

Stark was charged with manslaughter.

93

Al

though the family of the slain man believed it to be a

93

Ibid., August 9, 1919.
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case of murder, they did not insist upon the more serious
charges.

It was felt that such action would be useless

because of the lingering anti-German sentiment.

94

While

there were no public expressions of resentment from the
German community, an incident which occurred two weeks
before the trial may have resulted from dissatisfaction
with the course of justice.

Two principal witnesses for

the defense left Crowley in a buggy and were followed by
five men in an automobile.

After dark the four white men

and one Negro stopped the buggy.

One of the witnesses

ran, leaving his companion to be struck with an iron pipe
and shot at five times, without, however, suffering serious injury.

95

Since the assailants were never identified,

any connection between the attack and the trial of Stark
must remain speculative, but the coincidence of time
strongly suggests some relationship between the two
events.

Stark was acquitted of the charge of manslaugh

ter, so the motive for the shooting was legally

Interview: William F. Zaunbrecher; Interview:
Father Zaunbrecher, March 8, 1966.
95

Crowley Daily Signal, November 15, 1919.
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self-defense.

96

The Zaunbrecher family, however, at

tributes the death of August Zaunbrecher directly to
World War One, and maintains that he was unarmed when
he left home on the day of the shooting.

97

There were other, less striking evidences of the
ill feeling generated by the war.

William Zaunbrecher

did not run for reelection to the state legislature, nor
was anyone from Roberts Cove a candidate for any office
in 1918 or 1919.

For the first time in several years

there was no representative from the Cove on the Acadia
Parish Democratic Committee.

Obituaries published during

the war and for some time afterwards did not praise or
even mention the German origin of the deceased.

98

Not

until 1922 did an obituary again carry this information.
Even then it was only mentioned in passing that the late
William J. Zaunbrecher had been born in Germany, though

96

Ibid., November 30, 1919.

97

Interview: William F. Zaunbrecher; Interview:
Father Zaunbrecher, March 8, 1966.
98

Ibid.; Crowley Daily Signal, 1918-1922, pas-

sim.
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he was eulogized for having been one of the pioneers of
Acadia Parish.

99

Although the hostility and suspicion disappeared
rather rapidly, there were permanent changes in the atti
tudes of the Germans and non-Germans alike.

Before the

war, German-Americans were considered both German and
American.

After the war, this duality was no longer pos

sible, and the same people became Americans of German de
scent.

Because of this change in attitudes, and perhaps

because of the restrictions placed upon aliens during the
war, the few Germans who had not yet been naturalized be.

.

came citizens in 1922.

100

was in general accelerated.

The process of Americanization
Apparently a declining inter

est in the preservation of the German language was re
sponsible for the termination of the German school at St.
Leo's Church.

It had, of course, been illegal to teach

German during the war, but the private teachers were re
tained after the war and taught in German until 1922.

In

1923 the school was turned over to the Sisters of the Most

99
100

Crowley Daily Signal, March 18, 19 22.
Ibid., May 13, 1922.
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Blessed Sacrament in Lafayette.

At this time the

school contained twenty-five to thirty pupils and con
tinued through the eighth grade.

The school remained

under the sisters until 1951, when it was permanently
closed.

The number of pupils had by then declined to

fifteen and the grades taught to four.

Instruction in

German ceased with the arrival of the sisters, although
the children continued to learn the German hymns and
prayers which were still used in church services.

Even

while the school still existed, the children from Roberts
Cove were sent either to Rayne or to Crowley to complete
their education.

Some children received private in

struction in German after school hours in Crowley, but
the number of pupils and the extent of the instruction
i
102
are not known.

In 19 30 Father Leo Schwab, O.S.B., retired.

Ap

plication was made to both St. Meinrad and St. Joseph's
Abbies for a replacement, but both refused the request.
It is not clear why the Benedictines chose not to honor

101

St. Leo's Parish Notes.

102 _

.

Interview: Sister Conception; Interview:
Father Zaunbrecher, January 15, 1966.
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the promise made a generation before to supply a pastor as
long as the community remained in existence.

It was per

haps another manifestation of the changes in attitudes
that had caused the termination of the German school.

St.

Meinrad turned St. Leo's parish over to the Bishop of the
Lafayette Diocese.

For the most part, the Lafayette Dio

cese has continued the tradition of having German-American
priests at St. Leo's.

The pastors since 1930 have been

the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Phillip L. Keller (1930-1941), Rev.
Cosmas Schneider, S.V.D., (1942-1943), Rev. Mathias Braun,
S.V.D.,

(1943-1952), Rev. Gerald Wolbers (1952-1955), and

Rev. Alois Reznicek, the present pastor.

103

The German-Americans did not return to public af
fairs until 1920, when Leo Habetz and Lawrence Zaunbrecher
were among the delegates from Acadia Parish to the state
Democratic Convention.

104

After William Zaunbrecher's

term expired in 1918, it was not until 1930 that a member
of a family originating in the Cove was again elected to
a major public office.

In that year Joseph Gossen was

103

Kleber, St. Meinrad, p. 392; Interview:
Zaunbrecher, January 15, 1966.
104

Father

Crowley Daily Signal, May 8, 1920.
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elected mayor of Rayne, an office which he held for a
decade.

Since then many of the descendants of the Roberts

Cove settlers have been active in public life.

Joseph

Gossen*s brother William is presently mayor of Rayne and
William Gielen is the mayor of Crowley.

105

Economically the war had little effect upon the
community, but shortly afterward the economic structure
began to change.

Cattle began to rival rice as the most

important agricultural industry.

It has been noted that

William Heinen was one of the first farmers in Acadia
Parish to purchase a registered bull for the improvement
of his herd.

Ey 1940 members of the Heinen, Gossen,

Leonards, Thevis and Zaunbrecher families ranked among
the most successful cattlemen m

the parish.

106

The

rice, cattle and, in more recent years, soy bean indus
tries depend, of course, upon the availability of land.
In the years after the war the increasing numbers of the
descendants of the immigrants and the decreasing amount of

105

Interview:

William Gossen, July 17, 1965.

106

Ellis Arthur Davis (ed.), The Historical En
cyclopedia of Louisiana (Baton Rouge: Louisiana Histori
cal Bureau, 1940?), pp. 896-1275 passim.
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available land forced some of them into non-agricultural
pursuits.

The approximate coincidence of the depression

years with the adulthood of the large numbers of great
grandchildren of the original settlers also sent people
into other professions; some of the smaller farmers lost
their land and, of course, it became more difficult to
establish new farms.

Further, the discovery of oil in

Acadia Parish during the depression helped to provide jobs
which eventually caused those thus employed to move from
the area.

107

The responses to a questionnaire sent to the

scattered descendants indicate that the consequent geo
graphical separation from the site of the original settle
ment often resulted in the loss of the German language and
culture which were still preserved to a certain extent in
the immediate vicinity of Roberts Cove.

108

Another factor in the weakening of the German
heritage among the third and fourth generations was the
increased number of "mixed" marriages.

Until after World

107

Interview; William F. Zaunbrecher; Interview:
N. J. Gossen; Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, January 15,
1966.
108

1966.

This questionnaire was sent out in March of
The responses are tabulated in Appendix D, 3.«v»
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War One, the people of Roberts Cove almost without ex
ception married other members of the community or other
German-Americans.

Some of the families were, however,

related by marriage even before emigrating and, by the
time the third generation reached maturity, many of them
were too closely related to consider marriage.

The in

creasing number of people living away from the Cove, the
increasing amount of schooling away from St. Leo's, and
even the increasingly rapid transportation were additional
factors leading to marriages to non-Germans.

109

The

children of a mixed marriage speak only English, and the
German speaking parent often loses the language through
disuse.

Customs originating from the German background

also seldom survive, although the most important factor
in this case seems to be the location of the f a m i l y . ^ 0
In spite of the loss of the German characteristics
by many of the descendants, the Roberts Cove community has
never ceased to be considered a German community, and com
munication with relatives in Germany has always been

109

Interview: N. J. Gossen; Interview:
Zaunbrecher, January 15, 1966.

Father

110n
See Appendix D.
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maintained.

Shortly after World War One, visits to Ger

many were resumed, and the community sent a shipload of
cattle to Germany to help replace war losses.

The

second war again interrupted correspondence and visiting.
There was, of course, no question of divided loyalties in
World War Two.

Roberts Cove, like any other American com

munity, provided soldiers who fought and died in the conflict.

112
Although the knowledge of the language and, to a

lesser degree, the adherence to customs of German origin
continued to decrease after World War Two, the conscious
ness of the German heritage and pride in it have not
waned, and are now perhaps even stronger than ever.

The

maintenance of this heritage rests largely upon the tra
ditionally close family ties, which have been manifested
in the last decade by the annual reunion of the descend
ants of Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher and the compilation of a
family genealogy by the Reverend Charles Zaunbrecher.

111

Interview:

N. J. Gossen; Interview:

Sister

Interview:

Father Zaunbrecher, January 15,

Conception.
112
1966.
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The reunion, which is to be a biennial affair after 1968,
affords an opportunity for the return of the scattered
members of the family and keeps alive the memory of their
origins.

Although all of the original families are repre

sented at the Zaunbrecher reunion because of intermar
riages, reunions of the Heinen, Leonards, and Hensgens
families have also recently been held or planned.
interest in the family has extended to Germany.

113

The

Groups

of as many as 20 persons have visited the Geilenkirchen
area every other year for the past ten years.

On at least

one occasion, in 1962, representatives of the Zaunbrecher
family from Germany have attended the reunion in Roberts
Cove.

114
The church has also been a principal factor in the

preservation of the German heritage.

Although the church

school was no longer conducted in German after 1922, pray
ers were still said in German until about 1950 and hymns,
especially "Grosser Gott, Wir Loben Dich" on festive

113

Letter from Father Charles Zaunbrecher to
author, November 18, 1967.
114

.
Interview:

,
,
Father Zaunbrecher, January 15,

1966.
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occasions, are still sung in German.

The celebration of

St. Leo's Day, like the reunions in more recent years, has
always served to bring together many of those who no
longer live in the Cove and to renew their acquaintance
with the past.

There are also some people who do not re

side in Roberts Cove but have remained parishioners of
St. Leo's Church, thus following the practice of some of
the original settlers who returned to the Cove for serv
ices.

The church has been, and remains, a unifying factor

for the community itself and for hundreds of descendants,
many of whom have never lived in the Cove.^'1'^
Most of the aspects of German culture that remain
are intimately connected with the church and religion.

In

Roberts Cove, although prayers are no longer commonly said
in German in the church, this practice is still followed
privately, especially by the older citizens.
of German hymns has already been mentioned.

The singing
Secular

German songs are also sung by the older people at the
reunions and other family occasions.

Religious customs

originating in Germany that are still observed are the

Ibid.; see also Appendix d .
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baptizing of infants on the day of birth or the following
day, the performance of a High Mass at weddings, and a
Requiem Mass for funerals, and the placing of blessed
palms around the farm to insure a bountiful harvest.
Fastnacht is still celebrated in some homes by the prepa
ration of a traditional pastry.

On the Eve of St.

Nicholas, children of the community travel from house
to house singing carols in both German and English.

One

member of the choir rides on horseback in the costume of
a bishop.

Before retiring, the children prepare a dish

of food for St. Nicholas' reindeer, as did their fore
bears in Germany.

In Roberts Cove, however, the reindeer

are fed rice rather than wheat or oats.

The good saint

leaves sweets and small items for the children.

Larger

presents come on Christmas, where the American Santa
Claus has replaced the German Christkind.

St. Nicholas'

Day is observed in the church by a midnight mass.

116

These customs are observed by families in Roberts
Cove regardless of whether both sides of the family are
directly descended from the original settlers.

Outside
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the Cove, however, there is a correlation between the ob
servance of German customs and parental origin.

The re

tention of at least some aspect of German culture is more
common in those families of German descent on both sides,
and among older people.

These two factors are, of course,

interrelated in that the younger generations contain a
larger percentage of mixed marriages than do the older.
Since almost all of the remaining traces of German culture
are so closely connected with the church, it is not sur
prising that those people far removed from the Cove have
lost most of these traces.

A notable exception, however,

is the celebration of St. Nicholas' Day, even by most of
those persons residing some distance away from Roberts
Cove.

A few of these also add a German flavor to Mardi

Gras or Fastnacht, but have otherwise retained no obvious
trace of their German heritage.

117

Farming is still the occupation of most of the
descendants living in Roberts Cove and of many of those
living elsewhere in Acadia Parish or in the surrounding
parishes.

The people not engaged in agriculture may be

See Appendix d .
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found in almost any occupation, including priest, laborer,
lawyer, secretary, nurse and oil field worker.

118

A

great-grandson of Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher noted that in
his generation it was still considered "against tradition"
not to be a rice farmer.
The community of Roberts Cove is today not sig
nificantly larger than it was sixty years ago.

The

houses, both the newer, smaller homes and the huge farm
houses built before World War One, are scattered through
out the area, but with a slight concentration near the
church.

A brick structure built in 1951 has replaced the

original wooden church.

Although there are fewer than

two hundred people living in the immediate vicinity of
Roberts Cove, the total number of descendants of the
original settlers is many times that figure.

Some indi

cation of the total can be gathered from the fact that
there were 843 living members of the Zaunbrecher family
alone in 1965 and the number was increasing by about
fifty per year.

118
119

About 650 of the 843 were direct

Ibid.
Felix Leo Zaunbrecher, on questionnaire, March

25, 1966.
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descendants of Nicholas J. Zaunbrecher, and many of these
were, of course, also descended from one or more of the
.

.

^

other immigrants.

120

In the following chapter it will be shown that
geography, parental origin, and age are also the major
factors in the retention or loss of the German language.

120

1966.

Interview: Father Zaunbrecher, January 15,
See also Appendix C.
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CHAPTER IV

THE LANGUAGE

This chapter will present a sample of the Low
German dialect spoken in Roberts Cove and will describe
the pnonology of the dialect, using Standard High German^
as a standard of comparison.

The phonology will then be

compared with that of the Selfkantkreis GeilenkirchenHeinsberg area as represented in the Deutscher Sprachatlas.

The description and comparison will then be examined

to determine whether the dialect has undergone discernible
phonetic changes since the settlement of Roberts Cove and
whether local variations in the original dialect have
survived.

Finally, an evaluation of the extent of the

use of the dialect among the descendants now living and

Helmut de Boor und Paul Diels (Hrsg.), Siebs
Deutsche Hochsprache (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co.,
1961), pp. 25-83.

172
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of the possibilities of the survival of the dialect in the
future will be made.
The sentences used in the sample text are taken
from those used in compiling the Deutscher Sprachatlas.
The three informants were read or shown the sentences and
were requested to translate them into "Platt," the term
used in the Cove for the dialect.

Because it was antici

pated that the informants might unconsciously imitate some
of the sounds of the language in which the sentences were
presented to them, some of the sentences were given in
English and some in Standard High German, so that the
phones thus imitated could be distinguished from phones
which may have entered the dialect as a result of the in
fluence of either English or High German.

Thus an English

phone which occurred only in the sentences presented to
the informants in English could not be considered as being
valid evidence of an English influence on the phonology of
the dialect.

Conversely, an English phone which occurred

in sentences translated from Standard German as well as
those translated from English was taken to be proof of an
English influence on the dialect.

The English and German
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sentences were presented to each of the informants in a
different and random order.
The three informants were:
(B) N. J. Gossen,

(A) Leona Zaunbrecher,

(C) William F. Zaunbrecher.

are grandchildren of the original immigrants.

All three
The two

Zaunbrechers are siblings and were selected in order to
ascertain whether a discernible difference exists between
their Platt and that of Mr. Gossen.

There were differ

ences in the expressions used by members of the various
.

.

immigrant families,

2

and the atlas indicates a number of

variations of pronunciation within the area from which
the settlers emigrated, especially between the western
part of the area, i.e., the Selfkant, and the eastern
part.

The Gossen family originated in Gangelt,

3

which is

in the Selfkant, and the Zaunbrecher family in Nierstrass,
tion.

4

which is near Geilenkirchen in the eastern sec

Therefore, regional dialectal variations, if such

had persisted, could be expected to occur in the speech

Interview:

N. J. Gossen.

^Ibid.
4

Interview:

William F. Zaunbrecher.
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of the informants.

The questions of dialectal variation

and of phonetic changes in the dialect will be considered
later in this chapter.
The sample text of the dialect is given below.
Each sentence is first written in the language in which
it was presented to the informants, followed by the pho
netic transcriptions of their translations.^

The response

of each informant is identified by the letter A, B, C as
in the preceding paragraph.

A . SAMPLE TEXT

1.

2.

That was nice of them.
A.

[daet

waR zeR

nat

fan

B.

[daet

waR nae t van

dan]

C.

[daet

waR naet van

dan]

dan]

What kind of little birds are sitting up there on the
wall?

Heinz F. Wendt, Sprachen-(Frankfurt am Main:
Fischer Bucherei, 1961), pp. 219-233. The IPA as pre
sented in this work has been taken as the standard for
the usage of the phonetic symbols.
6

,

The consonant [J] is obviously used in imitation
of the English in the model sentence.
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A.

[wat

es dat

fYR

na

valja ova

doRt

ga

walnda]
B.

[watzaRt

,klen'hoeIgal

C.

[watzlnt

dat

faR

zetan

voeaka

?up
da

de

walnt]

zetsa

up

da

walnt]
3.

4.

I don't want to do it any more.
A.

[eg

wel

et

net meR

duana]

B.

[I'

wel

et

net meR

duan]

C.

[Ig

wll

nox

net

meR

duana]

The fire was too hot; the cakes are burnt completely
on the bottom.
A.

[eta

fYR waR

faRbRae nt]
B.

[dat

C.

[dat

da

kuka

es

jants

7

fyR wax

jants

tu helt un

tu

helt

unt

dat

ko:xan

kuka

/waRts

was

/wa:t jebRant]
fyR waR

glbRant

ta

het

ana

fan UTjaR]

7

Ibid.; Friedrich Kluge, Etymologisches Worterbuch
der deutschen Sprache (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co.,
1934), p. 185. The word gantz [jants], is a word of High
German origin borrowed by the other continental Germanic
languages.
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5.

The good old man and his horse have broken through
the ice and fallen into the cold water.
A.

[deR

jo:wa

duR

aowa

jat

is

mint/ unt

zi

peRt

jabRo:aka unt

In

et

zlnt
wa:saR

ja $ala]
B.

[da

jo:wa

duRx
C.

6.

aowa

jet

is

[deR

jo:wa

is

jabRo:ake

man

unt

javalan

mint /
un

zln

In

peRt zlnt

kalt

o:na peRt
le?

wa:taR]

zlnt

falana

duR

jat

wataR]

In the winter the dry leaves fly through the air
everywhere.
A.

B.

[In

deR

di

loft

[In

7.

[In

flean da

dRYIx

bla:

duRx

,YbaR'ala]

wentaR

loft
C.

welntaR

'flegln

unt

di

tRoeja

bla:

duRj di

'YbaRta.l]

wentaR

'flegln

di bla:

'ybaR,ala]

You are not yet big enough to drink a bottle of wine;
you must first grow a little and get bigger.
A.

[du
win

bast
ta

nax

nl$

dRelijka ;

gRoIt
da

Inox

mAst

eR/

fyR an

bot

a blska
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wa:sa
B.

[du

bis

du

bast net

ts dRelrjka ;

kanst

—

§juot

dRelTjka]
enAf

so

du

mAst eR/t

ta

klen ta

8

anflae/
a

venl§

weln
xRuotaR

,9
wa:saJ
C.

[du
mus

bast
nox

njx

gRoeata

wa:tan

win
bis

dRIijka ;
dawin

da

kanst

dRIijka]

8.

You may go home earlier than the others.
A.

[du

kanst

fRaeaR

helm joan

als

wi

di

arjaRa]
B.

[du

konst fRoejaR

hem

'jo:wIn

wi

di

arjaRa]
C.
9.

[du

kanst fRoejaR

helm

joana]

My feet are very sore.
A.

[menfoe It

B.

[mln

C.

[ma

voet

petja
zlnt

foet zant

mej]
ml$

wia]

ziRa

via]

The word [botl] is a borrowing from English or is
used in imitation of the model sentence. The vowel [A]
occurs here and elsewhere in imitation of the English.
9
The word [enAf] is a borrowing from English or is
used in imitation of the model sentence.
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10.

He always eats eggs without salt and pepper.
A.

?

[ eR

?

et

ImaR

?

da

elR

met

o:ana

zaot

un

p e :IpeR]
B.

[eR

?et zln

^eaR

ImaR

zo:na

zaolt

un

pe:IpaR]
C.

[eR

et

da ?eaR

met

o:na zaot

an

pe:IpaR]
11.

When we returned yesterday, the others were already
in bed and fast asleep.
A.

B.

[vi

vaR

In

bet

[vae nk
In

C.

12.

13.

unt
veR

bet

[vi
bet

jestRa

helm

fast

waRan

'tRY, kama

waRan

di

arjaRa

/loapan]

vaR jestRa
un

diarjaRa

a/iaap]

jestRa

unt

kama waRan

'tRI,kama
fast

waRan

di

ala

In

a/laapa]

We are tired and thirsty.
moe I5

A.

[vIR

zlnt

unt

B.

[vIR

zlnt

moelgunt

C.

[wIR

zlnt

moe Ik

han duR/t]
duR/tI§]

un han

duR/]

One must speak loudly, or he will not understand us.
A.

[vIR

muta

hel

/pRe:aka

aijaR

faR/tunta

us

nelt]
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B.

[ena mA 7
os

C.

[du

helaR

/pReilka

arjas

feR'/tet

eR

net]
mus

luod

talaR

'arjet

feR'/tet

mIR

net]
14.

15.

To whom has he told the new story?
A.

[na

wem

B.

[tswema

es hef

C.

[weR hes

da

aR

[o:s

da

[o:s

vel

horlgas]

zoe R
C.

[o:s

zlnt

di

ja/Igta
nYI

faRtelt]

ja/Igta

ga/Igta

7aRte:lt]

gazak t]

high; yours are much higher.

zlnt

beRja

ni

nYa

beRjas

zlnt
B.

di

du

Our hills are not very
A.

net

net

zo

zeR

ho:a

;

huox ;

da

yRa

IRs

zlnt

huagas]
hYagla

seR
16.

hae t

hoIgaR

zlnt

net

vi

da

huax

ava

YRa

zlnt

o:s]

Behind our house stand three pretty little apple
trees with little red apples.
A.

[axtaR

o:s hus

7,aepal,boem
B.

[hlntaR

es

met

os hus

'aepal,boem met

/tunt
klen

/tant
klena

dRi

klen

7aepal]

Roa
dRi

nae ta

neta

xuata

klena

aepal]
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C.

[axtaR

o:s

naeta
17.

Rua

hus

/tant dRi

'aepaljboem

mlt

aepalkas]

The snow remained through the night, but this morning
it is melted.
A.

[di

/nea

dlza
B.

[/nea

waR

[/nia

19.

jantsa

esa

heR

na:xt

gabliaba

ava

na:xt

bAt

waR

dlza

bliafta

ava

dlsa

faR/malta]

duR§

di

feR'/malta]
es duR

moeRja
18.

da

maRja

maRjan
C.

es

esa

da

na:x

gI'/mo:lta]

Wer hat mir meinen Korb gestohlen?
A.

[weR

hae t

mlna

B.

[weR

het minan

C.

[weR

het mIR

kaRp

g l 1/torala]

koeRv
na

ja/toala]

baeskat

ga/vlpst]1^

Er ist vor vier oder sechs Wochen gestorben.
A.

[eR

esfaR

veaR

B.

[eR

es

veIR

C.

[eR

waR

vaR

aR
adaR

feIR

ses

weaka

gI'/taR$a]

seks we:Ikan
ada

sus

'vekl

gl'/taRba]
gl'/toRban]

^ T h e word [bAt] is a borrowing from English or is
used in imitation of the model sentence.
■^The word [bae skat] is apparently borrowed from
English.
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20.

21.

22.

Es sind schlechte Zeiten!
A.

[eR

es

/legta

tid ]

B.

[eR

es

/legtan tit

C.

[es

zlnt

]

heRd tita]

Das Wort kam ihm vom Herzen.
A.

[dat woRt

kam

hem

fam

heRts]

B.

[dat waRt

kam

fam

zln

heRts]

C.

[det waRt

kam

Im

fam

dan

ha:Rt]

Wo gehst du hin; sollen wir mit dir gehen?
A.

[wo

jest

da heRa ; zoi

8IR met

dig

met dig

jo:an]

jaana]
B.

[wo

jest

C.

[wo

jest

duo ;
da

zol vIR

heR ; zaln

vaR

met

dig

jo:ana]
23.

Wieviel Pfund Wurst und wieviel Brot wollt ihr haben?
A.

['vivll

point

bRuat
B.

['vi,vil
wels

C.
24.

wels

wuR/t

welsda

unt

'vivll

du]

paint

wuR/t unt'vi.vel

paint

wuR/t vels

bRuot

du]

[*vi,vel

da ha;na]

Ich bin mit den Leuten da hinten liber die Wiese ins
Korn gefahren.
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A.

[eg

bln

met di

feRtRaelt
B.

[eg

ban

Ins
C.

[Ik

In kaRa
met di

kaRa
bln

doR

da'heR

YbaR

di

gl'PaRa]

1YI

da

axta

1YI

YbaR

YBaR

da

wels

gaBaRa]
met da

'koRa,8elt
25.

li

tae stRa

Ins

gl'BaRa]

Geh,

sei sogut und sag deiner Schwester, sie sollte

die

Kleider fiir eure Mutter fertig machen und mit der

Biirste rein machen.
A.

[ja:rjk
BYR

na
di

bYR/ta
B.

[welan
zi

C.

muta
Ren

zi

zol

za
di

'BeRtlg

zizol

maka

kleja

met de

eRa

ma:ka]
juat

zln

un

zax

kleaR

vYR

eR

mutaR

unt

met

dan

bYR/ta

[ja:i]k

unt

zek

dan

sustaRdat

dan

bYR/ta

met

di

un

maxan

kledaR
26.

den /weistaR

/westaR

'feRtlg

Rein ma:xa]
zi

zol

di

Ren ma:xa]

Ichverstehe euch nicht, ihr miisstein Bischen lauter
sprechen.
A.

[eg

faR/toIn

helaR

dig

net

,

da

mus

a blsga

/pRe:Ika]
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B.

[eg

feR'sto:an

helaR
C.

[ek

zi

net ,

da

mAs a

venlg

/pRerlkan]

vaR/tean

dig

net

, da

mus meR laotaR

/pRe:Ika]
27.

Sein Bruder will sich zwei schone neue Hauser in
eurem Garten bauen.
A.

[deR
In

B.

[zi
IRa

C.

28.

29.

bRo:wa
IR

wel

ja:Rt

bRo:wa

twia

naeta ny

huzaR

buwa]

wIRt

ja:Rt

zlg

zlgtwia

neta hyzaR

In

borwa]

[da

bRo:adaR

da

'hus,pla/

wll

twia

ny

naeta huzaR

In

bua]

Ich war bei der Frau gewesen.
A.

[eg

woR

bi

di

fRou gawerlst]

B.

[eg

bln

bi

da

fRou jawe:Ist]

C.

[Ig

bln

bi

di

fRo: gawest]

Ich habe es ihr gesagt.
A.

[eg

ha:na

C.

[Ig

han

tan
tan

12

gaza:xt]
gl'zaxt]

The interview with Mr. Gossen was interrupted
before the sentences were completed.
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30.

Mein liebes Kind, bleib hier unten stehen; die bosen
Ganse beissen dich tot.
A.

[me

1levls

vRexa
C.

[das

kelnt

jals
jo:t

jeR/t

bitan
kelnt

bitan

B.

bliv

hia

dig

di

duot]

bllf

dig

/torana ;

hi

/torana ;

da

duot]

DESCRIPTION OF PHONES

The phonological description which follows is
based upon the above sentences.

For the purpose of this

description, the phones of the dialect are compared to
the corresponding phones of the Standard High German.

In

the examples given below, the dialect word is given first,
then the High German cognate, and finally the English
meaning of the dialect word.

Consonants

[p].

This phone occurs as the equivalent of the

High German [pf] or [f].
[point]— Pfund— pound;
Pfeffer— pepper;

Examples:

[up]— auf— on;

[aepal]— Apfel— apple;

[peRt]— Pferd— horse;

[perlpaR] —

[a/loap]—

schlafen— asleep.
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It occurs as the equivalent of the same sound in
High German when preceded by [/].

Example:

[/pRe:Ika]—

sprechen— to speak.
In the dialect,

[p] is aspirated except when pre

ceded by [/] or when unreleased.
[t].

This phone usually occurs as the equivalent

of theHigh German

[s] or [ts].

Examples:

[det]— das—

that;

[wat]— was— what;

[twia]— zwei— two; [et]— isst—

eats;

[et]— es— it; [feR'/molta]— geschmolzen— melted.
It also occurs as the equivalent of the same sound

in High German.

Examples:

[het]— hat— has;

[wolnt]—

Wand— wall.
In the dialect,

[t] is aspirated except where pre

ceded by [/] in the initial position or where unreleased.
Within the dialect,
[s] or [ts].

Examples:

[t] sometimes alternates with

[wataR]— [wa:saR]:

[zetan]—

[zetsa].
[k].
samesound in
child;

This phone occurs as the equivalent of the
High German.

[kam]— kam— came;

Examples:

[kelnt]— Kind—

[kleja]— Kleider— clothes.

It occasionally occurs as the equivalent of High
German [x] or [5].

Examples:

[Ik]— ich— I; [weaka]—
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Wochen— weeks;

[/pRe:Ika]— sprechen— to speak;

[aepalkas]--

Aepfelchen— apples (diminutive).
In one instance in the text, it occurs as the
equivalent of High German [g]:
In the dialect,

[voe Ika]— Vogel— birds.

[k] is aspirated except where it

is not released.
Within the dialect,
[j] and [g].

Examples:

[k] alternates with [x], [5 ] ,

[kuka] — [ko:xan]; [moe Ik] —

[moeIg] ; [voeaka] — [valja]— [hcelgal] .
[b].

This phone occurs only as the equivalent of

the same sound in High German.
am;

[bRuot]— Brot— bread;

Examples:

[bln]— bin—

[bua]— bauen— build.

Within the dialect this phone alternates with
[8].

Example:
[d].

[YbaR]— [Y£aR].
This phone occurs as the equivalent of the

High German [t].
hart— hard;

Examples:

[tid ]— Zeit— time;

[heRd ]—

[duana]— tun— to do; [duot]— tot— dead;

[dRelTjka]— trinken— to drink.
This consonant also occurs as the equivalent of
the same phone in High German.
three;

[du, da]— du— thou;

Examples:

[dRi]— drei—

[duR/t]— Durst— thirst; [di] —

die— the; [det]— das— that.
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[g].

This phone occurs as the equivalent of the

same consonant in High German.
gewesen— been;

Examples:

[gants]— ganz— entirely;

geblieben— remained;

[gl'west]—

[gablioga]—

[gest]— gehst— go.

In one word, this phone occurs where the High
German cognate has no consonant:

[ho:IgaR, huagas]—

hoher— higher.
Within the dialect,

[g] is often palatalized to

[j], and in one word has become [5 ] or [x]:
[je'bRant];

[gRoIt]— [xRuotaR].

[f].

This phone occurs as the equivalent of the

same consonant in High German.
fire;

[glbRant]—

Examples:

[faR/tunt ]— versteht— understand;

fliegen— fly;

[flae/]— Flasche— bottle;

fertig— finished;

[fyR]— Feuer—
[flean]—

['feRtlg] —

[feR'/to:an]— verstehen— to under

stand.
In one word, in the speech of one informant,
occurs as the equivalent of High German [p]:

[f]

[bllf]—

bleib!— stay!
Within the dialect, this phone alternates with
[v] and [33 .

Example:

[falens] — [jevalen]— [jsflals] .
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[v].

This phone occurs only occasionally as the

equivalent of the same consonant in High German.
amples:

[/ve:staR]— Schwester— sister;

Ex

[vi]— wie— how;

[via]— weh— painful.
This consonant also occurs as the equivalent
of the High German [f].
[vYR]— fur— for;

Examples:

[vel]— viel— much;

[veaR]— vier— four.

In an intervocalic position, this consonant is
sometimes equivalent to the High German [b].

Examples:

[1levls]— liebes— dear; ['hevls]— hast— have.
In the final position,
lent of High German [p] .
basket;

[v] occurs as the equiva

Examples:

[kceRv]— Korp—

[bliv]— BleibI— stay.
Within the dialect this phone alternates with [w],

[f] and [3].

ExampJes:

[via]— [wia]; [vi]— [wi];

[java:lan]— [falana]— [jagala].
[8].

This phone, a bilabial variant of [v], al

ternates with [v].

It also occurs as the equivalent of

High German [f], [v] and intervocalic [b].
['geRtlg] — [ 1feRtl^]— fertig— finished;
fur— for;

[gagaRa]— gefahren— driven;

feld— grainfield;

Examples:

[8yR] — [fyR] •—

['koRa,gelt]— Korn-

[jagala]— gefallen— fallen;

[gIR]—
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wir— we; [Yfta]— iiber— over;

[gabliaBa]— geblieben— re

mained.
[ct] .

This phone occurs occasionally as the

equivalent of High German (d], and alternates with [d]
in the dialect.

Examples:

[dTae t]— das— that;

[eta] —

das— the.
[ts].
sample text.

This phone occurs only infrequently in the
Where it does occur, it is the equivalent

of the same sound in High German.
(zu) wem— to whom;

Examples:

[zetsa]— sitzen— to sit;

[tswema]—
[jants]—

ganz— entire.
[j].

This phone usually occurs as the equivalent

of the High German [g], and alternates with [g] within
the dialect.

Examples:

[jaRt]— Garten— garden, yard;

[jest]— gehst— go; [jo:ana]— gehen— to go;
morgen— tomorrow;

[maRja]—

[ja/taRban]— gestorben— died;

[jaduana]— getan— done;

[ja/Igta]— Geschichte— story;

[volja]— Vogel— birds.
This phone occasionally occurs as the equivalent
of High German [d], [R], or [k]:
clothes;

[jet]— das— the;

[kleja]— Kleider—

[gjuot]— gross— large;

[tRoe ja]— trockenen— dry.
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In one instance, this consonant intrudes intervocalically where there is no consonant in the High German
cognate:

[fRoe jsR] — friiher— earlier.
[5 ],

This phone usually occurs as the equivalent

of the same sound in High German.
I; [dig]— dich— you;

Examples:

[nig]— nicht— not;

[Ig]— ich—

[duRg]— durch—

through.
In one word, it occurs as the equivalent of the
High German [g]:

[gRoIt]— gross— large.

Within the dialect,
[k].

Example:
[x].

[g] sometimes alternates with

[blsga]— [blska].
This phone usually occurs as the equivalent

of the same sound in High German.
machen— to make;
night;

Examples:

[huox]— hoch— high;

[naxt]—

[ma:xa]—
Nacht—

[nctx]— noch— yet.
In one instance, it occurs as the equivalent of

High German [g]:

[duRx]— durch— through.

In one instance, it occurs as the equivalent of
High German [k]:

[dRYIx]— trockenen— dry.

Within the dialect,
[k].

Example:

[x] sometimes alternates with

[maxa]— [make].

This phone occasionally occurs as the equivalent
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of High German [R] and alternates with [R] in these in
stances.

Examples:

[wax]— [woR]— war— was;

[xuata]—

[Rua]— rote— red.
[s].

This phone usually occurs as the equivalent

of the same sound in High German.
willst— want;

[es]— es— it;

gestern— yesterday;

Examples:

[es]— ist— is;

[bast]— bist— are;

[wels]—

[jestRa]—

[mus]— muss— must;

[hus]— Haus— house.
This consonant occasionally occurs as a plural
ending where the High German shows no equivalent conso
nant.

Examples:

[beRjas]— Berge— hills;

Apfelchen— apples

[aepalkas] —

(diminutive).

This consonant occasionally occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [z], [/] .

Examples:

[so]— so— such;

[dlsa]— diese— this; [sustar]— Schwester-~sister.
Within the dialect, it sometimes alternates with
[z].

Example:
[z].

[dlsa]— [dlza].
This phone invariably occurs as the equiva

lent of the same sound in High German.
[gazak t]— gesagt— said;

Examples:

[zeR]— sehr— very;

Sorte— sort; [huzaR]— Hauser— houses;

[zoRt]—

[zan]— sind— are.
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Within the dialect, it occasionally alternates
with [s].

Example:

[/].

[dlza]— [dlsa].

This phone usually occurs as the equivalent

of the same consonant in High German.
[/pRe:Ika]— sprechen— to speak;
story;

[/nea]— Schnee— snow;

Examples:

[ja/Icta]— Geschichte—

[/to:ana]— stehen— to stand;

[flae /]— Flasche— bottle.
This consonant occasionally, before [t], occurs
as the equivalent of Standard High German [s].
[duR/t]— Durst— thirst; [eR/t]— erst— first;
Biirste— brush;
[w].

This phone usually occurs as the equivalent
Examples:

[/westeR]— Schwester— sister;

[walnt]— Wand— wall;
wine;

[bYR/ta]—

[wuR/t] — Wurst— wurst.

of the High German [v].
been;

Examples:

[gawest]— gewesen—
[wat]— was— what;

[waRt]— Wort— word;

[wia]— weh— painful;

[win]— Wein—

[twia]— zwei— two.

Within the dialect, this phone occasionally al
ternates with [v].

Example:

[wi]— [vi].

Following a back vowel or diphthong, this phone
sometimes occurs in an intervocallic position as the
equivalent of High German [d] or [t], or where the High
German cognate has no equivalent consonant.

Examples:
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[bRo:wa]— Bruder-— brother;
alte— old;

[jo:wa]— gute— good;

[buwa]— bauen— to build.

[h].

This phone usually occurs as the equivalent

of the same consonant in High German.
heim— home (ward);
here;

[auwa]—

Examples:

[helaR]— heller— louder;

[han]— haben— have;

[helm]—

[hia]— hier—

[helt]— heiss— hot.

In one instance a strongly aspirated [h] occurs
as the equivalent of High German [v]:

[,klen'hceIgal]—

Vogelchen— birds (diminutive).
[1].

This phone occurs only as the equivalent of

the same sound in High German.
lauter— louder;
small;

Examples:

[helaR]— heller— louder;

[kalt]— kalt— cold;

[lautaR]—
[klen]— klein—

[flean]— fliegen— fly.

Within the dialect, it alternates with [1].
ample:

Ex

[/loapan]— [a/iaapa].
[1].

This phone, the "dark-1," occurs as the

equivalent of the High German [1],
soil— should;

Examples:

[a/laap]— schlafen— asleep;

[zoi]—

[botl]— o—

bottle.
Within the dialect, it alternates with [1].
ample:

Ex

[a/loapa] — [/loapen] .
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[m].

This phone occurs only as the equivalent of

the same sound in High German.
Mensch— man;

Examples:

[koine]— kamen— came;

[mint/]—

[mln]— meine— my;

[mute]— mussen— must.
[n].

This phone occurs only as the equivalent of

the same sound in High German.
nice; [net]— nicht— not;

Examples:

[nat]— nett—

[zlnt]— sind— are;

[/nee]—

Schnee— snow.
[rj].

This phone occurs as the equivalent of the

same sound in High German.
trinken— drink;

Examples:

[dRe:Irjke] —

[ja:rjk]— Gang— go.

It occurs in the intervocalic position only as the
equivalent of High German [d], [nd] and [nt].
[arjeR]— oder— or;

[arjeRe]— andere— others;

Examples:

[urjeR]— unter—

under.
In one instance £rjk] occurs as the equivalent of
High German [n] :
[R].

[verjk]— wenn— when.

This phone occurs as the equivalent of the

same sound in High German.

13

Examples:

[fYR]— fur— for;

de Boor und Diels, Siebs, pp. 61-62.
Siebs pre
fers the use of the tongue-trilled [r], but the uvular [R]
is also standard.
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[meR]— mehr— more;

[wdR]—

war— was;

[Roaj— rote— red;

[moRja] — morgen— tomorrow.
In the dialect, this sound is often a uvular
"scrape" rather than a trill, but it was not thought
necessary to distinguish between the two here.

Occasion

ally, however, the "scrape" was definitely pronounced as
[x]:

[xuata]— rote— red;

[wax]— war— was.

In the unstressed final syllable [-sR], the con
sonant is very weakly articulated.

This gives the syl

lable almost the quality of a diphthong, i.e.

[a] with

an off-glide.

Vowels

[a].

This phone often corresponds to the same

vowel sound in High German.
[dat]— das— that;
Wasser— water;

Examples:

[wat]— was— what;

[arjaRa]— andere— others;

[wataR]—

[ala]— alle— all.

This vowel occasionally occurs as the equivalent
of High German [a:].

Examples:

[han]— haben— to have;

[waRan]— warcn— were.
Within the dialect, this phone alternates with
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[a:], [ae ] and [o] .

Examples:

[wataR]— [wa:seR];

[nat]—

[nae t]; [waRan] — [waRan].
[a:].

This vowel frequently occurs as the equiva

lent of High German [a].

Examples:

do; [a:xtaR]— achter— behind;
[wa:sa]— wachsen— grow;

[ma:xa]— machen— to

[na:xt]— Nacht— night;

[/wa:t]— schwartz— black;

[bla:]—

Blatt— leaf; [ja :Rt]— Garten— yard.
This phone also occurs as the equivalent of the
same sound in High German.
have;

Examples:

[ha:n]— haben— to have;

[ha:na]— habe—

[gaza:xt]— gesagt— said.

Occasionally this vowel occurs as the equivalent
of High German [e] or [e] .
goi;

[na:t]— nett— nice;

Examples:

[ja:rjk]— Gang—

[ha:Rt]— Herz— heart.

Within the dialect, this vowel alternates with
[a] , [ae ] .

Examples:

[ae].

[wa:saR]— [wataR];

[na:t] — [nae t] .

This vowel sometimes occurs as the equiva

lent of High German [a].

Examples:

[dae t]— das — that;

[1ae pal,boe m] — Apf elbaum— appletree; [faRbRae nt] —
verbrannt— burned.
This phone also occurs as the equivalent of High
German [e].

Examples:

[nae t]— nett— nice;

[aepal] —

Apfel— apples.
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Within the dialect, this vowel alternates with [a]
and [a:].

Example:

[o].

[naet]— [nat]— [na:t].

This vowel sometimes occurs as the equiva

lent of High German [d ].

Examples:

[zol]— soil— should;

[woRt] — Wort— word.
This phone also occurs as the equivalent of High
German [u].

Examples:

[loft]— Luft— air;

[os]— unser—

our.
This vowel sometimes occurs as the equivalent of
High German [o:].

Examples:

[wo]— wo— where;

[zo]— so—

thus.
Within the dialect, it alternates with [o], and
[o:].

Examples:

[loft]— [loft];

[o]

.

This phone often occurs as the equivalent

of the same vowel in High German.
von— of;
died;

[os]— [o:s].

[zol]— soil— should;

[doRt]— dort— there;

Examples:

[von]—

[gl'/toRba]— gestorben—

[moRja]— morgen— tomorrow;

[faR/molta]— verschmolzen— melted;

[koRa]— Korn— grain;

[z oRt]— Sorte— sort.
This vowel also occurs as the equivalent of High
German [a:].

Examples:

[woR]— war— was;

[kom]— kam—

came.
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In one instance, this phone occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [u] :

[loft]— Luft— air.

Within the dialect, it alternates with [o:], and
[o].

[faR/molta]— [gl1/mo:lta]; [loft]—

Examples:

[loft].
[o:].
German [ao] .

This vowel occurs as the equivalent of High
Examples:

bauen— to build;

[fro:]— Frau— woman;

[bo:wa] —

[o:ne]— auf— on.

This phone occurs as the equivalent of High German
[u].

Examples:

Kuchen— cakes;

[bro:wa]— Bruder— brother;

[ko:xan]—

[jo:wa, jo:t]— gut— good.

In one word, this vowel occurs as the equivalent
of High German [u]:

[o:s]— unser— ours.

In one instance, this vowel occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [o]:

[gI'/mo:lta]— geschmolzen—

melted.
In one word, this vowel occurs as the equivalent
of High German [e]:

[jo:wIn]— gehen— to go.

Occasionally this phone occurs as the equivalent
of the same vowel in High German.
ohne— without;

Examples:

[o:na]—

[Ro:o] — rote--red.
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Within the dialect, this vowel alternates with
[ou] , [o:a] , [oa] , [u] .
[u].

(^.c^.v.)

This phone often occurs as the equivalent of

the same sound in High German.
ter— mother;

[unt]— und— and;

[mus] — muss— must;

Examples:

[muteR]— Mut

[wuR/t]— Wurst— wurst;

[uijaR] — unter— under.

This vowel occurs as the equivalent of High German
[e] or [e].

Examples:

steht— stands;

[sus]— sechs— six;

[/tont]—

[sustaR]— Schwester— sister.

Within the dialect, this vowel alternates with
[a] , [e] / [e: ] , [A] .
[u].

(<£.£.v . )

This phone sometimes occurs as the equiva

lent of the same vowel in High German.
[kuxa]— Kucher.— cakes;

[du]— du— thou;

Examples:
[tu]— zu— too.

This vowel occurs as the equivalent of High German
[ao].

Examples:

[buwa]— bauen— to build;

[hus]— Haus—

house.
Within the dialect, this vowel alternates with
to:], [ua] .
[A].

Examples:

[buwa] — [bo:wa] .

This vowel occurs only occasionally, either

as the equivalent of High German [u] or in words taken
from English.

Examples:

[mAs, mA 7 , mAst]— muss— must;
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[e,nAf]— genug— enough;
[e].

[bAt]— aber— but.

This vowel occurs as the equivalent of the

same phone in High German.
finish;
loud;

Examples:

[beRje]— Serge— hills;

['feRtlg]— fertig—

[et]— es— it;

[feR'/tet]— versteht— understands;

[hel]— hell—

[ses]— sechs—

six.
This phone occurs as the equivalent of High German
[I].

Examples: [met]— mit— with;

[net]— nicht— not;
isst— eats;

[wel]— will— will;

[eg]— ich— I; [es]— ist-is;

[et] —

[zetan]— sitzen— sit.

This vowel occurs as the equivalent of High German
[i].

Examples: [hem]— ihm— him;

[eR]— ihr— her;

[vel]—

viel— much.
In one instance,
High German [e:]:

[e] occurs as the equivalent of

[fsRtelt]— erzahlt— told.

It occurs as the equivalent of High German [al]
in one word:

[men]— mein— my.

It also occurs as the equivalent of High German
[e].

Examples: [wem]— wem— whom;

[gawest]— gewesen—

been.
It also occurs as the equivalent of High German
[a].

Examples: [het]— hat— has;

[det]— das— the.
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In one instance, it occurs as the equivalent of
High German [d ]:

['vekl]— Wochen— weeks.

Within the dialect, it alternates with [I], [i] ,
[e] , [e:], [a], [ae ] , [e:I],

[el], [e:a], and [ea] .

(cl-2.*v > )

[e:].

This vowel occurs only twice in the text,

once as the equivalent of the same vowel in High German
and once as the equivalent of [e]:
told;

[?aRte:lt]— erzahlt—

[/we:staR]— Schwester— sister.
In these words, it alternates with [e] and [u].
[e].

This vowel occurs as the equivalent of the

same vowel in High German.
[jest]— gehst— go;

Examples:

[zeR]--sehr— very;

[den]— den— the.

It also occurs as the equivalent of High German
[al].

Examples:

[kleja]— Kleider— clothes;

clean;

[ena]— einer— one.

[Ren]— rein—

In one instance, it occurs as the equivalent of
High German [I]:

[net]— nicht— not.

In one instance, it occurs as the equivalent of
High German [i]:

['flegln]— fliegen— fly.

This vowel alternates within the dialect with
[el], [e] .

Examples:

[het]— helt]; [net]— [net].
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[I].

This phone occurs as the equivalent of the

same vowel in High German.
[dig]— dich— you;
self;

Examples:

[nlgt]— nicht— not;

[Ig]— ich— I;
[zlg]— sich— him

[bln]--bin— am; [ja/Igta]— Geschichte— story.
It also occurs as the equivalent of High German

[i].

Examples:

[IRs]— ihre— yours;

[vll]— viel— much;

[zl]— sie-she;

[dlza]— diese— this.

It also occurs as the equivalent of High German
[al].

Examples:

[mln]— mein— my;

[zln]— sein— his;

[bllf]— bleib!— stay!
In one word, it occurs as the equivalent of High
German [e]:

[mint/]— Mensch— man.

This phone frequently occurs as the equivalent of
High German [a].

Examples:

[1flegln]— fliegen— fly;
melted;

[gl'bRant]— gebrannt— burned;

[gl1/mo:lta]— geschmolzen—

[gl'/to:ale]— gestohlen— stolen.
Within the dialect, this vowel alternates with

[e]/ [i] , [e] , [el], [a].
[ij.

(^.g^.v.)

This phone occurs as the equivalent of the

same vowel in High German.
[wi]— wie— how;

Examples:

[zi]— sie— she;

[di]— die— the;

[hi]— hier— here.
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It frequently occurs as the equivalent of High
German [al].
three;

Examples:

[bi]— bei— by;

[win]— Wein^— wine;

rneinen— my;

[dRi]— drei—

[is]— Eis— ice;

[minan]—

[fid ]— Zeit— time; [bliv]— bleib!— stay!;

[bitan]— beissen— bite.
In one instance this vowel occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [e]:

[ziRa]— sehr— very.

This vowel occasionally occurs as the equivalent
of High German [aY].

Examples:

[ni]— neu— new;

[li]—

Leute— people.
Within the dialect, this vowel alternates with
[e], [YI], [I].

Examples:

[ziRa]— [zeR]; [li]— [1YI];

[di] — [dl] .
[a].

This phone occurs as the equivalent of

the same vowel in High German.
Geschichte— story;
gewesen— been;

Examples:

[ja/Igta]—

[klejaR]— Kleider— clothes;

[aijaRa]— andere— others;

[gawest]—

[buwa]— bauen—

to build.
This vowel often alternates with [I], especially
in the participle prefix.
The schwa occurs more frequently than in Standard
High German.

The vowels in words which are unstressed in
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the sentence are often weakened to this phone.

Examples:

[da]— die— the;

[fan]—

[da]— du— you;

[dan]— den— the;

von— of; [tan]— zu ihr— to her;

[aR]— er— he;

[ta]— zu—

too.
[Y].

This vowel occurs in only one word as the

equivalent of the same phone in the High German cognate:
[bYR/ta]— Burste— brush.
It occurs as the equivalent of High German [y].
Examples:
where;

[fYR]— fur— for;

[1YbaR,ala]--uberall— every

[YbaR]— iiber— over.
In one instance, this vowel occurs as the equiva

lent of High German [i] :

[YRa]— Ihre— your.

In one word, it occurs as the equivalent of High
German [oY] :

[fYR]— Feuer— fire.

Within the dialect this phone alternates with
[y] .

Example:
[y].

[YRa] — [yRa] .
This phone occurs as the equivalent of the

same vowel in High German cognates.
fur— for; [ybaR]— iiber— over;

Examples:

[fyR]—

[gybaR'ala]— uberall— every

where .
In one instance, it occurs as the equivalent of
High German [i] :

[yRa]— Ihre— your.
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In one instance, this vowel occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [oY] ;

[fyR]— Feuer— fire.

Within the dialect, it alternates with [Y].
ample:

Ex

[fyR] — [fYR] .
[oe].

German [y].

This phone occurs as the equivalent of High
Examples:

[voet ]— Fusse— feet;

[fRoejaR]—

friiher— earlier.
This vowel occurs in one word as the equivalent of
High German [ao]:

[' ae pal ,boe m]— Apfelbaum— appletree.

Where it occurs as the equivalent of High German
[y], it alternates within the dialect with [oea] and
[oe I] .

(g_.g_.v. )

Diphthongs

[al].

This diphthong occurs only once in the

sample text as the equivalent to High German [e]:
[jals]— Ganse— geese.
[ao].

This diphthong occurs in one instance as

the equivalent of the same phone in the High German cog
nate:

[laod ]— laut— loud.
It also occurs as the equivalent of High German

[-al-]:

[aowa]— alte— old;

[zaot]— Salz— salt.
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[d I].

This diphthong occurs in one word as the

equivalent of High German [a]:

[wolnt]— Wand— wall.

In one word, it occurs as the equivalent of High
German [u]:

[point]— Pfund— pound.

In one instance, this diphthong occurs as the
equivalent of High German [0] :

[valja]— Vogel— birds.

In one instance, this diphthong occurs as the
equivalent of High German [e]:

[faR/taln]— verstehe—

understand.
In the last two words, this diphthong alternates
with [oel],

[oea] and [ora] .

[os].
ample:

This diphthong occurs only seldom.

Ex

[a/laap], [a/laapa]— schlafen— to be asleep.

This word also occurs with the diphthong [oa] .
[oa].

This diphthong occurs in two words as the

equivalent of High German [e]:
understand;

(£L*v.)

[vaR/toan]— verstehe—

[joana]— gehen— to go.

In one instance, this diphthong occurs as the
equivalent of High German [o:]:

[ja/toala]— gestohlen—

stolen.
In one instance, this diphthong occurs as the
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equivalent of High German [a:]:

[/loapa]— schlafen— to

be asleep.
Within the dialect, this diphthong alternates
with [oI] , [o:a], [oe] and [o:].
[o:a].

This diphthong occurs as the equivalent

of High German [e].
understand;

(2.*£L'Z*)

Examples:

[faR/to:an]— verstehe-

[jo:an]— gehen— to go;

[fto:ana]— stehen—

stand.
This diphthong occurs as the equivalent of High
German [o:].

Examples:

[o:ana]— ohne— without;

[gl’f to:ala]— gestohlen— stolen;

[ho:a]— hoch— high;

[Ro:a]— rote— red .
In one word, this diphthong occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [a]:

[gabRo:aka]— gebrochen— broken.

In one instance, this diphthong occurs as the
equivalent of High German [u]:

[bRo:adaR]— Bruder—

brother.
Within the dialect, this diphthong alternates with
[oa] , [o:],

[uo] , [ua], [a], [al] .

[ol].

(<!.&• v.)

This diphthong occurs in one instance as

the equivalent of High German [o:]:

[gRoIt]— gross—

large.
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In oneother instance it occurs as the equivalent
of High

German [0] : [hoIgaR]— hoher— higher.
Within the dialect, this phone alternates with

[ua] and [o:I].
[o:I].

Examples:

[hoIgaR]— [huagas]— [ho:Igas].

This diphthong occurs only as the equiva

lent of High German [0]:

[horlgaR]— hoher— higher.

In

this word, this phone alternates with [ol] and [ua].
[el].
lent

This diphthong occurs only as the equiva

of High German [I],

Examples:

[nelt]— nicht— not;

[dRelijka]— trinken— to drink.
Within the dialect, this phone alternates with
[e] and [I].

Examples:

[nelt] — [net];

[dRelijka] —

[dRIrjka] .
[e:I].

This diphthong occurs in two words as the

equivalent of High German [e]:
speak;

[/pRerlka]— sprechen— to

[pe:IpaR]— Pfeffer— pepper.
In one word, it occurs as the equivalent of High

German [e]:

[gawe:Ist]— gewesen— been.

In one instance, this diphthong occurs as the
equivalent of High German [a]:

[we:Ikan]— Wochen— weeks.

In these words, this phone alternates with [e],
[era] , and [ea] .
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[e:a].

This diphthong occurs only as the equiva

lent of High German [e] , and in only one word:
[/pRe:aka]— sprechen— to speak.
In the dialect, this word also occurs with the
diphthong [e:I].
[el].

This diphthong usually occurs as the

equivalent of High German [al].

Examples:

rein— clean;

[weln]— Wein— wine;

[helm]— Heim— home;

[Rein]—

[elR]— Eier— eggs; [helt]— heiss— hot.
This diphthong also occurs as the equivalent of
High German [I].

Examples:

[kelnt]— Kind— child;

[welntaR] — Winter— winter.
It also occurs as the equivalent of High German
[i].

Examples:

[veIR]— vier— four;

[wels]— Wiese—

meadow.
Within the dialect, this diphthong alternates
with

[e]

, [e] ,

[ea] , and [i] .(c^.c^.v.)

[ea]. This diphthong
the equivalent of High German
In one instance, this
lent of High German [i]:

occurs in one instance as
[al] :

[eaR]— Eier— eggs.

phone occurs as the equiva

[veaR]— vier— four.
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In one instance, this diphthong occurs as the
equivalent of High German [d ] :

[weaka]— Wochen— weeks.

In one instance, this phone occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [e]:

[/nea]--Schnee--snow.

In these words, this diphthong alternates with
tia] , [el], [e:I], and [e].
[ia].

This diphthong occurs as the equivalent of

High German [i].
mained;

Examples:

[gabliaba]— geblieben— re

[blia 3s]— geblieben— remained.
This diphthong occurs as the equivalent of High

German [e].

Examples:

[wia]— weh— painful;

[/nia]—

Schnee— snow.
In one instance, this phone occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [i]:

[hia]— hier— here.

In one word, this diphthong occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [al]:

[twia]— zwei— two.

Within the dialect, this diphthong alternates
with [i].

Example:

[uo].

[hia]— [hi].

This diphthong usually occurs as the

equivalent of High German [o:].

Examples:

Brot— bread;

[gjuot]— gross— large;

[huox]— hoch— high;

[bRuot]—

[duot]— tot— dead.
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In one instance, this diphthong occurs as the
equivalent of High German [0]:

[xRuotaR]— grosser—

larger.
Within the dialect, this diphthong alternates
with [o: I] , [ol] , [ua] , [oa] , and [oea] .
[ua].

(g.c^.v.)

This diphthong usually occurs as the

equivalent of High German [o:].

Examples:

Brot— bread;

[xuata]— rote— red.

[huax]— hoch— high;

[bRuat]—

In one instance this phone occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [jz5] :

[huagas]— hoher— higher.

In one word, this diphthong occurs as the equiva
lent of High German [u]:

[duana]— tun— to do.

Within the dialect, these words occur with [uo],
[o:I], and [ol].
[YI].

This diphthong occurs in one word as the

equivalent of High German [aY]:

[1YI]— Leute— people.

In one instance, it occurs as the equivalent of
High German [a]:

[dRYIx]— trockene— dry.

Within the dialect, this diphthong alternates
with [i] and [ce] .

Examples:

[1YI] — [li]; [dRYIx] —

[tRoe j a] .
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[oel].

This diphthong occurs as the equivalent

of High German [y] in one word:

[moe Ig]— miide— tired.

It also occurs as the equivalent of High German
[0] in one instance:

[,klen"hoe Igsl]— Vogelchen— birds

(diminutive).
In these words it alternates with [oea] and [aI].
[oea].

This phone occurs only as the equivalent

of High German [jzf] .
larger;

Examples:

[gRoeata]— grosser—

[vceaka]— Vogel— birds.
Within the dialect, this diphthong alternates

with [uo] , [oel], and [ol] .

Examples:

[voeaka] —

[hoelgal] — [volja] ; [cRoeata] — [xRuotaR] .

C.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

It was previously stated that the informants re
ferred to their dialect as "Platt."

This name and the

location of the Selfkantkreis Geilenkirchen-Heinsberg
north of the Benrather Linie indicate that the dialect
should be Low German.

14

It becomes apparent in comparing

Ferdinand Wrede, Deutscher Sprachatlas (Marburg:
N. G. Elwert'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1926-1954), Karte
3; Text, pp. 17-18.
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the sounds of the dialect with those of Standard High
German that the dialect is, indeed, principally Low Ger
man, but does contain certain features of High German.

In

order to determine the extent of the High German features
present in the dialect, the historical development of the
phones which served to separate High German from the other
West Germanic languages should be considered.

These

phones are those which comprised the Second or High German
Sound Shift, namely the West Germanic voiceless stops [p,
15
t, k] and voiced spirants [3, &, y] .

The development of

each of these phones is considered separately below.

West Germanic lEi

High German:

In the initial position and when

doubled or preceded by another consonant, the bilabial
voiceless stop became the affricate [pf].

Intervocali-

cally and finally after a vowel, it became the voiceless
spirant [f]

E. Prokosch, A Comparative German Grammar (in
the William Dwight Whitney Linguistic Series. Phila
delphia: Linguistic Society of America, 1939), pp. 78-79.
16

Ibid., pp. 81-82.
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Low German:

The voiceless stop remained unchanged

in all positions.^
Dialect:

The Low German stop has been retained,

but it is usually unreleased when final.

West Germanic [t]

High German:

The dental voiceless stop in the

intervocalic position and finally after a vowel became
the voiceless spirant [s].

Initially and when doubled or

preceded by another consonant, it became the affricate
[ts].18
Low German:

The voiceless stop remained un-

changed in all positions.
Dialect:

19

Although the High German consonants

occur, it may be stated that the Low German stop has been
retained.

With one exception, each word in which the

spirant or affricate occurs also appears with the stop.
The exception,

[jants], is a word of High German origin

17

Hubert Grimme, Plattdeutsche Mundarten (Leipzig:
G. J. Goschen'sche Verlagshandlung, 1910), p. 50.
18

Prokosch, Grammar, pp. 81-82.

^Grimme, Mundarten, p. 51.
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which has been borrowed by Low German and the dialect.

West Germanic [k]

High German:

The velar voiceless stop became a

spirant in the intervocalic position and finally after a
vowel.

In these positions, it became [x] when preceded

by a back vowel and [5] when preceded by a front or middle
vowel.

In the initial position and when doubled or pre-

ceded by a consonant, the stop remained unchanged.
Low German:

20

The stop remained unchanged in all

. .
21
positions.

Dialect:

In the final position, the High German

Shift has usually affected this consonant.

The unchanged

stop only occasionally occurs in this position.

In the

intervocalic position the opposite is true, as the stop
appears more frequently than does the spirant.

After a

front or middle vowel the spirant is the palatal [9 ], and
after a back vowel the velar [x].

The stop has remained

unchanged in other positions.

Prokosch, Grammar, pp. 82-84.
Grimme, Mundarten, p. 54.
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West Germanic [g]

High German:

The bilabial voiced spirant became

the bilabial voiced stop [b] except in the final position,
where it became the unvoiced stop [p].

Whenever the [b]

developed from the spirant becomes final, it, too, becomes
22

the voiceless [p].

Low German:

The spirant became [b] in the initial

position, remained unchanged medially, and became the
voiceless spirant [f] in the final position.
Dialect:

23

As in both High and Low German, hue

initial spirant has become [b], but a very irregular de
velopment is shown in the medial and final positions.

The

bilabial spirant has sometimes been retained intervocalically and has sometimes become [b].

In addition, the

bilabial spirant has sometimes become the labio-dental
voiced spirant [v] .
final position.

Here both the High German [p] and the

Low German [f] occur.

22

23

There? is even more variation in the

The voicing is sometimes retained,

Prokosch, Grammar, pp. 79-80.
Gn m m e , Mundarten, pp. 50-51.
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however, in the spirants [g] and [v].

Only the voiced

stop [b] does not occur finally.

West Germanic [d] (d-)

(The Germanic [cf] had already become a voiced stop
in West Germanic.)2^
High German:

The voiced stop became the corre-

sponding voiceless dental [t] in all positions,
Low German:

25

It should first be noted that West

Germanic "thorn," [0], merged or fell together with West
Germanic [d] in Low German and thus both developed identi
cally.

The voiced dental stop was retained in the initial

position.

In the intervocalic position the consonant dis

appeared except where the following syllable bore a
secondary stress.

In the final position it became the

26
voiceless dental [a].
Dialect:

'Che init: al consonant has developed as

in Low German, although [t] does appear once in this

Prchosch, Grammar, p. 76.
25
26

Ibid., p. 80.
Gnmme, Mundarten, pp. 52-53.
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position in the text.

The Low German [d] occurs in the

initial position, and intervocalically the consonant has
usually disappeared.
German,

Unlike both Low German and High

[d] has sometimes been retained in the final

position, though relatively seldom.

In this position,

[d] occurs only as an unreleased stop.

West Germanic [y]

High German:

In the initial and medial positions,

the velar voiced spirant became the velar voiced stop [g].
In the final position it became the unvoiced stop [k], except after [I], where it has been palatalized to [9 ].
Low German:

27

The voiced spirant became either the

voiceless spirants [9 ], [x], or the voiced stop [g] in the
initial position.

Medially it became [g] in some areas

and remained unchanged elsewhere.

In the final position,

the spirant became unvoiced to either [9] or [x], depending upon the preceding vowel.
Dialect:

27
28

28

In the initial position before a

Prokosch, Grammar, pp. 80-82.
Grimme, Mundarten, pp. 54-55.
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stressed vowel, the spirant has become the semivowel [j].
The initial phone of the unstressed participial prefix,
however, may be either [j] or the stop [g]•

Initially

before a consonant, the voiceless spirant [5 ] has de
veloped.

Medially the West Germanic spirant has become

[j], [g], or has disappeared.

In the final position, it

has usually become a voiceless spirant, but [k] sometimes
occurs.

There is no discernible pattern in the variation

of consonants in the medial and final positions or in the
initial position in an unstressed syllable.
Thus of the six consonants only one, West Germanic
[k], has been extensively affected by the High German
Sound Shift.

High German forms of the remaining conso

nants appear only sporadically in the speech of the in
formants.

In some instances, however, phones appear which

do not correspond to the development of High German or of
Low German.

These phones may stem from the local dialect

spoken by the grandparents of the informants, or they may
have developed more recently in Roberts Cove.

The ques

tion of the origin of these phones is best considered in
conjunction with the comparison of the speech of each of
the informants with the dialects of the Selfkantkreis
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Geilenkirchen-Heinsberg, insofar as this is made possible
by the material in the Deutscher Sprachatlas.
Before making this comparison, a description of
the atlas is necessary in order to indicate certain limi
tations which it imposes on the comparison.

The raw ma

terial for the atlas was obtained by means of question
naires sent to the public schools throughout the German
Empire, and eventually throughout the German-speaking
areas of Europe.

The school masters were requested to

record the sentences of the questionnaire in the local
dialect.

More than 40,000 samples of local dialects were

gathered in this manner.

The pronunciations of indivi

dual words were then plotted on maps which were published
over a period of several decades.

The material was, how-

ever, gathered between 1876 and 1888.

29

Thus the pro

nunciations plotted on the maps represent those of the
German dialects at approximately the same time that the
settlers of Roberts Cove emigrated.

However, only rela

tively few of the total number of words have been plotted.
Of these words, six do not appear in the sample text

29

Wrede, Sprachatlas, Text, pp. 7-8.
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obtained from the informants in Roberts Cove, leaving only
forty-eight words to be compared.

The scale of the maps

is such that it is impossible to indicate the pronuncia
tion, or perhaps more accurately spelling, of the words
in each of the locations from which the material was
gathered.

Isoglosses on the maps indicate areas in

which one pronunciation predominates, and variations
which occur in significant number within the larger area
are indicated by means of arbitrary symbols printed on
the maps.

It is thus possible to locate a specific pro

nunciation, or spelling, within a relatively small area,
but not in a specific town or village.

Indeed, in the

area being considered here, only the towns of Geilenkirchen and Gangelt appear on the maps.

The most severe

limitation of the Sprachatlas, however, is the ambiguity
introduced by the fact that the standard alphabet was,
by necessity, used to represent the dialectal pronuncia
tions .

Various diacritic marks are sometimes used but

do little to alleviate the possibilities of error in the
system.

Specific difficulties arising from this source

will be mentioned where relevant.
The first column below lists the words in their
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Standard High German forms.

In the second column the

spellings from the atlas are listed.

Where one or more

forms are predominant in the entire area, they are identi
fied by P (Predominant).

The forms indicated as occurring

in the western section are identified by S (Selfkant), and
those in the eastern part by G (Geilenkirchen).

Where

nothing is given for P, the two parts of the area do not
share a predominant form.

In the third column A and C

represent the pronunciations of Leona and William F.
Zaunbrecher, respectively, and B that of Mr.Gossen.

It

should be kept in mind that the Zaunbrecher family origi
nated in the eastern section near Geilenkirchen and the
Gossen family in Gangelt, which is in the Selfkant.

HIGH GERMAN

DEUTSCHER SPRACHATLAS

ich

p ich^

dir

P dech, dich

beiBen

P biten

30
31
32

INFORMANTS
A [eg]
B [I?, eg]
C [Ig, eg, Ik, ek]

31

32

ABC [dig]
AC [bitan]

Ibid., Karte 4; Text, p . 3.
Ibid., Karte 5; Text, p. 27.
Ibid., Karten 6-7; Text, pp. 29-33.
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HIGH GERMAN

DEUTSCHER SPRACHATLAS

INFORMANTS

machen

P make
33
S mage

A [make, ma:ke]
B [maxe]
C [maxan, ma:xa]

Bruder

P brower, brojer,
brouer, brouwer,
brauer
G broder
S broer^4

A [bRo:wa]
B [bRo:wa]
C [bRo:sdsR]

laut
(synonyms)

P hell
G hart 35

A [hel]
B [helaR]
C [laud-]

heiB

, 3 6
P het

Kind

P kenk, kend, kank,
kengd, kind, keind,

A [helt]
B [helt]
C [het]
A [kelnt]
C [kelnt]

ki37
iBt

P ett
G itt
S es 38

33
34

A [7et]
B [?et]
C [et]

Ibid., Karten 10-11; Text, pp. 41-47.
Ibid., Karten 12-13; Text, pp. 48-53.
Ibid., Karte 14; Text, p. 57

36Ibid., Karte 16; Text, p. 67
37Ibid., Karte 17; Text, p. 73
38Ibid., Karte 18; Text, p. 77
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HIGH GERMAN
ist

DEUTSCHER SPRACHATLAS
P es
S is^

euch

INFORMANTS
A [es]
B [es]
C [es]

- °0h
40
S och, uch

A [dl9]
B [zl]
C [dl9]

fest

G fas
S fast41

A [fast]
C [fast]

Haus

P hus
G hous4^

A [hus]
B [hus]
C [hus]

hinter
(synonyms)

G hinter
^
S achter, hinter

A [axtsR]
B [hlntaR]
C [axtsR]

gebrochen

P gebroke, gebroake,
gebroeke,
S gebroken, gebroaken,
gebroeken, gebreen 44

A [jabRoraka]
C [jabRoraka]

weh

P wie
— ..
_45
S wije, we

B [wia]
C [via]

39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Ibid., Karte 19; Text, p. 81.
Ibid., Karte 21; Text, p. 91.
Ibid., Karte 23; Text, p. 102.
Ibid., Karte 24; Text, p. 107.
Ibid., Karte 26; Text, p. 115.
.
Ibid., Karten 28-30; Text, pp. 129-137.
Ibid., Karte 33; Text, p. 155.
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HIGH GERMAN

DEUTSCHER SPRACHATLAS

INFORMANTS

sich

P sech
G sich
S sich 46

A
B

zlc]
zlj]

unserm

P OS, OSS
G unserm
47
S os, ues, us, oes

A
B
C

o: s]
os]
o :s]

Wiese

P weide
—
— 48
wies, W 1 S

A
B
C

f eR' tRae It]
wels]
tae stRa]

Ganse

G gos
S gaus 49

A
C

jals]
jeR/t]

er

P a , ha
G e
S he 50

A
B
C

eR]
eR]
eR]

schone

P schonn
G nett, schuen_
S nett, schoen 51

A
B
C

nae ta]
neta]
nae ta]

erzahlt

P vertalt, vertellt
vertallt
52
S verteld, verzaut

A
B
C

feRtelt]
?aRtelt]
glzak~t]

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Ibid., Karte 36; Text, p. 168.
Ibid., Karten 39-40; Text, pp. 181-185.
Ibid., Karten 41-42; Text, pp. 188-191.
Ibid., Karte 45; Text, p. 205.
Ibid., Karte 48; Text, p. 215.
Ibid., Karten 49-50; Text, p. 217.
Ibid., Karten 51-52; Text, pp. 227-231.
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HIGH GERMAN

DEUTSCHER SPRACHATLAS

INFORMANTS

trinken

P drenke, drinke,
trenke, dranke^3

A
B
C

dRelrjka]
dRelrjka]
dRIrjks]

sprechen

P sprechen
G sprechen
—
54
S sprechen, kallen

A
B
C

/pRe:Iks]
/pRe:Iks]
talsR]

vxer

P veer
£ veijr, veier,
veger 55

A
C

vesR]
veIR]
feIR]

hinten

G hange, hanqe
S achte 56

A
B

da'heR]
axts]

Pfund

G ponk
S pond, pund, pond,
punj, punjd, pondj,
ponk, p o n g k ^

A
B
C

pDlnt]
point]
point]

Luft

P luft, loft, locht

A
B

loft]
loft]

alt (e)

P auG auw-, auj—
59
S auw-, aug-

A
B

auws]
auws]

53

T“
*

JD

58

Ibid., Karten 53-54; Text, pp. 235-239
Ibid., Karte 55; Text, P* 243

^^Ibid. , Karte 57; Text, P- 257
^^Ibid ., Karteni 60 -61; Text / PP
57Ibid., Karte 62; Text, P- 273
58Ibid., Karte 63; Text, P- 281
59Ibid., Karte 65; Text, P- 281
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H IG H

GERMAN

DEUTSCHER SPRACHATLAS

IN FO R M A N TS

und

P on
60
S un, en, und

A
B
C

un, unt, unt ]
unt", unt, un]
an, un]

bau(en)

G bauS bu-, buw-

A
B
C

buwa]
b o : we]
bue]

Eis

«
P is 62

A
B
C

is]
is]
is]

kamen

P kom, koam
G koem
S_ kam. kem, kam,
kem, k o m ^

A
B
C

kerne]
keme]
keme]

Salz

G soot, sot
S saut 64

A
B
C

zaut]
zault]
zaut]

hoch

P huch
G huech
65
S huech, hoch

A
B
C

ho: e]
huox]
huex]

60
61
62
63
64
65

Ibid.,

Karte67; Text, p. 291.

Ibid.,

Karte69; Text, p. 302.

Ibid.,

Karte74; Text, p. 304.

Ibid., Karten 78 and 82; Text, pp. 313-317.
Ibid.,

Karte83; Text, p. 318.

Ibid.,

Karte87; Text,

p. 319.
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H IG H GERMAN

Schwest(er)

DEUTSCHER SPRACHATLAS

G schwest-, schwast-,
S sost-, soost-^6

IN F O R M A N T S

A [/we;staR]
B [/westaR]
C [sustaR]

das
G
dat
.. 67
(demonstrative) S det, dat, dat

A [<£aet, dat]
B [dae t]
C [daet, dat]

mude

P mog
G
m°
..68
S mod f moch

A [mce Ig]
B [moe Ig]
C [moe Ik]

bin

G ben, benn
S bon, ben, bein,
ban,

A [bln]
B [bln, ban]
C [bln]

zwei

G zwei
S twie, twie, twe,
twiee^®

A [twia]
B [twia]
C [twia]

geh

P gank
G jank n
S chank

A [ja:r)k]
B [ja:gk]

66

67
68
69
70
71

Ibid., Karte 91; Text, p. 320.
.
Ibid., Karte 92; Text, p. 321.
Ibid., Karten 94 and 98: Text, pp. 325-326.
Ibid., Karte 99; Text, p. 327.
Ibid., Karte 103; Text, p. 328.
Ibid., Karte 104; Text, p. 329.
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HIGH GERMAN

DEUTSCHER SPRACHATLAS

INFORMANTS

sind
(3rd pi.)

G send
"
72
S send, sin, si, sen

A [zlnt]
B [zlnt]
C [zlnt]

Wort

G woet, wood
^
S wort, woart, woord

A [woRt]
B [woRt]
C [woRt]

als

P es, as
G als, as 74
S als, as

A [als, wi, vi]
B [wi, voerjk]
C [vi]

fliegen

P flege, flegen
S fleege, fleegen

A [flean]
B [ 1flegln]
C [ 1flegln]

was

Z wat

A [wat]
B [wat]
C [wat]

S wat

auf

P o b , ob

77

B [up]
C [up]

It can be seen in this comparison that the partial
shifting of [k] previously noted in the speech of the

72
73
74
75
76
77

Ibid., Karte 108; Text, p. 333.
Ibid., Karte 112; Text. p. 334.
Ibid., Karte 116; Text, p. 335.
Ibid., Karten 122 and 126; Text, p. 339.
Ibid., Karte 127; Text, p. 341.
Ibid., Karte 128; Text, p. 341.
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informants was a feature of the dialect spoken by the
first settlers of Roberts Cove, although the atlas and
sample text do not agree in specific instances.

The stop,

for instance, occurs in the text in the dialectal equiva
lent of sprechen and sometimes in that of ich, but is not
indicated in these words in the atlas.

The atlas does

not indicate that the High German Sound Shift had affected
[t] at all, but the High German consonants do occasionally
appear in the text.

Assuming then, that the High Gentian

forms of this consonant did not appear in the dialect of
their grandfathers, it remains to be determined whether
the informants1 use of these forms represents a recent
influence of High German on the dialect or merely the
imitation of the sound of the sentences being translated.
By examining the sentences of the text, it can be seen
that the High German affricate and spirant do occur in
sentences translated from English, specifically in the
words [tsweme] , [jants] and [wouseR] .

It must be con

cluded, then, that these High German forms have entered
the dialect of Roberts Cove as alternate phones for the
stop, but only to very slight extent.

The third voice

less stop, [p], was not affected by the sound shift in
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the original dialect and has remained unchanged in the
Cove.
It is more difficult to determine whether or not
the consonants which developed from the West Germanic
voiced spirants have undergone further change since the
settling of Roberts Cove, because of the uncertainty con
cerning the sounds represented by the spelling of these
consonants in the Sprachatlas.

In addition, nothing

further can be said of the irregular development of West
Germanic [3] in medial and final positions which was
previously noted, since the atlas does not treat the
words in which the consonants occur in these positions.
There can be little determined about the occurrence in
the dialect of the voiced stop [d] in the final position.
To be sure, d is written in this position in the atlas,
but there is no indication that it is not intended to
represent the voiceless stop [t] as it would in the or
thography of Standard German.

Since, however, the dia

lect usually follows the pattern of unvoicing final
stops, and since [d] occurs finally in sentences trans
lated from High German, the occasional use of the voiced
dental stop in this position is possibly a result of an
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English influence on the phonology.

The origin of the

phones which have developed from West Germanic [y] also
remains uncertain.

The atlas does not treat any word in

which the sound occurs finally and only one in which it
occurs medially.

In this word, fliegen, two of the in

formants use the voiced stop [g], which is apparently
indicated by the spelling of the forms in the atlas, and
the third has dropped the consonant altogether.

While

the atlas does not indicate a form in which the consonant
has disappeared medially, it would hardly be possible to
conclude that this single instance represents a change in
the phonology of the dialect.

Although the atlas treats

three words in which this consonant occurs initially, it
is equally impossible to draw a firm conclusion concern
ing the consonant in this position.

It has been noted

that the dialect has developed [j i regularly before a
stressed vowel and that this phone alternates with [g]
before an unstressed vowel.
one form beginning with

The Sprachatlas indicates

f°r one °f the three words

treated, and uses the letter £ in all other instances.
The phonetic value of this letter is, however, uncertain,
Concerning the word Ganse, the atlas states:
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Der Kartenanzeichner hat . . . einfach
die Angaben der Beantworter der Wenkerschen
Fragebogen, die vor einem halben Jahrhundert
zuruckkamen, dargestellt . . . Wir melden,
was die Massen der Laienschreiber damals
gemeldet h a b e n . ^ 8
The problem is even more clearly stated in reference to
the participial prefix.
Uberall ist ge- die vorwiegende Schreibung,
liber deren phonetische Geltung damit nichts
gesagt ist. Denn da die Gewahrsmanner auch
beim Schriftdeutschsprechen die dialektische
Artikulation des ge- in der Regel beibehalten,
so bleibt dies unbewusst auch ihr Schriftzeichen, wenn sie Dialekt schreiben wollen.
Mann muss sich also an die eingetragenen
Ausnahmen und Einzelzeichen halten, . . .
besonders an die wagrechten Strichzeichen
fur die j-Formen . . .^9
Although the nearest symbol indicating the occurrence of
j-Formen of the prefix is some distance to the east of
Geilenkirchen,

80

it can probably be assumed that these

forms existed in the dialect of the emigrants.

It is

also possible that the original dialect also regularly
used tj] before stressed vowels, but this, too, must re
main a matter of conjecture.

78
79
80

Ibid., Text, p. 205.
Ibid., Text, p. 129.
Ibid., Karte 28.
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It has already been observed that High German has
influenced the Roberts Cove dialect to the extent of the
occasional use of the ufricate [ts] and the spirant [s],
and that an English influence is possibly responsible for
the occurrence of a final [d].

The question of external

influences on the phones other than those involved in the
High German Sound Shift now arises.

There is nothing in

the preceding material to suggest any further phonetic
influence of High German, although the regular use of er
should perhaps be mentioned as a possible adoption of a
High German pronoun form, since the atlas does not indi
cate that this form occurred in the area.

The only phone

which has almost always replaced the original phone or
phones in the dialect is the English semivowel [w].

There

can be no doubt that the occurrence of this phone in the
dialect represents an external influence, since English is
the only West Germanic language in which it did not become
a bilabial or labio-dental spirant.

81

The English phones

[A] and [ct] occur in the text only in sentences translated
from English, and thus do not represent an influence on

Prokosch, Grammar, p. 93.
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the phonology of the dialect.

It may be concluded, then,

that, with the exception of the adoption of [w], the pho
nology of the dialect has changed but little after nearly
a century of relative isolation.
Concerning the survival of regional variations in
the dialect, it cannot be said that either the Zaunbrecher
or Gossen families, as represented by the informants, has
retained to a distinguishable degree dialectal features
stemming from the immediate locality from which their
forebears emigrated.

Specific instances which illustrate

this conclusion are:
1.

Pfund.

All three informants use a form which

apparently stems from the Selfkant.
2.

Geh, Ganse.

The atlas indicates that [j] oc

curs only in the Geilenkirchen area and only in the first
of these two words.

While the uncertainty concerning the

phonetic value of the letter cf has already been pointed
out, the regular use of [j] before a stressed vowel by
the informants may nevertheless indicate a leveling of
local differences.
3.

euch.

The accusative plural of the familiar

second person has disappeared from the speech of all three
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informants, although the atlas gives several forms of the
pronoun.

Examination of the text shows that the nomina

tive pronoun has also disappeared.

The informants substi

tute either the singular familiar or the polite forms of
the second person pronoun.
4.

er.

It has already been mentioned that all of

the informants use the High German pronoun rather than any
of the dialectal forms given in the atlas.
5.

hinter.

Both of the Zaunbrechers use a

secondary form which stems from the Selfkant.

Mr. Gossen

uses a form common to the entire area.
In addition to these specific instances, it is
significant that, where differences of pronunciation oc/
cur in words/hot treated in the atlas, it seldom happens
that both of the Zaunbrechers use one form and Mr. Gossen
another.

It appears that some local features have come

into general use, either replacing other forms or exist
ing as alternate forms, and others have disappeared.

Be

cause of the close relationships, both social and marital,
which connect the members of the Roberts Cove community,
this is probably as true of all the individuals who still
speak the dialect as it is of the informants.
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Before discussing the extent of the use of the
dialect among the descendants, the factors pertinent to
its survival should be mentioned.

It has already been

stated that all of the original settlers spoke the same
Low German dialect, or perhaps mutually intelligible dia
lects, from the same relatively small area from which
they emigrated.

Some of them were also conversant with

High German, although to what extent is not now known,
and some of the people arriving in later years spoke only
High German.

Except in the school and church, however,

the Low German dialect has always been the principal form
82
of German spoken in the Cove.

Although the German immigrants were a rather small
group in the midst of an English— and Acadian French—
speaking population, there was no really significant loss
of the native language for the first half century of the
existence of the settlement.

The community's remaining a

closely knit group bound by the ties and circumstances
enumerated in the previous chapters was largely responsi
ble for the retention of the dialect in spite of the fact

Interview:
liam F. Zaunbrecher.

N. J. Gossen; and Interview:

Wil
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that even the original settlers learned English, at least
to some degree.

While the majority continued to use

German until well past the First World War,

83

some mem

bers of the community were apparently more conversant
with English than with German rather early— as evidenced
by the partial use of English in the church beginning in
1899.

84

The use of only English at an early date may

have arisen in some families in which one parent spoke
only High German and the other only Platt, thus having
only English as a common tongue and teaching only English
to the children.
recent years
earlier.

85

This circumstance has arisen in more

and could very possibly have occurred

Of course, the same situation would not neces

sarily have produced the same results at the turn of the
century as it did several decades later, when additional
factors influencing the retention and loss of the language
had developed.
The rather rapid decline in the use of German as a

83
84

Ibid.
Crowley Daily Signal, April 8 , 1899.

85

Interview:
June 23, 1965.

Mrs. J. A. Didier (nee Gossen),
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common means of communication seems to have begun with the
termination of the German school in 1922.

Almost all of

the people who attended the school while instruction was
still given in German still speak either Platt or High
German or both, while the great majority of those who were
instructed in English are at present monolingual.

Ap

parently the schooling in German was necessary to rein
force the use of German in the home, even though the lat
ter may have been Platt.

Some of the people who learned

High German in school, for example, have since forgotten
it, but still retain the dialect.

On the other hand, the

changing attitudes after World War One which caused the
termination of the school to begin with may have also
caused a lack of interest in communicating with the
children in German.

In any case, there are now few de

scendants under the age of fifty who are still conversant
with Platt, although some can understand it to a degree.
Most of those over fifty are still conversant with Platt,
some only with High German and some with both.

Usually

the older people, and some of the younger ones, who do
not now know German did at one time and have since
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forgotten it through disuse.

86

Both the family and geography play a role in this
case.

In mixed marriages and in instances in which the

person concerned left the area of the Cove while still
young, the resulting disuse usually caused the loss of
the language.

The older persons living in the near vi

cinity of the Cove, especially if the spouse spoke the
same language, has had the opportunity to use it and has
maintained a knowledge of German, though not usually
teaching it to the children during the past generation.
Even when the language was taught to the children, it
fell into disuse after they began to attend a school in
which they were exposed only to English.

87

There can be

little doubt, though it cannot be demonstrated, that the
development of mass communications and rapid transporta
tion, beginning about the same time that the German school
ended, have also helped to cause the decline in the use of
German among the last two generations.
At present fewer than half of the people who still

86
Appendix D.
87

Ibid.
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speak Platt or High German or both commonly use the
languages in the home.

The remainder seldom have oc

casion to speak the language other than perhaps at the
^

family reunions or the St. Leo's Day celebration.

88

The

singing of hymns and carols in High German by the entire
congregation does not, of course, require a thorough
knowledge of the language.
It can be reasonably assumed that the use or
knowledge of Platt will not survive to any extent for
more than another decade or two.

Although there are a

few young people now conversant with the dialect, their
opportunities for using it will decrease rapidly as the
older generation disappears, and disuse over a long
period invariably results in the loss of facility in the
language, if not in complete forgetfulness of it.

It

does not seem likely that the recent renascence of in
terest in the German heritage will result in the revival
of Platt.

At least there has been no indication of an

interest in doing so, though regret at its passing has
been expressed.

High German, though fewer people speak
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it at present than do Platt, may well linger on to some
degree after the Low German dialect has disappeared.
There is every indication that the High German songs will
continue in use indefinitely.

While this does not consti

tute a real knowledge of the language, it almost assuredly
means that High German will at least be heard in Roberts
Cove after the passing of the Low German dialect.

As a

means of communication, however, it hardly seems likely
that High German will endure any longer than Platt.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

This study has shown that the establishment of the
German community of Roberts Cove and the maintenance there
of a number of German customs and of the German language
is a unique phenomenon in the history of German immigra
tion into Louisiana.
The Germans who came to the French colony of
Louisiana emigrated because their homeland had been im
poverished by constant warfare and because John Law's
Western Company promised them land and prosperity in the
New World.

In certain years of the 19th Century, thou

sands of people left Germany as a result of crop failures.
However, most of the Germans who emigrated during this
period left home for a combination of economic, social,
political and religious reasons, including the disloca
tions caused by industrialization, abortive revolutions,
military conscription, and the Kulturkampf.

In general,

244
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these emigrants hoped to preserve a way of life rather
than to begin a new one.

The people who settled in

Roberts Cove had the same reasons for emigrating as did
the hundreds of thousands of Germans emigrating at the
same time.

In their case, however, there was an addi

tional factor in the person of Father Peter Leonhard
Thevis.

Had it not been for the efforts of Father Thevis,

these people may not have emigrated at all.

It is even

less probable that they would have emigrated as a group
or, since few Germans settled in the state after the
Civil War, that they would have gone to Louisiana.

Thus

their destination as well as their motivation was differ
ent to some degree from that of the vast majority of con
temporary German immigrants.
The first Germans in Louisiana were completely
isolated from their native culture.

There was no further

immigration of Germans and the language of the church,
government and most of the population was French.

It is

not surprising, then, that, even though they lived in
their own separate communities, these Germans were rapidly
assimilated into the prevailing culture.

In the 19th

Century, on the other hand, Germans in New Orleans, as
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elsewhere in the United States, took an active interest in
preserving tf eir German heritage and, as a necessary ad
junct, their native tongue.

Churches provided worship in

German, schools were available for a German education,
German books and newspapers were printed.

In short, a

community was developed and maintained which was German
in language, social life and religion, although it was
American in politics and business.

However, the process

of assimilation constantly made inroads.

Subsequent

generations with no memories of Germany were not always
interested in maintaining a language different from that
of the majority.

Native-born and immigrant alike fre

quently grew away from the German community as a result
of marrying a non-German.

To offset these losses and to

maintain contact with the old country, new immigration
was necessary.

When immigration was stopped by the Civil

War and never reached significant proportions thereafter,
German culture in New Orleans practically disappeared in
little more than a generation.

German publications had

ceased and German church services were rare long before
the anti-German sentiments of World War One eliminated
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the vestiges of the once thriving center of German culture
in New Orleans.
The establishment of a permanent settlement at
Roberts Cove remained doubtful for a time.

Although some

of the immigrants had arrived with capital, most were
poor, and for three years their efforts to farm the land
were unsuccessful.

Had it not been for the development

of the modern rice industry at that time, the group would
have probably dispersed, or at least moved on to more
fertile fields.

Once the proper crop was found, however,

the German farmers rapidly became not only self-sufficient
but prosperous, and the continued existence of the com
munity was assured.

The preservation of a cultural entity

in Roberts Cove was dependent upon the presence of a
German Catholic Church.

Indeed, the church constituted,

to a large degree, the culture of the simple farmers who
settled in the Cove.

Had it not been for the church

school, the language would have no doubt disappeared long
ago, as evidenced by its relatively rapid decline since
the termination of the German school.

Had the owners of

the farther removed farms attended the nearest churches
rather than returning to St. Leo's on weekends, the
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incidence of mixed marriages and the consequent loss of
the language would have no doubt been much greater in the
first three generations.

And, of course, had not the

church been established, those customs peculiar to the
German Catholic Church which now essentially comprise the
German heritage of the Cove community would have been left
behind in Germany.

That the community was able to es

tablish its church was due partly to the efforts of Father
Thevis and partly to good fortune, or the favor of Provi
dence.

It was Father Thevis who twice directed Bene

dictine monks to Roberts Cove, but it was good fortune
that Father Hennemann eventually made his way to New
Orleans in search of a refuge which his monastery did
not need or want.

After the Benedictines came to the

Cove for the second time, however, it was the enthusi
astic support of the community which kept them there.
The parishioners gave freely of time and money to build
the church and school, and later to obtain private teach
ers.

With the help, then, of Father Thevis, the Bene

dictines, and Providence, Roberts Cove remained thoroughly
and almost exclusively German until several years after
the First World War.
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After the war, and probably in a reaction to it,
interest in maintaining the German school began to wane.
The private teachers were replaced by non-German teaching
nuns in 1922.

The use of German in the church declined

until, except for some hymns, it ceased altogether in
1950.

As a consequence of many factors, the incidence

of mixed marriages increased and the loss of the language
thus accelerated.

Because of the Great Depression and an

increasing population, many descendants moved away from
Roberts Cove and usually lost the German language and
customs in doing so.

Those who have remained in the Cove

or the immediate vicinity, however, have remained con
scious of their German heritage and have retained many
church-related aspects of it.

Indeed, in recent years

interest in their heritage has grown stronger among the
inhabitants of Roberts Cove and contact with distant
relatives has been renewed.

It seems probable then, that

the Cove community will keep indefinitely those aspects
of German culture that still remain, and will continue to
be called "German Cove" locally.

The language, on the

other hand, seems destined to die out.
The Low German which is now spoken by many of the
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older inhabitants of the Cove and immediate vicinity is
essentially the same as that spoken by the first immi
grants, although there has been a slight change in the
phonology under the influence of English, and some vari
ations in the original dialects seem to have leveled.
For a variety of reasons, not the least of which was the
termination of the German school, few members of the
fourth and fifth generations now speak the language,
though many did as children.

The dialect will therefore

no doubt disappear within perhaps two decades.

High

German, on the other hand, will quite possibly continue
in use to a very limited extent as long as the church
retains its German character.

As a means of communica

tion, however, High German will probably not outlive the
Low German dialect in Roberts Cove.
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The figures for immigration into the United States
and through the port of New Orleans are taken from:
J.
Hanno Deiler, Geschichte der Deutschen Gesellschaft von
New Orleans (New Orleans:
Im Selbstverlage, 1897). The
percentages are calculated. Deiler gives two sets of
figures, official and his own estimate. Only the official
figures are used here.
An asterisk indicates incomplete
records for that figure.

Year
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

Germans Entering the Germans Through Per Cent Through
United States
New Orleans
New Orleans
968
383
148
183
230
450
511
432
1,851
597
1,976
2,413
10,194
6,988
17,686
8,311
20,707
32,740
11,683

411*
12*
10*
35
32*
4*
8
30*
13
15
10
14
23
371
941
327
620
1,437*
1,273

42.5
3.2
6.8
19.0
14.0
0.9
1.5
6.9
0.7
2.5
0.5
0.6
0.2
5.3
5.3
3.9
3.0
4.4
10.8
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Year
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
18 C 3
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

Germans Entering the Germans Through Per Cent Through
United States
New Orleans
New Orleans
21,028
29,704
15,291
20,370
14,441
20,731
34,355
57,561
74,281
58,464
60,235
78,896
72,482
145,918
141,946
215,009
71,913
71,028
91,781
45,310
41,784
54,491
31,661
27,529
33,162
57,276
83,424
115,892
133,426
55,831

2,817
1,156
3,145
3,114*
1,041*
944*
6,214
9,556
8,807
5,314*
2,903
8,612
9,930
11,630*
18,718
29,092
11,081
8,842
7,649
5,931
5,352
6,875
358

13.3
3.9
20.5
15.2
7.3
4.5
18.2
16.6

11.8
8.8
4.8

11.0
13.3

8.0
13.2
13.5
15.6
12.5
8.3
13.1
12.4

12.6
1.1
-------------

571
______ *

1,753

0.5
----

3.2
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Year
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1832
1893
1894
1895

Germans Entering the Germans Through Per Cent Through
United States
New Orleans
New Orleans
131,042
118,225
82,554
141,109
149,671
87,291
47,769
31,937
29,298
29,313
34,602
84,638
210,485
250,630
194,786
179,676
124,443
84,403
106,865
109,717
99,538
92,427
113,554
130,758
78,756
53,989
32,173

_____ *
____ *

.....
---

1,952
2,681
2,359
1,570
699
643
506
665
745
1,159

2.4
1.9
1.5

1,212

0.6

862
142
365
304
132
87
187
161
132
142

0.3

86
48
48
32

1.8
1.5

2.0
1.7

2.2
2.1
1.4

0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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LAND ACQUISITIONS

1881:

March 28, Thevis, Peter J. and Gerhard; borders:
N-lands of John Clark Turner, E-estate of Benjamin
F. McClelland and public land, S-Bayou Wikoff, In
lands of Thomas Robertson and Emma L. Clark.
387
acres, $967.50 cash.
{? SeclS T9S R2E and Sec42
T9S RIF- ?)
July 29, Grein, Herman, Homestead, Lot #1 Sec 7
T9SR2E, 154.7 acres.
November 28, Zaunbrecher , N. J.; borders: N-public
lands, S-Bayou Wikoff, W-J. Manouvier, E-M. L.
Lyons, 213 acres, $640 cash. (Sec 37 T9S R2E)

1882:

January 9, Gossen, Peter.
100 acres in
T9S R2E and Sec 39 T 8S R2E, $450 cash.

Sec 10

January 9, Hensgens, C. J. 100 acres in same sec
tions as P. Gossen.
$325/$100 down.
January 9, Wirtz, H., 100 acres in same sections
as Gossen.
$325/$50 down.
January 9, Reiners, Frantz.
tions.
$162.5Q/$40 down.

50 acres in same sec

December 19, Schlicher, Lambert, Homestead, Nl/2 of
SEl/4 of Sec 19 and Nl/2 of SW1/4 of Sec 20 T9S
R1E, 162 acres.

264
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1883:

September 17, Schlicher, Johann P., Homestead Sl/2
of SWl/4 of Sec 18 and Nl/2 of NWl/4 of Sec 19 T9S
RlE, 162 acres.
December 26, Lenards [sic], August, Homestead, Lot
#1 Sec 6 T9S R2E, 114.5 acres.

1884:

February 25, Thevis, Joseph, Homestead, HA SE1/4 of
SE1/4 Sec 24 and NEl/4 of NE1/4 of Sec 25, T9S,
RlE, 80 acres.
March 18, Wirtz, Hubert, Homestead, F.C. NEl/4 Sec
7 T9S RlE, 162.62 acres.
October 6 , Zaunbrecher, Nicholas J. , Homestead,
T.C., Lots No. 1 & 2 and Nl/2 of NWi/4 of Sec 25
T9S RlW, 148.28 acres.
October 6 , Zaunbrecher, Nicholas J., Homestead, H . ,
Lots No. 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7, and SWl/4 of SWl/4 of Sec
25 T9S RlW, 161.30 acres.
October 24, Gossen, Joseph, Homestead, Home NWl/4
S24 T9S RlW, 162.98 acres.
November 24, Leonards, Joseph, Homestead, T.C.
SWl/4 Sec 24 T9S RlW, 162.90 acres.
December 25, Thevis, Jacob, Homestead, Home Lot
#2 Sec 6 , T9S, R2E, 132 acres.

1886:

February 15, Thevis, Gerhard, on N side of B.
Wikoff, beginning at NE corner of Sec 16 T9S R2E,
from said corner N to NW corner of Sec 42 T9S
RlE, a sufficient distance E and W to make 56
acres.
$200 cash.
February 15, Thevis, Peter Jos., all rights to the
undivided 1/2 of irregular Sec 42, T9S RlE and ir
regular Sec 16 T9S R2E, 338 acres, $200 cash.
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1886:

May 20, Theunissen, Hubert J . , $162.50/$12.50 down.
(1) In Roberts Cove, first 40 acres of prairie
land on W of part of same tract sold by
present vendor (Antoni Frey) to C. Henschens
[sic], commencing at SW corner of Henschens
land, W on the line 600 ft., N on parallel
lines sufficient distance to give 40 acres.
(In Sec 10 T9S R2E and Sec 39 T 8S R2E)
(2) Woodland just north of the first tract and
W of C. Hencshens [sic] lands: from prairie
edge of timber on W line of Henschens land,
following timber edge W 300 ft., N on paral
lel lines to Bayou Plaquemine Brulee.
10
acres.
November 18, Zaunbrecher, Joseph, El/2 of SEl/4 of
Sec 26 T9S RlW, 80 acres.
$120 cash.
November 22, Leonards, Joseph, Wl/2 of SEl/4 of
Sec 26 T9S RlW, 80 acres.
$120 cash.

1887:

February 12, Schlicher, Lambert, in Crowley,
6 & 7, Block 130, each 50 x 150, on 9th St.
$12 down.

Lots
$24/

April 22, Heinen, Joseph, a piece of land in St.
Landry Parish, bounded on one side by land of Mr.
Clark and on other by that of Mr. Gossen, 140
acres.
$490/$300 down.
(In Sec 10, T9S R2E and
Sec 39, T 8S R2E)
1888:

January 31, Heinen, Joseph, Sec 7, T9S R2E(north
of B. Wikoff), 100 acres. South part of Lots 3
& 4. $550 cash.
March 1, Thevis, Peter Joseph, all of Sec 8, T 8S
RlE, 652.84 acres.
$2568/$1800 down.
November 13, Zaunbrecher, Wm. F. (Wm. T.?), NWl/4
of NEl/4 of Sec 16, T9S RlE (lot #8 of said Sec
tion) 41.08 acres.
$123.30/$12.33 down.
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November 16, Ohlenforst, John W . , NWl/4 of SE1/4
Sec 3, T9S R1E, 40 acres; El/2 of El/2, Sec 10,
T9S RlE, 161 acres; total, 201 acres.
$1600/
$1000 down.
1896;

January 29, Schlicher, Sarah M., Sl/2 of SW1/4
Sec 18, and Nl/2 of NWl/4 Sec 19, T9S RlE, 161
acres, for previous debts.
(Bought from husband,
Jno, P. Schlicher)
May 2, Thevis, Gerhard, Wi/2 Sec 8 T 8S RlE, 321
acres, $3210/$2610.
May 23, Hensgens, C. J. & Dischler, Sl/2 Sec 9
T 8S RlE, 322 acres, $3000/$1000.
July 16, Scheufens, Theodore, 140 acres bounded
by Clark & Gcssen (purchased by Heinen in 1887)
$1080 cash.
November 6 , Habetz, Heinrich, Wl/2 of NE1/4 Sec
15, T9S RlE, 80 acres, $800 cash.
November 20, Spaetgens, H. J., 40 acres: N,
Spaetgens; S, T. McClelland; E, Murphy; W, J.
Ohlenforst.
$400 cash. NOTE: SAME LAND SOLD
BACK TO E. J. MURPHY, $405/$5.

1897:

February 15, Heinen, Joseph, all of Sec 15, T 8S
RlE except SWl/4 of SWl/4, $4800 cash.
February 18, Gielen, Daniel, SE1/4 S10 RlE T 8S,
160 acres: N, W. W. Duson; S, W. N. Robinson,
E, E. Robinson; W, Hartwell.
$470/notes.
July 3, Zaunbrecher, N. J.,
(1) Sl/2 and NE1/4 of SE1/4 of Sec 4;
(2) Wl/2 of NE1/4 of Sec 9;
(3) SE1/4 of Sec 9;
(4) Nl/2 and SWl/4 ofNW 1/4
ofSec 9;
(5) NE1/4 of NE1/4 of Sec 9;
(6) SE1/4 of NWl/4 of Sec 9: T9S RlE,
440 acres,
$3448/$2448.
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July 9, Zaunbrecher, N. J . , Sl/2 of SWl/4 Sec 18
and Nl/2 of NWl/4 Sec 19, T9S RlE, 161 acres,
$1000/$520.70 (Schlicher homestead).
October 26, Schlicher, Mrs. Sarah M . , Nl/2 of
SE1/4; SWl/4 of NE1/4; and SEl/4 of NWl/4 of Sec
36, T 8S RlW, 173 acres, $1800 cash.
November 8 , Schlicher, Mrs. Sarah M . , (nee
Thrailkill), Lots 1, 2, & 7, Blk. 147, Crowley,
$850/$250.
November 17, Gossen, William, NE1/4 of Sec 13,
T9S RlW, 162,5 acres, $2000 cash.
November 24, Leonards, August, (1) 100 acres:
N, I. Stutes(?); S, J. Hoffpauir(?); E, 0.
Bruner; W, Coopwood, RlE T 8S. (2) plus 17 acres
elsewhere:
$1000 cash.
December 27, Habetz, Henri, Lot 6 , Sec 27 T 8S
RlE, 31 acres, $240 cash.
December 31, Wirtz, Alphonse C . , NWl/4 of Sec 34
T 8S RlE, 100 acres, $1000/$534.
1898:

January 25, Heinen, Joseph, et al., NE1/4 of Sec
31 T9S R2E, 79 acres; plus 8 acres South of Bayou
Wikoff, $1500 cash.
January 25, Leonards, Joseph, 2 acres on Bayou
Plaq. Brulee, $1000 cash.
November 17, Zaunbrecher, William J., all of Sec
18, T 8S RlE, 640 acres, $5000/$2000.
December 5, Reiners, Frank, NEl/4 of Sec 22 T 8S
RlE, 160.61 acres, $1600/$600.

1899:

January 11, Heinen, Joseph, all, of Wl/2 of Sec 14
T 8S RlE, except for 100 acres of E portion of
Wl/2 sold to Wm. Heinen (below), 220 acres, $2400
cash.
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January 11, Heinen, William, (1) NE1/4 Sec 14, T 8S
RlE, 160 acres; (2) 100 acres of E side of Wl/2 of
Sec 14, having a N frontage of sufficient width
and N boundary of said section, and running S be
tween parallel lines to make the 100 acres:
$1200/
$500.
March 6 , Schlicher, Mrs. Sarah M . , NWl/4 of NWl/4
of Sec 18, T10S RlE, 40 acres, $5Q0/$100.
March 7, Schlicher, Mrs. Sarah M . , lot or parcel of
land adjoining town of Crowley on the W, front of
26 chains & 43 links on the continuation of the S
side of 8th St., with depth of 4 chains & 44 links
and between parallel lines, together with all
buildings and improvements, 12 acres, $500 cash.
June 8 , Heinen, Joseph, & Gerhard Thevis, 209 acres
in Roberts Cove, prairie land with improvements,
bounded by: N, Grace Lyons; S, Lignoon & Boud
reaux; E, Miguez; W, public road on land of J.
Heinen & Herman Grien [sic]. (Land that present
vendor, Grein, acquired from U. S. Govt.), $655.21
cash.
June 27, Ohlenforst, John W . , Wl/2 of NEl/4 of Sec
15, T9S RlE, 80 acres, $420 cash.
July 17, Zaunbrecher, Henry, Joseph Leonard, &
Charles Zaunbrecher, 1 block or square with im
provements in Crowley, bounded by Ave. I & J and
9th & 10th Streets: Block No. 151. $900 cash.
November 10, Leonard [sic], Joseph, (1) NEl/4 of
Sec 22, T 8S RlE, 160.61 acres; (2) 40 acres in
Roberts Cove: N, Henry Gossen; E, Hubert Theomison [sic]; S, public land; W, Dadol Schreiners;
(3) 10 acres woodland in same area: N, Bayou
Plaq. Brulee; E, Henry Gossen; W, Dadol Schrievers,
$1074.35/$551.60.
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December 2, Schlicher, Sarah M . , 12 acres, W of
town of Crowley:
front of 26 chains & 43 links on
the continuation of 8th St., by depth of 4 chains
& 54 links between parallel lines.
(Same property
that vendor acquired this day from purchaser)
$ 1000/monthly payments.
December 4, Habetz, Anna M . , Lot No. 6 of Sec 27,
T 8S RlE, 31.84 acres, $300/$100.
December 29, Schaffhausen, Joseph, in town of
Rayne: at corner of Texas Ave. & Polk St., in
Block No. 1 of Cunningham Div., commencing at
NE corner of Lot No. 6 ; running W 50 ft: then
running back 120 ft. between parallel lines;
thence E 50 ft; then back to place of beginning.
With buildings and improvements.
$1250/$350.
1900:

February 5, Zaunbrecher, Maria H. (nee Leonards),
NEl/4 of Sec 8 , T 8S RlE, 160 acres, $635 (cash?)
February 28, Gossen, Joseph, in Sec 27, T 8S RlE,
125 acres, $1500 cash.
March 12, Zaunbrecher, Nico. J . , NWl/4 of NEl/4
of Sec 16, T9S RlE (lot 8), 41 acres, $123.30
cash.
July 30, Scheufens, Theodore, 100 acres in Cove
(estate of William Reiners(?)): N, B. Plaq.;
S, Sec 16, T9S RlE, $650 (cash?)
September 24, Spaetgens, Henry J . , 30 acres: N,
Ed Murphy; S, W. Ohlenforst; E & W, Spaetgens.
$200 cash.
November 17, Heinen, Joseph, El/2 of SWl/4 Sec
22, T 8S RlE, 80 acres, $800 cash.
December 13, Leonard [sic], Joseph, 20 acres N of
B. Wikoff: N, J. B. Anding; S, W. W. Duson; E,
Duson; W, Rt Clark.
$200 (cash?)
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December 17, Reiners, Frank, (1) NEl/4 of Sec 22,
T 8S RlE, 160 acres; (2) 40 acres in Cove: N, H.
Gossen; E, H. Theunissen; S, public road; W, Danol
Schvieren(?); (3) 10 acres of woods: N, B. Plaq.
Brulee; E, H. Gossen & Dodal Scheuver(?); S, H.
Gossen; W, Dodal Schnieven.
$1000 cash.
December 18, Habetz, Anna M . , (1) SWl/4 of NWl/4
of Sec 11, T9S RlE, 40 acres; (2) adjoining Lot 6 ,
9 acres; (3) Lot 6 , 7 acres.
$625/$20C.
December 21, Spaetgens, H. Jos., (1) Nl/2 of SEl/4
of SEl/4 of Sec 3, T9S RlE, 20 acres; (2) El/4 of
SWl/4 of SEl/4 of Sec 3, T9S RlE, 10 acres.
$218
cash.
December 21, Habetz, Anna M . , Wl/2 of SWl/4 of
SEl/4 of Sec 3, T9S RlE, 20 acres, $145 cash.
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APPENDIX C

The maps in this appendix are copied from the map
of Acadia Parish published by the Louisiana Department of
Highways (January 1, 1966).
1/2 inch = 1 mile.

The scale of Maps I-IV is:

The information used to plot the land

acquisitions on these four maps is contained in Appendix
B.

Acquisitions of less than 40 acres and town lots were

not plotted.
The scale of Map V was reduced because of the
necessity of including a larger section of the parish.
The scale is approximately:

3/8 inch = 1 mile.

The in

formation used to plot the land holdings on this map was
obtained from a set of maps maintained by the Assessor's
Office of the Police Jury of Acadia Parish and published
by Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys

(January 1, 1961).

On Map

V the shaded area inside a given Section of land is in
tended to show the proportion of that Section owned by
the descendant or descendants of the original settler
rather than the exact location of the land within the
272
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Section.

Areas of less than 40 acres were not plotted.

It should be noted that this map shows only the land held
by descendants bearing the names of the original settlers.
The map should thus be considered as indicative of the
trend apparent on the first four maps, rather than an ex
act representation of the holdings of all of the descend
ants .
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APPENDIX D

QUESTIONNAIRE AND SUMMARY OF REPLIES

The following questionnaire was sent to 125 per
sons bearing the names of families associated with the
history of Roberts Cove.

The names and addresses were

obtained from the Telephone Directories of Rayne, Crowley,
Opelousas, Lafayette, and Eunice, Louisiana.

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DESCENDANTS OF THE
GERMAN SETTLERS OF ROBERTS COVE
NAME

AGE

OCCUPATION

1.

Name of original settler.

2.

What relation was he?

3.

Did he come directly to the Cove from Germany?
not, where in the U. S. did he first reside?
how long?

When did he arrive in the Cove?

If
For

Do you

know what caused him to move to Roberts Cove?
4.

Did you grow up in the Cove?

If you are not now in

the Cove, when did you or your family leave?
279
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5.

Did you go to school at St. Leo's?

How many years?

6 . Did you have any instruction in German in school?
How many years?
7.

Were both of your parents of German descent?

8 . Did your parents speak German in the home?

If so,

was it Platt or High German?
9.

Do

you often speak German at home?

Platt or High?

10.

Do you ever speak German?

11.

Even if you do not speak German, can you understand
it?

12.

Platt or High?

Platt or High?

If you do not speak or understand German, did you at
one time?

13.

Do

any of your children speak German?

14.

Do

any of them understand it, even

Platt or High?

thoughthey cannot

speak it?
15.

Are there any habits or customs in your family that
you may attribute to your German background?

For

instance, the celebration of St. Nicholas Day, sing
ing of German hymns or songs, etc.

Please list

these and give a brief description.
16.

Please list any such customs which were observed
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in your parents' home but have been discontinued in
yours.

Forty-three replies were received.

In the summa

tion of these replies, the respondents have been divided
into four age-groups, namely (A) 27-31,

(B) 35-40,

(C) 49-

62, and (D) 66-78.

SUMMA k Y

I.

For all respondents. Total— 43. Number in each age
group:
(A) 8 ; (B) 17; (C) 10; (D) 8 .

1.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who often use German in the home:
% of Age-group
Number
A
0
0
B
0
0
C
3 (High-0; Platt-2; Both-1)
30
D
(High-1; Platt-1; Both-2)
50
7 (16% of total respondents)

2.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 1^ who speak German on
occasion:
Number
% of Age-group
A
3 (High-2; Platt-1; Both-0)
38
12
B
2 (High-1; Platt-1; Both-0)
20
C
2 (High-0; Platt-2; Both-0)
38
D
_3 (High-1; Platt-0; Both-2)
10 (23% of total respondents)
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3„
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 2_ who understand German:
Number
% of Age-group
A
1 (High-1; Platt-0; Both-0)
12
B
3 (High-1; Platt-1; Both-1)
18
C
2 (High-0; Platt-1; Both-1)
20
D
1 (High-0; Platt-1; Both-0)
12
7 (16% of total respondents)

4.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 3 who once knew German:
Number
% of Age-group
A
0
0
B
2
20
C
1
12
-D
—
3 (7% of total respondents)

5.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who indicate the observance of German
customs:
Number
% of Age-group
A
4
50
B
7
41
C
7
70
_7
D
88
25 (58% of total respondents)

II.

For respondents not living in Roberts Cove : Total—
33. Number in each age-group:
(A) 7; (B) 14; (C)
(D)
4.
8;

1.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who often use German in the home:
Number
% of Age-group
A
0
0
B
0
0
C
3 (High-0; Platt-2; Both-1)
38
D
3 (High-i; Platt-1; Both-1)
75

6 (18% of total respondents in II)
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2.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 1 who speak German on
occasion:
Number
% of Age-group
A
2 (High-1; Platt-1; Both-0)
28
B
1 (High-0; Platt-1; Both-0)
7
C
O
0
D
O
0
3 (9% of total respondents in II)

3.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 2
Number
A
1 (High-1; Platt-0;
B
4 (High-1; Platt-2;
C
2 (High-0; Platt-1;
D
_1 (High-0; Platt-1;

who understand German:
% of Age-group
Both-0)
14
Both-1)
35
Both-1)
25
Both-0)
25

8 (24% of total respondents in II)

4.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 3_ who once knew German:
Number
% of Age-group
A
O
0
B
2
14
C
l
13
D
3 (9% of total respondents in II)

5.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who indicate the observance of German
customs:
Number
% of Age-group
A
3
43
B
5
36
C
5
62
D
_2
50
15 (45% of total respondents in II)
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III.

For respondents reared in Roberts Cove. Total— 21.
Number in each age-group:
(A) 3; (B) 7; (C) 3;
(D) 8 .

1.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who often use German in the home:
Number
% of Age-group
A
O
0
B
O
0
C
1 (High-0; Platt-0; Both-1)
33
D
(High-1; Platt-1; Both-2)
50
5 (24% of total respondents in III)

2.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in _1
occasion:
Number
A
1 (High-1; Platt-0;
B
1 (High-1; Platt-0;
C
2 (High-0; Platt-2;
D
_3 (High-1; Platt-0;

who speak German on

Both-0)
Both-0)
Both-0)
Both-2)

% of Age-group
33
14

66
38

7 (33% of total respondents in iii)

3.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 2_ who understand German:
Number
% of Age-group
A
1
33
B
3
43
C
D
_1
13
5 (24% of total respondents in III)

4.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 3_ who once knew German:
Number
% of Age-group
A
O
0
B
1
14
C
D
_1
13
2 (10% of total respondents in III)
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5.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who indicate the observance of German
customs:
Number
% of Age-group
A
3
100
B
6
85
C
3
100
D
_7
88
19 (91% of total respondents in III)

IV.

For respondents living in Roberts Cove. Total— 10.
Number in each age-group:
(A) 1; (B) 3; (C) 2;
(D) 4.

1.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who often use German in the home:
Number
% of Age-group
A
0
0
B
0
0
C
O
0
D
_4 (High-0; Platt-0; Both-4)
100
4 (40% of total respondents in IV)

2.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 1
occasion:
Number
A
1 (High-1;
Platt-0;
B
1 (High-1;
Platt-0;
C
2 (High-0;
Platt-2;
D
—

who speak German on
% of Age-group
Both-0)
100
Both-0)
33
Both-0)
100
--

4 (40% of total respondents in IV)

3.

Persons not included in 2 who understand German:
Number
% of Age-group
Age-group A
Age-group B
0
0
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Number

% of Age-group

Age-group C
Age-group D

0

4.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

5.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 3_ who once knew German:
Number
% of Age-group
A
B
O
0
C
D

Persons who indicate the observance of Germ^i
customs:
Number
% of Age-group
A
1
100
B
3
100
2
C
100
D
4
100
10 (100% of total respondents in IV)

V.

For respondents having both parents of German de
scent. Total— 33. Number in each age-group:
(A) 6 ; (B) 10; (C) 9; (D) 8 .

1.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-grcup
Age-group

Persons who often use German in the home:
Number
% of Age-group
A
O
0
B
O
0
C
3 (High-0; Platt-2; Both-1)
33
D
_4 (High-1; Platt-1; Both-2)
50
7 (21% of total respondents in V)
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2.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 1^ who speak German on
occasion:
Number
% of Age-group
A
2 (High-1? Platt-1? Both-0)
33
B
1 (High-1; Platt-0; Both-0)
10
2 (High-0; Platt-2; Both-0)
C
22
D
_3 (High-1; Platt-0; Both-2)
38

8 (24% of total respondents in V)

3.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 2_ who understand German:
Number
% of Age-group
A
1
17
B
4
40
C
l
11
D
_1
13
7 (21% of total respondents in V)

4.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 3 who once knew German:
Number
% of Age-group
A
0
0
0
B
0
C
11
D
1 (3% of total respondents in V)

5.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who indicate the observance of German
customs:
Number
% of Age-group
A
4
67
B
8
80
C
7
78
D
_7
88
26 (79% of total respondents in V)
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VI.

For respondents whose parents spoke German in the
home. Total— 29. Number in each age-group:
(A) 4;
(B) 8 ; (C) 9; (D) 8 .

1.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who often use German in the home:
Number
% of Age-group
A
O
0
B
O
0
C
3 (High-0; Platt-2; Both-1)
33
D
_4 (High-1; Platt-1; Both-2)
50
7 (24% of total respondents in VI)

2.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 1
occasion:
Number
A
2 (High-1; Platt-1;
B
1 (High-1; Platt-0;
C
2 (High-0; Platt-2;
D
__3 (High-1; Platt-0;

who speak German on

Both-0)
Both-0)
Both-0)
Both-2)

% of Age-group
50
13
22
33

8 (28% of total respondents in VI)

3.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 2 who understand German:
Number
% of Age-group
1
25
A
3
38
B
C
2
22
D
1
13
7 (24% of total respondents in VI)

4.
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons not included in 3^ who once knew German:
Number
% of Age-group
A
0
0
B
1
13
C
0
0
—
—
D
1 (3% of total respondents in VI)
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5.

Age-group
Age-group
Age-group
Age-group

Persons who indicate the observance of German
customs:
Nuiiber
% of Age-group
A
3
75
B
6
75
C
7
78
D
_7
88
23 (79% of total respondents in VI)

VII.

For respondents who received instruction in German
at St. Leo's School. Total— 12. Number in each
age-group:
(C) 4; (D) 8 .

1.

Persons who often use German in the home:
Number
% of Age-group
Age-group C
2 (High-0; Platt-1; Both-1)
50
Age-group D
_4 (High-1; Platt-1; Both-2)
50

6 (50% of total respondents in VII)

2.

Persons not included in 1^ who speak German on
occasion:
Number
% of Age-group
Age-group C
2 (High-0; Platt-2; Both-0)
50
Age-group D
_3 (High-1; Platt-0; Both-2)
38
5 (42% of total respondents in VII)

3.

Persons not included in 2_ who understand German:
Number
% of Age-group
Age-group C
—
—
Age-group D
_1
13
1 (8% of total respondents in VII)
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5.

Persons who indicate the observance of German
customs:
Number
% of Age-group
Age-group C
4
100
Age-group D
_J_
88
11 (92% of total respondents in VII)

One person in age-group C and four in age-group D
indicated that their children were conversant with German.
Only the person in age-group C gave the ages of his
children.

These were thirty-four and thirty-six.
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Stanley Joe McCord was born in Lawton, Oklahoma,
on April 27, 1936.

He was educated in the public schools

of New Orleans, Louisiana, and graduated from high school
in 1954.

After serving in the United States Army, he

entered Louisiana State University in 1957 and received
the Bachelor of Arts degree in June, 1960.

He began

graduate study in the Department of Foreign Languages at
Louisiana State University in February, 1961, and there
after was awarded a National Defense Fellowship for three
years of graduate study in the fields of German Litera
ture and Linguistics.
gree in January, 1963.

He received the Master of Arts de
He was awarded a Fulbright

fellowship for study at the Freie Universitat Berlin
in 1963-1964.

After two more years of graduate study

at Louisiana State University, he joined the faculty of
the University of Alabama as instructor in the Department
of German and Russian.

He is a candidate for the degree

of Doctor of Philosophy in June, 1969.
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